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FOREWORD

The documents presented in this volume are links in a chain reaction of
free expression. Taking place inside the Sov4et Union and its Eastern Euro-
pean allies, this process of civil protest varies from one locale to another
both in scope and content. Its common base, however, can be found in the
1975 Helsinki accord, the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Coop-
eration in Europe.

There, in the introductory Declaration on Principles Guiding Relations
between Participating States, the 35 signatory nations bound themselves to
accord the same respect to the human rights and fundamental freedoms of
their own citizens as to one another's frontiers, sovereignty, and immunity
from force or the threat of its use. The pledge to respect "freedom of
thought, conscience, religion or belief," to "promote and encourage the
effective exercise of civil, political ... cultural and other rights", to
accord ethnic minorities "equality before the law" and "full opportunity",
and to "act in conformity" with international commitments on human rights
constitutes Principle VII of the Final Act. In that human rights Principle,
moreover, the signatories confirmed "the right of the individual to know and
act upon his rights and duties in this field."

Some of the results of that knowledge and that action have been brought

together in this sampling of Helsinki-related protest and commentary. Many

of the documents are the collective work of specially created Helsinki-monitoring

groups, such as those in the Soviet Union. Whether the tie to CSCE is direct
(as in Romania and the USSR) or attenuated by the local, specific, political

setting (as in Czechoslovakia and Poland), two common tenets unite the diverse

worlds of the Helsinki dissenters. All proclaim a fundamental right to the

open exchange of information and all insist that law -- domestic and inter-

national -- be honored.

This dual attachment to the rule of law and to open, public discussion

has long been a central principle in the conduct of Soviet dissenters. In

asking that the Helsinki guarantees be applied to their situations as well,

activists in East Europe seized on the same two points of argument. Whether

Poles are reporting on the censorship of news about coffee exports or Romanians

are complaining about the maltreatment of would-be emigrants, the thrust of

their protest is against the violation of law and the secrecy which shrouds

such violations.



Although the Commission has not been able to publish an anthology of
all the dissident documentation it has received, the following compilation
is at least representative of the range of Helsinki issues which are of
acute concern to the citizens of Warsaw Pact states. The reports touch on
the freedom to preach, to write, to publish, to travel, to learn languages
and to teach them, to hold unpopular views and to express them.

Taken as a whole, these documents cast light on the darker side of
Communist societies. That is not the only side, of course, but it is impor-
tant to know that it exists and to realize that brave men and women are work-
ing to illuminate and correct it. In the hope that this sampling of their
work will guide researchers and policy makers in many countries to an under-
standing of the hopes brought into the open by the Helsinki accord, this
volume is dedicated to its authors.

Chairman, U.S. CSCE Commission

CLAIBORNE PELL
Co-Chairman, U.S. CSCE Commission
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Guide to Sources

In preparing this volume on Helsinki-related dissent in Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union, the Commission had recourse to a wide variety of
sources. To aid scholars and others who wish to pursue the subject, we
provide below a listing by country of these and other sources where additional
materials, including current documents, can be obtained. Given the growing
number of organizations and individuals involved in following the dissent
movement, our list is by no means exhaustive, but it does provide, in our
experience, a useful guide to some of the major sources. There is no listing
for Bulgaria and Hungary because we are not aware of any sources for these
two countries.

Czechoslovakia

Amnesty International
International Secretariat
10 Southampton. Street
London, WC2E 7HF
England

Council on Free Czechoslovakia
2051 Park Road, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Index
P.O. Box 410511
5 Cologne 41
Federal Republic of Germany

Index on Censorship
Writers and Scholars International, Ltd.
21 Russell Street
London WC2B 5HP
England

International Committee for the
Support of Charter '77 in
Czechoslovakia
3, Rue des Lions
75004 Paris
France

Palach Press Limited
Press and Literary Agency
145 Gray's Inn Road
London WClX8UB
'England

East Germany

CDU/CSU Group
German Bundestag
Bonn
Federal Republic of Germany

Poland

ANEKS
61 Dorset Road
London W5 4HX
England

Association of Polish Students and
Graduates in Exile

42 Emperos Gate
London SW7 4HJ
England

I
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Poland (con't)

Federation of Poles in Great Britain

238-246 King Street
London W6 ORF
England

Polish American Congress, Inc.
1200 North Ashland Avenue
Chicago, IL 60622

Palach Press Limited
Press and Literary Agency
145 Gray's Inn Road
London WClX8UB
England

For readers interested to learn further about political programs formu-

lated by Polish dissident groups, we would refer them to Edward Lipinski's

"Open Letter to Gierek" (text in Survey No. 99), the Programme of the Polish

League for Independence (text in Survey No. 99), Jacek Kuron's Reflections

on a Programme of Action (manuscript) and interview in Le Monde (January 29,

1977) and Adam Michnik's article "Vive la Pologne" alfo in Le Monde (December

16, 1976).

Romania

Committee for the Defense of

Human Rights in Romania
14 Rue de l'Amorique
75015 Paris
France

Radio Free Europe
1 Englisher Garten
8 Munich 22
Federal Republic of Germany

Committee for Human Rights in
Romania

P.O. Box J
Gracie Station
New York, N.Y. 10028

Soviet Union

Documentation in Russian:

Arkhiv Samizdata
RFE-RL, Inc.
1 Englischer Garten
8 MunIch 22
Federal Republic of Germany

Keston News Service
Keston College
Centre for the Study of Religion
and Communism

Heathfield Road
Keston, Kent
England, BR2 6BA

Khronika Press
505 Eighth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10018
(Selected documents are available
in English in A Chronicle of
Human Ri&hts in the USSR.)

Washington Street Research Center
3101 Washington Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
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Soviet Union (con't)

Documentation in Other Languages:

In English: ELTA Information Service
Supreme Committee for Liberation of Lithuania
29 West 57th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

Helsinki Guarantees for Ukraine Committee
P.O. Box 32397
Washington, D.C. 20007

In French:

In German:

Comith pour 1'application des accords d'Helsinki
en Ghorgie
6, rue Thiers
75116 Paris
France

Glaube in der 2. Welt
Zurichgtrasse 115, Postfach 142
8700 Kusnacht-Zurich
Switzerland

Kuratorium Geistige Freiheit
Postfach 227
3600 Thun
Switzerland
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA

An Introduction to Charter '77

by Professor Vilem Precan

ChawrteA '77 is a changing phenomenon; ttying to give
it a definitive desc'Zption is tike tJying to shoot down a
moving taoget. In the 15 months o6 it6 existence, it hau
been chaoacteAzzed 'owm many did6veent pevspectives. 1tA
objectiveu have been dedended, 60' in.tance, againht
o66aiat. e&Aot6 to outlaw and tiquidate it. Some 6oteign
oboeAveAo have emced in viewing it as an oppo45tion gkoup,
an ozganization o6 diz&identso, whohe st'ess on the juie o6
Law iA meAety camouitage. Even among ChaoteA membeA6, the
debate has been continuat oveh how Chattea can Ok shoutd
h4eatize its aims. The discui±ion occuAted tLat summet,
Aesumed in Mawch, 1978, and i6 appawent in many ChatteA
document6.

The initial ChatteA pucmLoamtion o6 Januowy 1, 1977,
60k instance, te'med the gkoup "a toose, in6o'mat and open
ao^ociation o6 peopee o6 vazious hhadei o0 opinion, 6aith4
and puofesionm, united by the wili to &t'ive individually
and cottectively to puwmote in ouW own countty and th,%ough-
out the wo'id e.spect 6o0 the civic and human kights embodied
in the U.N. Univekat. Dectoaution o6 Human Rights and
accorded to all by the Intetnationat Covenant8 and the
Final Act o6 the He2sinki Con6e'ence."

Puo6eszoo Ji'i Hajek, one 6pokesman 6ok ChahteA '77,
has spoken o6 "an a04ociation o6 inteAest bokn o6 the
e&ot to examine whetheA Ok not the £aw. and 4egulation&
to which a state i6 committed ate betng put into riactice."
He st'essed that "the e44ence oS the ChaoteA is a call to
dutL and active citizenhhip." AnotheA 6poke.man, D4. Ladistav
Hejdanek, held that "the main aim ob ChatteA '77 i4 to &pot-
tight the situation o6 the 6ociety 4n which we tUve." And
the Late Ptodeizot Jan Patocka, who was inextPicabty a.ao-
ciated with the eatty phases ob the ChatteA and its highty
mo'wa natute, closed the e.say which i4 &ightty catted lu4
political tehtament with these wo'dt: "Foom the Chottekt
we may expect a new ideologicaL o'ientation to enteu oUh
fi6e -- an otientation towwtds baoic human kights, towaods
mo'taiity in poLiticaL and in p'ivate Qiee. The Chottet wile
not stop 'eminding us o6 out debt to theoe tegatty p-otected
awightA; it will not 4top keminding u6 -- o0 people ab4oad --
no matteA what &i4k such activitieA entait."
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The impo'tance od the Cha'teA and od its continuing
activity can onty be app'ecioted again4.t the background o6
Czechootovakian eati-ty. AdteA eight yeaw os o6 o-catted
conotidation (4ince the Soviet invasion od Augut, 1968),
that .6ociety Aemained cAippted by the daituwe to achieve
dundamentat democtatic xeQo'1mn. The majotity o6 ito
citizens not onty inwaAdty diLa tee with the poticiQe
od -the smatU govening eQtie; they actuatty oppose them.
ExteAnatty, howeveA, they had-. 4ewigned themaetvea to
paO4&ve accommodation, unabte to hope in any chanqe
6o0 the betteA. The qoveAnin-q etite i. atso a puiAoneA
06 the new 4ituation impozed a-teA the dedeat og the Pague
Spiing. Di-4c/edited and compuomi4ed, it doeQ not dahe
to decmease itL p'Le&m4e 60 deoaA o6 bhinging the cottap6e
od the pucacoious 4.tuctute od "con6otidation."

UndeA the.6e ci&cunmtance4 and especia.ty a6tet the
Aweeping potice action o6 Januaty 1972, and the potiticat
t'iatL6 which Sottowed it, diLsent wa6 con6ined to a
,6matU ghOup od peopte -- individuat4 ot ad hoc gooups -- who
coutd onty eXphQe4 thei4L citicism od the potiticat e~tab-
tL~hment by pubtiJhing the&t puO-tet4 and p'wctamation,
abowad. Untike the di-Lident6 in the U.S.S.R., those in
Czecho4tovakia did expiLe-4 the opinion4 o6 the majo'ity
o6 the di zat"iL6ed popueation, atthough they wete mainty
intettectuat4 and -6ome potiticians 4tUit dedending the
1968 &e604ms. Thei/ pio-tezt6 continued into 1975 and,
adteA the pubtication abroad o6 a tetteA by AtexandeA
Dubcek, mo4e pubtic pionouncement8 eme'ged without AputAing

diLect con6dontotion with the 4egime. A6teA the Hee~inki
Con6eAence a4 wett, -6eve/wt 6uch individuat- and smatt
group- o6 peopte voiced the demand that Czechootovakia
implement the FinaQ Act ptinciptea.

Diaappointed that detente did not automatically
batng that hoped--o,% in-teAna tibematization, the,6e
tonety and izotated voicez tacked su66icient in6tuence
to pIYe466ue the Aegime o/c to ptovide the ba4i-4 60o buoadeA
community action. Thoze who 4poke up wexe mainty a2teady
pLominent di4-ident6 04 d6oueA Communi6t6 out o6 touch
with otheA ciActe.6 in the z0ciety -- paAticutaxty with

young adu~tt.

In the 4econd hatS o6 1976, howeveA, event4 took a
di6deAent tuWn in connection with the t'iat o6 14 young
peopte. MembehA od unde'g'ound muzicat g4oups, they had
been brought to -tiat onty becawae theiL compositions
expu4esed an exit entiti,6t oppoiWtion to hypociti-cat
mouatU, to con6o4mity, and to conzume14"m The-L4 tAiaPt wa
meant to be a waoning to aQR noncon6oomizt youth, but
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it in 6act spuAhed sevehaf 6pontaneou. joint action6, in which
people o6 di66e.ent genehationz, poti~tco1 views, and
ettigiouw 6aith,6 became 6&iend6. Chuciatty, this action waz

not politicat in natute but me'ety the de(Qen4 e o6 the baaic
AightA o6 a g0oup o6 young people to sing what they wanted to
sing and to de6ine theit own philosophy o6 ti6e. The de6ense
o6 the "&ingeu6" -- a6 Patocka catted them -- cteated the
bao6i Joh 6uAtheh unidied activity in de6ense oJ human
Aight6. Watm 6eetings o6 0otidadity gJuew dahing this
common eoAtch 60h, truth and strength ao it was discovehed
how many people Leduhed to be 6itent in the 6ace o6
injustice.

Unabte to remain patient and 6eahtess o6 duttheh
con~equences ,these people w6dud no tongeA wait 60t change to
come 6&om above ou, outside. The tong ye-au &ince 1968 had
made them heatize that 6&eedom and human Right6 atQ indi-
viZibte. And that onty by ctaiming a tight does one make
it teat.

Jan Patockaa ta-teh expres6ed thi& teatization:
"Paesivity only make. the situation wovue, The ghea-te the
6eah and 6ewvitity, the mo'e b'azen the authoaitie,6 become.
Onty when the authohitite ate convinced that injustice
and diictimination wiUl not be ignoted, wiUC they tessen
the p'tezsue.t

The achievements o6 those whose discontent with the
4tatus quo bhought them to a 6ixm tehotve to act th'ough
6ystematic public chitici~m btought in August and SeptembeA,
1976 the tibehwting teatization that change in society muL6t
begin with the people themsetve6. Advancement o6 human and
civic Aights was 6een as THE ptimaty puobtem a66ecting the
tivez o6 ALL citizens. It is the witt o6 people to be
citizens -- with att the tisk4 such a stand invofves -- that
makes pozsible the endotcement o6 human and civit 4ights.

At thi- societal tuhning point, at.the binhth o6 the
6i-ut ma44 movement since 1969 to oppose pe'6ecution, a
tegat p'og'am appeated. In NovembeA, 1976, the two InteA-
nationat Covenants on Human Rights we're pubUihed latthough
quietty) in the Law Code and thuw became a 6o'tmat pa4t o6
the Czecho~tovakian legat 6ystem. Not even a supe'z6iciat
teadet o6 the Covenants could 6ai1 to see a 6Qaguant
discepancy between thei& pLovidion4 -- a44umed as obligation5
by the Czechoztovakian government -- and the daity pliac tce
o6 the state, police, judicial and otheA agencies. ThiA
dE'chepancy wao actuaty a chattenge; to demonstkate the
teat state o0 a66abur, to 4potlght it, and to 'Leveal- the
diicAepanciez 6ully. The chaQtenge consZ'ted not onty in
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o66ering 6uggei6tioni. do'. impkovement but in continuing
the 6tfuggte beyond singee poote.t6. The chaQtenge, as
ChaWtVeL '77 ptoetaimed, wa4 not onty to mate the ztate
accept itU own taw6, but to tequi-e that "evetyone 6haAe
&eoponzibitity dot the p4eent 4ituation and, acco/LdingZy,
6o't the implementation od the enacted Covenant6."

Thuh, ChaxteA '77 was bomn.

* * * * * * * *

In Czechot~ovaokia, the bazic ob6tacte to the %eo0-
Zution od civic and human &ight6 puobeem6 Ls in the natUte
od the 'egime, a dictato'Thip baued in the Communist monopoty
o6 powet, pevpetuating it6et6 at the expense od the inde-
pendent toee od citizenA oa civiQ institutionz. The buitt-in
indtexibitity od that hituation i" compounded by the dact
that th'ough the post-1968 con4otidation putocea, the
authomitiee have daited to 6o4ve the p'obeem6 which bkought
on the c'tZiA od the tate 1960'6. Thu6, it wua hakdey suwpr4"-
ing that the tegime Leacted with neaA hy.6teLia to the civic
initiative o6 ChoAteA '77, to the cviticim6 it voiced, to
it6 Le4ttained p'ogWam o6 citizen involvement. In its
deden6e od human and civit 4ight6, the ChaoteA zt'uck the
Achiete6 heet od the regime.

Unabte to dizcu66 o' debate with the Chawtek -- do/i
the ChwiteA puincipte4 o6 inatienabee human kight6 ahe
itqedutabte -- the 'egime coutd not '6tkaightdo'Lwoadey
gainay the Chaitt'.6 ctaim to be de6ending the 6tate'.6 own
ptedgeu to ob.6eyve minimum intAnntionat standAtd6. (Acco-d-
ing to the CzechozZovak Intetiot Ministe&, indeed, Cha'teA '177
iA 4o cunningqy wtitten that onty one peo4on in ten coutd
kecognuze the dangeA it 4eptesent6.) Inhtead, the tegime
choze to use ideotogicat wtgumentation in it6 ptopaganda
campaign again&t the Cha'tet and to incheaze atepeuion
again6t itL zuppOtetv.

AA a matteA o6 ptincipte, howeveAt, the ChahteAv i6 non-
ideoZogica iin it6 apptoach to hwnan 4ightU, and ChaitemLst6
&e6uA6e to engage in potemic,. A6 tong "as peopte 6eet theA'e
eae i66ues wo'th 4u66Qeing 6olt" (Patocka) and a46 tong a6
detente continue,,at tev.t in it6 pteuent dokm, the chattenge
o6 the ChaAtet witt remain. The 6tate may answeA cAiticiAm o6
human tighWU vio-eation6 by thei4 6uAthe4 viotation. it may
tAy to 4uin peopte by dep'iving them o6 the4Pk £ivethood.
it may intimidcate them and -- thiwough potice tevro't -- isofate
thi6 civic initiative and blLeak it up. But the stItLuggfe
beltween Chaiteu '77 and the 6tate wit tite 'teinai-n undecided.
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In 64teen months ChawteA '77 has gone 6,tom 240
to 930 4ignato'iee, about hat6 oS them in theiA twenties.
It has bkought togethet Catho1tc4s Ptote tant6 and athelsts,
6o,%meA Communists, disciptee o6 Ewtocommunwim, young
Thotskyites, intettectuatz and wozkex6 (about one tki'd
o6 the signatoties.) It hau done thiL -- even undeA a
dictatohtohip -- by 6y6tematicatty peAdo'ming what Jan Patocka
cat4ed pedagogic. activity -- education in citizen.hip.

P'tmatity, as the 6election oJ itZ documents pubQished
below indicate4, it has publicized and cittcized judicial,
pobice and other 6o'mu o6 pe'recution, 6thes6ing vioQation6
o6 human xights in potiticat, public, 4ocioa, economrc,
cuttwtaZ and ketigiouz Zi6e. But thAough the sotida'ity
o6 its membetz and its public appeats,both to Zeading
government oa Zciat4 and to wot~d opinion, the Chattet ha.
gone beyond ckitici6m to a 6ystematZc, objective analysi4
o6 Czechosaovak tegistation and vawiouw adminittoative
ptc ticezs. In compcting them to tecognized, e6tab&hed
inteWnationat standatd6 o6 the 'ight6 o6 man, it hai aQso
.submitted ptoposats 6o& imp-oving existing conditions. And
in making these ptoposatz pubfic, the ChatteA hai been
peAmomming a usedut educationat 6unction.

In connection with the Chawtet, a pawattet £indokmation
6y&tem hac deve-oped, cincutating "6amizdat" documents, pwo-
ctamationz and otheA ChatteA communication5, ac weLC a4
dozen4s o4 texts, commentavies and QegaQ papex ptepa,%ed by
Chatlizts. This 4y3tem has indokmed the pubCic o6 ittegat
police conduct, o6 act6 o6 petzecution and o6 potiticat
t'iats. Dkectty owr inditectey, ChauteA '77 atzo stimuatted
the seatch 6ot otheA kind& o6 civic initiatives outeide and
beyond its 6'tamewo'k. It helped cLeate the oppo'tunitie4
6o4 an independent spitituoa and intettectuat ti£e concerned
with pxobtem4 o4 ecology, the cAeation o6 atte'native "4seQ-
hetp" inttitutions. Among the tatQte ahe ptivate education
g'oups 6or. young people denied enthy into state institution4
o6 teatning and the pubbication in "samizdat" o6 titeuaty
magazines and wo'kk, by ptozctibed autho'u.

Fot many yewx4 most people have lived in Aewt. ChaAtet
'77 haz tevitatized civic action and coutage. Vactav Havet,
one o6 the eazty Chattet spokesmen, testi&ied to this change
when he was eteeazed 44om ptizon on May 20, 1977, having
been jai2ed Januaty 14. "I lived in tota- P4,zoa-t.on 6o't 6oU
months," he eaid, "and on tetuwning home I was abte to make
a vivid compaAizon o5 the situation bedoke and adtet the
Cha~teA. I mu-t say that I wa- amazed to see flow much had
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changed in that time ... it wa6 a6 Ld 6ociexty'. conscience
had be(qun to awdaken, as i6 the bawtieA od apathy behind which
people had iZolted themselve'e6 dom teatity had begun to
c.umbte, az i4 they had begun to Leatise anew that theAe
ate mo,^e poeciou4 things in £Zde than mate.iat po4e.4Zion6."

In evolving an independent sthucttwe baicaluJ.y
con.eAined with the mowZt iZsue o6 how citizen6 obey theiA
own conscience4 and dedend the Aight6 od otheA6 as though
they wmete thei& own, ChatteA '77 hac disvupted the totati-
taoian 6y.tem in which it developed. It has 6hown a dea6zb&e
and p~u'mlsing, way goaduaJty to oveAcome dictatoA4hkp Zn
Czechobatovakia. It kep'e.ents an emb'yonic democratic
sttPuLctie -- a potentiat modeX od civic emancipation --
and et4abtisheA the minZing ZUnk between the attempts at
Le6doAm in the 1950'z and 1960'6 in EacteAn Euwope and the

human dxghts movement which had to wait doA the 4zgning ad
the HUe22nki Finae Act bedote it could make itt appea/ance.

Chxtet '177, a6 the documents 'eteahed Zn connection
with the Betg'uade CondeAence 6how, i6 awahe oa the inte't-

nationcit dimensZon od itA endeavaoi. It .eaw4 es that peace
and djLeedom ahQe ndvZ4isbte and that without widening the

6,tonticuL o6 d6eedom, the ptoces oad detente witU onty be a

thuce between two baocs wuned to the teeth.
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Prague, March 12, 1978

Proclamation of Charter '77

The Conference in Belgrade has just concluded. Its sessions were attended
by representatives of 35 states who gathered to review the implementation of
the provisions of the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation
in Europe, signed in August of 1975. The attention which the proceedings of
the conference received in all countries on this continent reflects the real
interest in the preservation of peace, development of cooperation and in
further detente. It is also an expression of belief that the struggle for
these goals is not and cannot be a matter of interest for diplomats and govern-
ments only, but for all nations and their people. This is why civic movements
and other initiatives in support of this endeavour have originated in many
countries. Charter '77 is one such movement.

The Helsinki accord specifically proclaimed the basic unity, equal applic-
ability and reciprocal nature of the principles formulated in the Final Act.
It is an improvement over other documents concerned with the search for peace
and cooperation, in that it clearly states that military and political detente
and economic and cultural cooperation among states are inseparably linked to
the advancement of human rights and fundamental freedoms within the signatory
states. One is contingent on the other, so that the violation of one endangers
the other, retards the overall process of detente and endangers peaceful
coexistence.

The proceedings in Belgrade were an objective illustration of the validity
of this idea. Considerable discussion was devoted to the question of the
applicability of the proceedings to all the participating states. Because
civic initiatives and other movements in support of the implementation of
the provisions of the Final Act were also discussed, it is natural to re-
call that the principles of Charter '77 are among the initiatives of this
type.

The time and effort devoted to discussions of human rights at the
Belgrade Conference gives testimony to their importance in the process of
detente. We believe that the spirit of Helsinki is violated when one signa-
tory nation refuses to discuss with other signatories how it is implementing
the Final Act. The resultant antagonism cannot be beneficial for the attain-
ment of common goals. It is regrettable that the adoption by some states of
just such a position regarding the question of human rights and fundamental
freedoms caused the discussions in Belgrade to run aground and prevented
positive results. This showed how large and complicated are the obstacles
to the goals established at Helsinki. However, at the same time, it confirmed
anew the validity of the commitments and obligations undertaken under the
Final Act as a whole and in all its parts. The effort to implement them
remains a permanent task for European nations.
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Human rights are among the most important components of this task.
The fact that so much time was devoted during the proceedings to civic
initiatives and citizens' implementation movements enhanced the possibil-
ity that these movements will grow. Even though they did not receive
legal recognition, the Belgrade Conference strengthened these initiatives
and movements. Their activities received moral recognition and acknow-
ledgement as a factor for peace. They were firmly established as such
in European and world public opinion.

At the same time, the difficulties of implementing internationally-
accepted principles are a reminder to those who work for their implemen-
tation through civic initiatives in their own countries. It is a long
and complex task, requiring civic courage, perseverance, decisiveness
and patience.

In more than a year of existence, Charter '77 has had much experience
in this regard. It is not mere chronological coincidence which leads us
to assess the results and significance of the Belgrade Conference at the
same time we commemorate the anniversary of the dramatic clash between
the Charter and its domestic adversaries and pay homage to the memory of
Professor Jan Patocka.

His tragic end last March symbolized this encounter and his fun-
eral gave expression to the strength of Charter '77 ideas and their
unquestioned superiority over the machineryof repression. By all this,
we also are committed.

Dr. Jiri Hajek Marta Kubisova Dr. Ladislav Hejdanek

Spokesmen of Charter '77
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Prague, October, 1977

The Opening of the Belgrade Conference

Dr. GustAv HusAk
Prague

Mr. President,

Representatives of the states that took part in the Conference
on European Security and Cooperation will meet soon in Belgrade to
determine how the principles and recommendations of the Final
Act, signed in Helsinki August 1, 1975, are being fulfilled.
Because your signature binds our republic to live up to this
document, we consider it proper to turn to you with our comments
and suggestions. We are concerned that Czechoslovakia and her
people contribute as much as possible to this all-European endeavour.

At Helsinki, you agreed that in order to ensure the peaceful
co-existence and cooperation of all countries in Europe, it is essential
that each participating state respect the sovereign equality of
all the others, their territorial integrity and the inviolability
of their borders, as well as the principles of self determination,
equality and non-intervention, the obligation to resolve disputes
by peaceful means, and also human rights and fundamental civil
liberties. Among the practical steps toward the peace and security
of our continent, the Final Act lists not only negotiations to
decrease military forces and armaments, cooperation of an economic,
scientific, technical and cultural nature, but also measures which
will facilitate contact and mutual understanding among all citizens
of participating states.

We fully understand that the provisions of the Final Act of
Helsinki comprise an integral whole. Yet at the same time, this
document expresses, far better than many previous documents, the
humane postulates which earned it great understanding and hope
from our people. Equally welcome at the end of 1975 was your
signature on a document ratifying the International Covenants on
Human Rights, making those agreements valid both internationally
and within our own legal system. Your signature thus created the
prerequisites for fulfilling the promise to adhere to the Covenants,
a promise confirmed as well by all the participants in the Helsinki
conference.
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After being approved by the Federal Assembly and ratified by
the President of the Republic, these international Covenants became
a part of the Czechoslovak legal order. Following their publication,
many of our citizens read them and contemplated their contents and
the consequences of their being applied in our conditions. They
felt and continue to feel that their binding nature, confirmed both
by your signature and by the declaration of the highest constitutional
and political bodies, should and must be applied, without exception,
to all aspects of the life and conduct of our republic. They
feel-that such application will do away with discrimination against
hundreds of thousands of citizens who are restricted particularly
in their right to work and their right to receive just remuneration
for work done, simply because they profess opinions that are fully
in keeping with the constitution and the aforementioned documents,
although not always in keeping with what is stated as the official
point of view at a given moment. They feel that every citizen
will be effectively protected in his constitutional rights against
the anonymous pressures of power and the political apparatus.

These citizens see in the Helsinki confirmation of "the right
of the individual to know and act upon his rights and duties in
this field" an international recognition that civil initiatives
taken to ensure the realization of these rights and freedoms
constitute one of the forms of participation in implementing the
conclusions, principles and aims of the Final Act of the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe.

Many of our citizens are turning, both individually and jointly,
to their constitutional and political authorities with comments,
reminders, requests and suggestions. In this atmosphere of
increasing civic activity, there arose a loose, informal petition
group called Charter '77, which voiced the main postulates of its
activity in its basic document, and which gave more concrete,
specific detail as applied to the individual areas of our lives in
numerous further documents.

Charter '77 was not and is not seen by its signatories as an
organization with aspirations. Rather, it is an association of
those who concern themselves with human rights. Once Charter '77's
basic aims are met, its raison d'etre and its activity will cease.

The critique it sets forth is not destructive, but highly
constructive, since it is directed against the violation of consti-
tutional and legal rights of citizens. Its activity aims at
contributing to the carrying out of the obligations accepted by the
Czechoslovak state as a result of the ratification of the international
Covenants. Revealing shortcomings is always linked with positive
proposals and suggestions as to how to overcome and eliminate
these defects.
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In this sense the documents of the Charter reflect a current of
citizens' criticism far broader than just the community of its
signatories. It can be proven objectively that the multiplying
signs of social tension are linked to the postponement of the
resolution of many acute cases. In such a complex internal situation,
where economic problems are beginning to increase in geometric
progression, statesmanlike wisdom suggests that well-considered
measures be taken to decrease tension. Certainly nothing should be
done to fuel the fire.

We also refer, Mr. President, to your own personal experiences,
to the time when your voice "from inside" was not heard, much to the
detriment of the cause. We recall how after your return to freedom
you yourself were silenced on more than one occasion, and attacked
for criticizing shortcomings in our public life in the Sixties.
You might understand therefore the efforts of those of our citizens
who are convinced of the need to remedy conditions, particularly
when problems now are far more serious than they were 10-15 years
ago, and when further delay will cause such phenomena to increase
rather than disappear.

We consider it essential to state openly that these shortcomings
will not be eliminated by reprisals against those who criticize them.
Nor can critics today be silenced by such action. More than once
Charter '77 has offered its active and positive cooperation in
overcoming various negative phenomena in our society. In response
we have met only defamation, discrimination, degradation and
repression.

In a letter dated May 30, 1977, addressed to the Federal
Assembly, a spokesman of the Charter, along with 10 other signatories,
called attention to grave breaches of civil rights in the form of
blows to the livelihoods of signatories of Charter '77 as well
as other Czechoslovak citizens. All were illegally fired from their
jobs because they refused to withdraw their signatures to the
Charter, or refused to vote for various anti-Charter resolutions.
At that time, we attached 80 documents to our report on job
discrimination. The only change since that letter was the occurrence
of still more such cases, so that today the documentation would be
even more extensive. Moreover, since that time, a number of
signatories have been deprived of their rights to invalid pensions,
in spite of the fact that they are ill or crippled and will be
unable to obtain even a minimum income without their pensions.
Furthermore, the children of these families continue to be
discriminated against when they apply for admission to secondary
schools or universities.
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Several signatories of Charter '77 have been subjected to
criminal prosecution, and some of them are still in prison. For
that reason citizens turn to you, both individually and in groups,
to request their release. Your constitutional authority enables
you to resolve this question to preclude its becoming a serious
problem in the future and complicating public life for years to
come.

Even the respective state agencies publicly admit the existence
of these problems. In a resolution dated April 5, 1977 the Federal
Assembly establishes, as ongoing tasks, the need to fortify
socialist legality, to draw decisive conclusions when it is
violated, and to intensify the systematic protection of citizens' rights.
The cause of law and legality is not strengthened, however, when
the law-abiding efforts of one or more citizens are labeled
"subversion of the Republic." It sounds equally senseless to
accuse the Charter of damaging the interests of the Republic
abroad, when it is common knowledge that these interests are most
damaged by the 'official campaign of defamation against the Charter
and by repression and discrimination against its signatories.

No problem can be resolved by denying its existence or by
pointing to other countries which have similar or far greater
problems and shortcomings and where human rights are violated even
more, or in different ways. We call attention to shortcomings
here precisely because we are convinced that they need not, and
ought not, exist in this society, because it is within its power
to resolve them. Before the Belgrade meeting begins, we would like
to contribute to its successful outcome by making the following
proposals:

- recognize the justification of civic
initiatives aimed at implementing the
agreements on human rights signed and
ratified by Czechoslovak institutions;

- rescind all acts of repression and dis-
crimination against such initiatives (including
Charter '77), their participants and family
members;

- incorporate into law and other legal
norms all the measures which follow from
the ratification of these Covenants by
Czechoslovakia, and publish information
on the concrete preparation of these
legislative measures;
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- discuss straightforwardly, in all
appropriate government agencies, the
individual and collective initiatives of
all citizens, without judging these
proposals according to whether or not
the person who voices them is in total
agreement with existing conditions.

It is our most sincere wish that the Belgrade meeting be
successful and that it contribute to the further irrevocable
relaxation of tension in Europe. We feel that by carrying out the
above proposals, our republic will strengthen its participation
in this work and at the same time, will facilitate the solution
of a number of our own problems and difficulties.

Dr. Jiri HAjek Marta KubisovA Dr. Ladislav Hejdhnek

Spokesmen of Charter '77

Fottowing ate ext act6 djom thtee oj the douhteen
ChatteL '77 documents issued in 7977: do'om NumbeA 4
(Januoay 23) on di.'tiinanftion in education
against the chi2d'en o6 suppo'Lteu o6 the
1968 Piague Spking; doom Numbet 7 (Match 8)
on wohhkekAA Ii9ht6; and kkom NumbeA 9
(Ap'td 22). on viotations od Qetigowu.
J'teedom.

Number 4 (excerpts)

For many years now one of the most burning problems in the
area of human rights in Czechoslovakia has been the persistent
discrimination in the selection of young people for secondary
schools and universities. Every year the opportunity for further
education is denied to a large number of young people whose
scholastic achievements, qualities of character, interest in
education, and good results in entrance examinations have proved
them to be suitable for it.
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This discrimination has been practised for a great many years
against the children of citizens of many different categories . . .
according to undeclared but strictly administered directives.
In this way, contrary to the law but all the more efficiently,
they are deprived of many fundamental human rights, among them
the right, to free education for their children. In earlier times
this affected the families of the so-called kulaks, of political
prisoners in the various trials of the 1950s, of members of Western
armies in the Second World War, of emigres, of those who practised
a religion, etc. At the present time the victims are (on a massive
scale) in particular the families of those citizens who in 1968
were actively involved in public, political, scientific and
artistic life .

The discrimination against them is often willful and not
infrequently amounts to a settling of old scores. But even
provided that these people were criminally prosecuted and convicted,
their punishment should not extend to persons who are obviously
innocent, viz. their children. Punishment of these children in
the most sensitive sphere of their education and preparation for
life is, by the same tokej, not only completely illegal but also
contrary to all ideas of a decent and humane society, especially
a society which claims to be socialist .

Eight years after the declaration of the normalization
policy, secondary schools do not accept children who in 1968 were
7-8 years old, and universities, children who in 1968 were 10-11
years of age, if, at that time, their parents spoke up for the
democratization of our public and political life.

The present system of selection for study at secondary
schools and universities is not concerned with an objective
evaluation of the abilities, talents and prospects of the candidates,
nor with the proper utilization, development and dispersal of
talent. Its two basic functions are: firstly, to reward for
political "involvement" and conformity, and secondly, to punish
parents for their political views if they are not in complete
agreement with today's political practice . . . .

A proof of discrimination coupled with patronage can be seen,
for instance, in the official directive of the Ministry of Education
concerning the selection procedure for the school year 1976-77.

According to this directive an entrant who has passed his
matriculation with honours (with grade "one" in all subjects),
and who has obtained top grades in both the written and oral
entrance examination, but who does not fulfill the "class-political
criteria," will rank lower in the acceptance scale to an institute
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of higher education than an entrant whose matriculation results
and marks throughout his secondary school only reach the average
of 2.7 (i.e. there may be no "onets and more "three's" than "two's"),
whose written entrance exam is "unsatisfactory" and the oral only
average, if this latter student meets the "class-political
criteria."

Such an official Ministry of Education directive does not
induce secondary students to study, to develop their knowledge
and to work hard; rather the opposite is true.

The illegality of the entrance procedure is aggravated by
other factors:

1) The directives and rules are secret and so they are
beyond public control, not to speak of the fact that the absence
of information about these rules decreases the chances of the
majority of applicants.

2) The whole selection procedure is also secret and not
subject to any public control.

3) The number of college places is also not made known
and by artificially lowering the number of places available in some
subjects (particularly in non-technical fields) the chances of
acceptance for politically handicapped children are again decreased;
this latter strategy affects the specially gifted, in particular
e.g. talented linguists, artists, musicians, etc.

4) In certain fields some courses are being opened secretly;
for instance, one year no applications were officially accepted
for a "History of Art" course but subsequently the course was
suddenly opened and filled exclusively with children, particularly
girls, from today's "prominent families" .

Apart from the contribution the current selection practice
makes to the devaluation of moral values, to widespread
hypocrisy and patronage, it also has grave consequences for
standards in secondary schools and universities. It influences
the professional standards of the graduates of these schools
in their future positions and in practical life. Society as
a whole is being deprived of creative forces and talent. Such
practices have a particularly grave and alarming effect on the
economic and cultural development of a small country like ours,
poor in raw materials and other extensive sources of growth.
Those who are today responsible for husbandingour country's
most valuable resource, the creative abilities of the people,
should realize what enormous and often irretrievable losses are
being inflicted on our society as a whole . . .
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Number 7 (excerpts)

We, the signatories of CHARTER 77, citizens of various
political beliefs, have one thing in common, namely our identification
with the provisions of this Covenant. A careful examination of
the latter has led us to conclude that the state of economic and
social rights in Czechoslovakia requires an unbiased evaluation;
the present document should serve as a stimulus to this end.

1. One of the most important articles of the pact speaks
of the "right to freely choose or accept work" (Article 6).
It is often claimed that in Czechoslovakia this right has already
been realized and that, as distinct from capitalist countries
Czechoslovakia has no unemployment. It is true that the Czechoslovak
workers created economic conditions which have abolished open
unemployment; in this sense the workers have greater social security
than in other developed countries. However, this has been achieved
at a price incommensurate with the purpose; there was a decrease
in the effectiveness of the national economy which resulted in
widespread hidden unemployment, which took the form of a large
number of superfluous institutions and jobs that could have been
disposed of long ago by the use of advanced technology and
organization of labour.

At the same time, this state of affairs is accompanied by
the virtual obligation to be employed, by the curtailment of the
right to vote, to resign from employment or to change jobs, and
by the possibility that those who do not comply in this respect
with the increasingly severe requirements of the state are liable
to legal prosecution. The state is the almost monopolistic
employer; the formation of co-operatives is being progressively
limited and the co-operatives are increasingly directed
by the state. The free choice of employment is an integral part
of the right to work; it is particularly this last attribute of
the right to work which is very little heeded by both current
practice and the valid Labour Code. In this respect labour legislation
as well as the labour policy have in recent years even shown signs
of deterioration.

2. The International Covenant also stipulates the right to
a just reward for work which can provide "a decent living for
families" (Article 7). Within this definition, the right to a just
reward is, in Czechoslovakia, almost non-existent because the
salary of a wage-earner only seldom ensures a decent standard of
living for his whole family.
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This is also why Czechoslovakia has a very high level of
female employment; in fact, one of the highest in the world.

But we are all aware that this fact makes a virtue out of necessity.
Most women do not take jobs because they wish for a fuller life
or independence, but rather under economic pressure and out of bare

necessity, because their husband's pay would not ensure a decent
life for their families. Consequently, the almost universal
employment of women is not a sign of their increased equality,
but rather of their increased dependence.

3. Discrimination between men and women is, however, not
the only case of wage discrimination. The trend towards discriminating

between large groups of workers can be seen in comparing the young
with the old, manual with non-manual workers, some highly skilled
groups with the non-skilled, and also in the wage classification
of individual branches of the national economy, etc.

A massive and largely demoralizing aspect of discrimination
in remuneration is the so-called personal work appraisal; this
practice places political involvement above professional skills
or the actual work output . . . .

4. Both the current practices of the trade union movement
and the legal norms concerning association in trade unions
contradict the right of trade unions to "function freely"
(Article 8), since they do not concede the "right of everyone
to join the trade union of his choice (Article 8(a)). The trade
unions are not run primarily by workers and shop-floor employees
but by economic and other apparatuses . . . .

The trade unions do not make any effort to safeguard the
participation of the broad masses of the workers in wages policy,
whether it be on a local or national level. They allow this
aspect of policy to be organized from above; when the workers
resist wage reductions (for example during the rationalization
of the wage system in 1973-1975), the trade unions do not support

them. If the workers attempt to organize a strike (with the
risk of persecution. which is at variance with the right to strike;

it does not happen too frequently), they discourage them. The
trade unions do not even press the Government to establish
a subsistence minimum which could be reviewed yearly and which
could serve as a basis for determining a minimum wage . . . .

In many spheres of our life we can also observe many positive

phenomena, especially in comparison with the past. The essence
of the matter does not lie, however, in the proportion of pluses

and minuses in the field of economic and social rights, but rather
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in the way they are approached. We consider it our civic duty to
voice our disagreement with the view that a working man in our
country has full social freedom and that all his rights are
safeguarded; we disagree in particular with the thesis that,
with the achievement of the right to work and of some other
social rights, all the other rights, in particular political
rights and democratic freedoms, lose importance . . . .

With equal urgency we would like to draw attention to the
fact that the purpose and essence of socialism is not simply
to secure social rights and certainties, but rather the
all-round development of man as a free being, i.e. the liberation
of. man in the deepest and fullest sense of the word. A great
deal still remains to be done before this aim is realized.
This would still hold true even if we could enjoy social
and economic rights in Czechoslovakia to a much greater extent
than is possible today; it would hold true even if we could exercise
these rights to the extent stipulated by the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.

Number 9 (excerpts)

Article 18 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights proclaims the right to freedom of thought,
conscience and religion. Further it proclaims freedom of expression
and freedom "to seek, receive and disseminate information and
thought of all kinds -- regardless of frontiers -- orally, in writing
or in print, through art or by other means according to the
person's own choice." (Article 19, para. 1, 2) . . . .

It is well known that, although a person's religious affiliation
has been omitted from official documents for more than twenty
years, it plays an important role in assessing people for a
variety of purposes. It is necessary to ensure that believers
and non-believers have an equal opportunity to become teachers,
professors, scientific workers, civil servants and employees
of courts, the procuratorate and other institutions without
*having to hide their beliefs and convictions. Only the skills
and moral qualities of the individual should be decisive in the
matter of employment . . . .

It is not compatible with the principles of the freedom of
conscience, thought and expression that certain occupations
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(e.g. teaching) should be restricted to those who pledge their

adherence to the ideology proclaimed by the ruling political

powers. The impact of any school of thought is weakened if it

is enforced by the political powers in an administrative manner . . . .

Freedom of expression includes the right to receive ideas

regardless of frontiers. It is at variance with this right to

prevent citizens from obtaining theological, philosophical,

teleological, religious and other literature from abroad and

from freely disseminating ideas, articles, studies and other

works across frontiers. It is high time to cease the unfortunate

practice of restricting at all costs the possibilities of obtaining

undistorted information and ideas about Christianity and other

religions.ceased. It is wrong for the dissemination of religious

literature and even the Bible to be considered almost a criminal

offence and an anti-state activity. (For example, almost without

exception, it is forbidden to read the Scriptures in

prison) . . .

Our Constitution and the two international covenants
(Article 28 and Article 21 of International Covenant 1 and

Article 22 of International Covenant 2) proclaim the right to

hold meetings and the freedom of peaceful assembly . . . .

An integral part of the freedom of assembly is the opportunity

for churches and religious associations to meet their counterparts

abroad. This involves exchanges of students and teachers from

faculties of divinity schools, friendly visits and study leave

for individuals and church representatives on various levels.

Lively contacts between Christians across frontiers, a mutual

cross-fertilization of various traditions and movements would

reflect positively on the life of society as a whole. Their

existence is expressly required by the Final Act of the Helsinki

Conference in the chapter on international co-operation in the

field of the humanities . . . .

Prague, October 17, 1977

The Trial of Lastuvka and Machacek

Between September 26-28, 1977 a trial took place at the

Regional Court in Usti nad Labem of Eng. Vladimir Lastuvka and

Eng. Alex Machacek, signatories of Charter 77, who had been
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detained for investigation in Litomerice since January of this
year.* Initially they were accused of instigation (of hostility
to the social order, etc., Paragraph 100 of the Criminal Law),
but later on the charge was changed to subversion of the Republic
(Paragraph 98 of the Criminal Law).

The basis of the indictment was that both were found
to have Czech and Russian books and magazines published in Toronto,
Paris, Munich and Rome (referred to by the court as "harbouring"
these publications), which they "disseminated" (loaned to friends
and fellow-workers), and which they discussed with other readers.
As evidence of the subjective factor necessary to qualify such
action under Paragraph 98 ("out of hatred for the socialist system"),
the court brought up, among other things, the fact that the accused
had sympathies for Charter '77 and refused to join the campaign
to condemn it, conducted in January. (That campaign, it is common
knowledge, was conducted on orders from "above," without allowing
the respective "censuring" groups to acquaint themselves with the
text or even with a truthful summary of the contents of the
Declaration of Charter '77 dated January 1, 1977). On
such weak factual and legal grounds, both defendants were
condemned to three and one half years loss of freedom.

The attitude of the court was reflected in the atmosphere
of the trial as well as in the verdict. Ostensibly public, the hearing
was held in a room with eight seats (selected from among the 150
rooms of the Palace of Justice), which were occupied by three family
members for each of the accused, and by the State Security Police.
Friends of the accused as well as representatives of Amnesty
International were refused admission. The judge grossly reprimanded
not only the accused but also members of their families, threatened
them, and brought inadmissible pressure to bear on witnesses as well.
The obvious violation of Czechoslovak law, particularly the provisions
of the International Covenant on Civil and.Political Rights
(Collection of Laws, 120/1976), as well as the disregard of fundamental
principles and provisions of trial procedure, clearly illustrate
how legality and Article 17 of the Constitution of the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic are being respected in actual fact, and the manner
in which the principles of the Final Act of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe are observed, even while the
implementation of those principles is being discussed in Belgrade.

*On September 28, 1977, the court sentenced Lastuvka and Machacek
to three and one half years for subversion. At the appeal trial on
January 5-6, 1978, the Supreme Court upheld the three and a half
year sentence passed on Ales Machacek and reduced Vladimir
Lastuvka's prison term to two and a half years.--ed.
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Prague, October 12, 1977

The Trial of Ornest, Lederer et al

On October 17, 1977 at 8 o'clock a trial will begin before the
Senate of the Municipal Court of Prague, No. 2 Spalena Street,
in room 84, against journalist Jiri Lederer and stage director Ota
Ornest, who have been detained for investigation since January,
and authors Frantisek Pavlicek and Vaclav Havel, who have been
at liberty pending trial. Jiri Lederer is charged on the basis
of Paragraph 98 of the Criminal Law with subversion of
the Republic which he allegedly committed by sending abroad
leaflets, works of fiction and articles by Czech writers for
publication in Czech periodicals and by foreign publishers.
Ota Ornest is being prosecuted under the same paragraph for
working with Jiri Lederer in this activity, and Frantisek Pavlicek
for preparing to commit the crime of subversion of the Republic
by giving Jiri Lederer an interview for his book of conversations
with Czech writers. Vaclav Havel is charged under Paragraph 112
of the Criminal Law with attempting to damage the interests of
the Republic abroad, which he allegedly did by turning over to
Jiri Lederer the manuscript of the memoirs of former Minister of
Justice, Prokop Drtina, for mailing abroad.*

The planned trial is not only profoundly unjust from a human,
moral and cultural standpoint, but -- should a verdict of guilty
be passed -- it will be an obvious violation of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which is part of Czechoslovak
law, and which guarantees every citizen, in Article 19, the right
freely to "seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all
kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in
print, in the form of art, or through any other media of their own
choice."

The fact that Czechoslovak writers are Increasingly publishing
in Czech periodicals and with Czech publishing houses abroad is
only a natural consequence of the unnatural conditions prevalent
in domestic publishing practice, a difficulty recently referred to

*On October 18, 1977, the Presiding Judge pronounced the following
verdicts: Ota Ornest was sentenced to three and a half years of
imprisonment; Jiri Lederer received a sentence of three years of
imprisonment; Dr. Frantisek Pavlicek was given a suspended sentence
of 17 months of imprisonment; Vaclav Havel received a suspended
sentence of 14 months of imprisonment.--ed.
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by Charter '77 in Document No. 12.* Since it is impossible for
many Czech writers to publish at home, publication abroad in fact
functions as one substitute to enable Czech readers to become
acquainted with the works of Czech writers. We do not consider it
healthy that many outstanding works of domestic writers are published
in their native language only abroad, frequently under circumstances
on which these authors have no influence.

We do not perceive its true cause, however, in the activity of
those citizens who are the intermediaries for such publication,
but in the situation that leads them to this activity. Under such
circumstances, it is supremely unjust that Czechoslovak authorities
instead of thinking responsibly about the real causes of the
situation that has developed -- prosecute citizens who are serving
Czech culture by trying to remedy the resulting cultural damage.

In the spirit of the aims it has set for itself, Charter '77.
takes this opportunity to call the attention of Czechoslovak
authorities and the attention of our own and the world public to this
further case of the violation of basic human rights. At the same time
it calls on all those concerned with the maintenance of these rights
to join the Charter in devoting their attention to this case,
in striving to achieve just treatment of the four cultural workers,
and in assuring that the requirements of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, a part of the Czechoslovak legal
order, are met. Public participation in this trial must not be
artificially limited by a small courtroom and a pre-selected
gallery. Domestic and foreign journalists must be able to inform
our own and the world public about the course of the trial.

*Document 12 listed the names of 130 writers whose works cannot
be published in Czechoslovakia because of the writers' politics,
cited 90 Czechoslovak writers who left the country after 1968 and
have been blacklisted, reported on the withdrawal from bookstores
and libraries of the works of 50 well-known writers, and noted
that purges have reduced membership in the Czech Writers' Union
from 400 to 164.
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Prague, November 1, 1977

The Trial of Ornest, Lederer et al (excerpts)

The indictment declared, and the court confirmed, that
the accused were guilty of these crimes on the basis of activity
which in no way corresponds with the factual basis for such crimes:
the writings sent abroad were works exclusively of a literary
nature (literary history and literary criticism), and were non-
political in character. Therefore their publication anywhere
in the world cannot be subversive activity on the basis of
Paragraph 98 of the Criminal Law, still less can it be a threat
to the social and state system of the Republic, its territorial
integrity, its defense capability, its independence or its
international interests. Moreover, the subjective element, indispensable
according to the law, is also lacking: in order to speak about
criminal activity on the basis of Paragraph 98, it must be proven
that such activity was based on "enmity toward the socialist system
of the Republic", which was not proven in the case of any of the
accused. In fact those accused under Paragraph 98 were citizens
who had devoted their entire lives to the cause of socialism,
not only in the cultural sphere, since they also had committed
themselves in broader, socio-politlcal contexts. That was officially
recognized, in part, by the awarding of the Order of Labour to
J. Lederer, the title of the Gottwald State Prize Laureate to
F. Pavlicek and the award For Merit in Building (Socialism) to
0. Ornest.

As to the charge against Havel of preparing to commit the
crime of damaging the Republic abroad (Paragraph 112 of the Criminal
Law), the memoirs of a politician who was active almost thirty
years ago cannot be considered an "untruthful report about conditions
in the Republic or about its foreign policy" . . . . The norms of
trial procedure were also ignored. 0. Ornest and J. Lederer were
held in detention from January 11 and 15, 1977, respectively.
Yet, in view of the nature of their activity, the legal grounds
for detaining them could not have existed after the completion of
investigation . . . . In the course of the trial the court
displayed bias and a lack of objectivity toward the defendants.
V. Havel was not permitted to present, in his own defense, an
unfavourable opinion written by the President of the Republic
concerning the credibility of the expert whose judgment supported
the indictment's claim about the nature of the work sent abroad . . . .
J. Lqderer was prevented from stating many important facts and
circumstances of his actions, although the criminal code allows
the Chairman of the Senate to interrupt the concluding speech of the
accused only when it strays from the framework of the matter at hand.
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For the proceedings, for no objective reason, a small room was
chosen, with places for fourteen persons. In addition to the wives of
the defendants and the son of J. Lederer, all seats were assigned
beforehand to persons, as members of "the objective public," whom
the defendants and their families recognized as employees of the
State Security Police. Furthermore this de facto exclusion of the
public was assured by an extensive campaign on the part of security
organs, which issued summonses during the trial to dozens of friends
of the defendants, under the pretext of investigating their
participation in some "provocation being prepared", but were unable
to give those interrogated and detained any concrete information
about this. Also the presence and behavior of the security agents
in the courthouse and around it during the trial was marked by a
number of illegal acts, including the photographing and filming
of citizens and foreign journalists who by their presence displayed
an interest in the trial . . . .

All these facts lead us to conclude that during the preparation
and conduct of the trial many substantive, procedural and legal
principles and norms of Czechoslovak criminal law were ignored.
The judgment of the international public, e.g. the central organ of
the Communist Party of France, L'Humanite (which cannot be accused
of prejudice against our Republic, and whose reporter was not even
permitted to enter Czechoslovakia),as well as the response to the
trial at the talks in Belgrade, is evidence of the fact that
the entire manner in which it was conducted, among other things,
cause grave damage to the interests of the Republic abroad . . . .
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The 6o Uowing e,6ay on dis6ident activitie. and goat2 in Potand 46
cOmpo4ed o6 extenQive exce'tpt6 6'om an a ticte in the Apit 9, 1978 edition
06 The Sunday Teme4 6o London by the i3-P' inteAnationat. coutepondeit
NicoTo5 !aioo. O4iginatty entitted "Communism in kid gtove,6 6ot a
state whexe mo6t peopte ahe dizzident6", the CaVtott acticte ptovidea an
excetlent inttoduction to the mateSiaot which 6ottow. The CommiZ,6on Z6
gutae6ut to The Sunday Time6 6o0 peAmi6sion to 'tp'int pOAt6 oj MA. Cat-

ottL'.4 amtic-e.

The Dissident Movement in Poland
by Nicholas Carroll

One day tast month Adam Michnik, a 32-yeat-otd univeA6ity tectu.eA
and teading Poti~h dctL6dent, 6eot o66 6tom Watoaw by ttain to Ktakow to
give a tatk to a gitoup o6 6tudent6 in a 6tat. He neveA got theve.

About hat6way theAe, aa hiZ t.win putted into a smatt town named
Kamienna Skatzy-6ko, he 6aw 6even miLitiamen waiting on the ptat6ol'm. A
moment tatet they but.t into hiZ compaotment, dhagged him o66 the tuain
and took him to a potice cett. He w6 Suteed a6teA 46 hou't -- tong enough

to 6top him tom giving his talk, but within the 48-hout time tlimit when
a chatge woutd have had to be bkought.

He took a thain back to Wahtaw and hi4 ti6e oA potiticat pkote~t. He
i4L u6ed to expetiencea eike thiA. He i6 a teadeEt o6 the Pubtic Se6-Vedence
Committee (known a6 KOR), which i Z Communi6t Eait EUwope'6 moat 6ucce,66ut
and widespeoad potiticat oppo4ition movement. DV£6ident6 have become a 6eA-
iou6 iA£vtant S04 the Soviet Union and eveAQy communist tegime Zn Eatope,
ehpeciatty 4ince the HetLinki 1975 condehence, but nowhete i4 the powe4 o6
ptote4t mote chattenging than in Potand, whete the hWtokuic keistance o6 the
chutch is nowadayz &ein6otced by an extuaoodinawity wett-otganized and peiva-
4ive non-Catholic undeAgtound Phe464.

In addition to KOR the'Le i the Movement 6o0 the Dedence o6 Human and
Civit Right6, known as Ropco, which 6tands wathet zight o6 cent'e and ha4 a
nationat£it dtavou&, wheAea6 KOR i6 tedt-o6-cent'e. The two do not agQee on

how 6ociety 4houtd be 4e6o0med, but Michnik says: "That'6 what ptultatist
demochacy i6 about."

A couple 06 day,6 a6teA Michnik'6 boiL6 detention 1 catled on him at h£A
dtat to heat about hiA wokk. He told me that between them, KOR and Ropco
pubtL6h rno'e than a dozen jouhnatA, ino'tmation buttetins, magazinCA, even
book,. The4Q ate printed zectetty on 6maUt pe,,seA and di6ttibuted 64om
hand to hand. The m~itia hunt them doton titeleusty. But Jack Ku'wn, anotheA
KOR teadet, tectwtek., and ctose 6'iend o6 Michnik, totd me the ctandestine out-
put iA atound 15,000 copie4 monthly, and Z6 tead by 6ome 150,000 people...

KOR 6twtted in 1976 aA a 6me-U committee o6 intettecltuta campaigning
on behatd 06 o toodeAi avteted adtek theit ptoteQts against a 6udden 6teep 'a.e
in ptice6 od euentiatz. It6 quick.y expanding body od hetpe'u cottected
£45,000 6ot the Ae6ied od the 6amitie,6 o6 the men in p'4ion and dot theit
tegat co6t6.
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The KOR woAkeA6 wete hatiZed and bullZed by the mititia -- but then,
amazingly, the ttiat oad .6tength ended in victo'y. The authowities gave
way, and t1at June the tLat od the p'iZoneu was d6eel. Since then KOR
has switched to human &ights activitie6 and the quest 6o& peacedut demo-
cuatic, edo'm.

Bedoae tast June it wah tough going 6o4 oppoition teadem. The
mtitia behaved with 6avageAy. An out6tanding example was the deoth Wt
May od a young Kutkow 6tudent, Stanistaw Pyjau, dound in the dooaway od a
bMock od d6zta with his head batteAed in . The authoxttiee weAe diZconcexted
by the Aeaction: a hequiem maas attended by 2,000 sitentty paazding studentA,
and a boycott od the annuat student 'ag a week tateA. Mititia btutotity has
modezated lttety, though £tudents Ati get o tough time.

OVMA gtae oad tea in his smatt bed6itteA, baxety 100 yazd& d'om Wao-
Aaw'6 communist pakty ditt.ict headqua'tema, Michnik dezctibe4 KOR'V aim6.
He is thin, with cauty btond hoai, a namow chin and 6ZeAce eyes and has
a heavy ztamme,%. He weau 6aohionabte jeans, open-neck ahiZt and old sweavteA.
In hiZ ooom hangs a po6teA he bought Zn a Soho toUhiw t hhop on a vAi6t to
London. In mock Wild West style it 'teada: "Wanted, dead (p4edeAabty) o0
alive, Adam Michnik, 25,000 daottau 'ewaAd in gold coin..."

The phone Aing6 constantly, just a4 it does at Kmton's 6tat, which I
vListed WtmA. Foeign jouLnatit6 ak doak t news. Ftiends inquihe about
tectae times. Viscuw4Zon group& aue mentioned. A tepo't comes that the
mititia have dound and condiscated 700 4ecmetty p4inted copies oa Gloa (Voice),
a e4ZiouA toss. But thi. i6 dottowed by news that att 6,000 copies od the
tate~t Zssue od the 6oottnightty Robotnik( WoAkeA) have been d£6tributed.

Michnik, who lectAes iZn potitieca 4&cience, ha6 been an active piateste'
ajainst o66iciat injustice Aince 1968, when 6tudentA itioted again6t govetn-
ment poticies. He has been in and out od phi0on and 4Qem4 indiddeent to
pe.zonat hawd6hip. HiZ aim i6 the 4ame as AtexandeA Vubcek'4 at the time oa
the PFo'gue Spuz.ng od 1968 -- communikm uith a human 6ace. I auk: Why don't
the autho'itiez hit hahdeA at KOR?

"They know that putting u6 atl in jait won't 6otve the paotty's pJobtem6,"
teptieA Michnik. "Without oUh uncensoued pubtications they woutdn't know
the Leat state od pubtic opinion, and coutd be caught by 6u4p'z£6e a& they
wexe in 1976. They know we'te not kevotutionawies o0. exthemi't. Thete i£
nothing 4ecAet about our ex£6tence. We keep within the taw, and 6ottow the
tines od the Het nzinki Act and the United Nation6 human &ights convention.

"We don't want to ovekthAow the 6ystem. We 4eatize that in Potand
today the communi£6t party must &uwe, and that Potand mu.t stay in the Soviet
btoc -- we ju6A' want them to 4ute more justly. We want a diatogue with the
panty, not a ca."h. They muwt .izten to us. We mwst have a dotum wheQe
the mino'ity 'titng pa'ty can dlzcuA,6 4edo'Lm4 W.th the people."

Though thc opposition peopte ate being handled compokativety gentCy by
the autho.itive. at the moment, the mitita awe ex~temety touchy about one
aspect o6 p,%otsct, the zo-catted "6dying univnetity," a ueincanation o6 a
type od action taken by PotLAh academics and Students in CzaiArt day6, with
tectutez in pr'Lvate 6tat6.
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It statted ta~t yea& with student sotiddaity committees 6et up in
gZve maiin acadf~mc cent'Q4. Then 58 academica (,ince grown to 65) 6ounded
the Society o6 Academic Couw4Qe. A zecAet tibwaoy o6 od6iciotty unavai.abte
book 6 haA been buitt up. A 4pxing teAm o6 tectu'ew i6 undeA way on hi4to'y,
economic6, oclotogy and Uteuotuwe.

I attended a tectwAe in a pkivate Waouaw 6tat. FiZteen young men and
10 women 6at in the zitting-toom on chaibr4 benche" and cushion6. The
potoleA4o au in an cmvchai', undex a 6tandaAd tamp, a cup oj tea at hi4
elbow. He 6poke without note4. The 4student. UtZened inten-ty.

Clses a'e usuatty biggeA than th-L, but it was just bedoke Eastet,
and the subject matte., Potish economy in the SiZxtie, was a bit stodgy.
Michnikt's tectuAe.., when he's aLtowed to give them, dka cw se as big as
150, and tape& a.e made.

The govevnment i6 obviousty a6'tad o6 the intettec~tuat conitagion o6
the 6tying utnVetsity, hence the 6ietce mititia 6okay.6 against many o6 the
p'ivate gathering4 which wAe tegat...

PoNWO have a bu&ovAk against the tegime that 6 uniZque in the Communit
wo'td -- the Roman Cathotic chuAch, to which oveA 85 peh cent adhexe. The
paAty ha. teaAted the'e is a Zimit to which the episcopate and the 6aith6ut
can be puwhed.

In the midst od hi4 tAoubteA ta~t yeak GieWek det it neceasaty to
cuWAy 6avouA with Ca'td.no Stedan Wy6zynski, the eddective "teadeA o6
the oppoition' in Potand, a g'anite-tike, deeply 4e6pected p'imate. The
tio men did a deat o6 so6t6. GieAek 64eed the ta1t potiticot pki~oneA,
had a tong tatk zith the p'tmate, then vi6ited Rome and met the Pope --
the jiut Po1ih kuteA eveA to do 4o. Gietek hoped th%6 would modetate
popUtla CAitiCiAM.

Wyzzynzki'6 ptice Jot coope'wtion wa4 to get the pakty'6 ag'eement to
discuss a tiLt od demand6: 6ot independent cteation o6 a Cathotic youth move-
ment, pewmis&6ion to build stiUt mote chuhcheh, bxoadca4st o6 maszeA 6ot houwe-
bound 4ick and ededtty peopLe, and tegat tecognition o6 the chutch.

The patty o66iciao now negotioting with the epi4copate, KazimieAz Kakot,
58, ministeA 6ot Leigiou.6 addaitA, would 4eem an odd choice. His 4ema.k,6
about the chuAch in May 1976 (teaked 6tom a meeting with patty activists)
have neveA been 6otgiven by Potish Cathotic6. Among them: "Even though ao
a minizteA I have to 6mite to gain the chuwch'6 con6idence, I w.Ui 6ight it
uncea6ingty...i6 we cannot de~twoy the chutch, at least fet us stop it 6tom
cauing hamn ... The bishope neveA stop w'iting -- we &epty civitty, but how
can one tepty intettigentty to 6tupid tettets?"

Yet when I saw him in his o66ice in Wawuow -- it happened to be Good
Fuiday, uith the countty's 13,500 chuwches packed to the doou -- this g'ey-
haiked cAewcut man gave an impke,64ion o6 6weet tea4onabeencns. He 6poke o6
peace6ut co-existence. "The chutch can ptay a const'uctive pavt in a ptog'ainme
ob6 ociatitt const'uctionV" he told me. "We have common ptobtem6 6uch as the
ztabLtity o6 the 6amity, and 6ight against atcohoLizm." He 4aid 6orne o6 the
chutch's demand6 coutd be met, but tegat tecognition o6 it a, a public insti-
tution was unthinkabLe.
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AUt Potea 6hate a common anxiety. Somebody may make a decision that the
community witt &eject viotentty. A mititiaman'& biutatity may go too dat. A
miniZ6te may tighten the economnc 6c&ew a twuM too much. A meat queue may
to&e patience, wueck a 6hop and Ata't a Aiot in which people get kilted.
Diacontented woAkeA6 uith no mean6 od 'taotionat communmiation with the pa-ty
ate it6 Achitee heet. Without p4opelt unionh, the wo'tkeA have nothing to
4epte6ent theik inteAeht6 6ave the chwtch and the new KOR potiticot oppo6-
tion.

16 the pa.ty toft contto ove.h an in6uwiated populace, the K'emt~n
might deel 6oced to send in Red Aumy tankh6. The PoteA woutd give them
a much btoodieAt eception than the Czechoh6ovak6 did in 1968. Fo'u Btezhnev,

GQeaek and Wy6zynski atike, the thought od a Soviet inteivention LA night-
ma'iah.

To an out6ide obhe'wvet, unde/neath it6 ptea6ant and buhy zu6wace
Potand iz poenteatty the mo~t unotabte membek o6 the communiat damity.
It is vi'tuatty a whote nation o6 diLsentent who6e demand& cannot be in-
de6initety dobbed o66. One wLze way out wouLd 6eem to be the stfa't o6 a
genuine da~oague between AuweAs and 'uted, a CoUuhe which many youngeA
Cen~tat Committee membeuh davout. But nobody can puedict how 6a& the
KAtemlin woutd go in pezmitting that.
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Warsaw, June 5, 1977

To the Participants in the Belgrade Conference

Representatives of the countries which are signatories to the
Final Act of the Conference on European Security and Cooperation, signed

in Helsinki, on August 1, 1975, are to meet on June 15, 1977. The last
section of the Final Act contains, among other resolutions, one which aims

"to facilitate the freer and wider dissemination of information of all
kinds, (and) to encourage co-operation in the field of information and the
exchange of information with other countries...."

Poland is a signatory to the Final Act. Recently, the Peoples'
State Council ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, passed by the General Assembly of the United Nations on Decem-
ber 16, 1966. Thus, the provisions of this Covenant became an integral
part of Polish legislation.

Article 19, paragraph 2, of the Covenant states: "Everyone shall
have the freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to
seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regard-
less of frontiers...."

These principles are not yet being realized in our country. Be-
tween May 14 and 19, the following members and associates of the
Workers' Defence Committee were arrested: Wojciech Arkuszewski,
Seweryn Blumsztajn, Mireskaw Chojecki, Jacek Kuroh, Jan J6zef Lipski
and Wojciech Ostrowski, Jan Lityhiski, Antoni Macierewicz, Adam Hichnik,
Piotr Naimski, Hanna Ostrowska. They were charged with committing crimes
against the State as set out in articles 132, 271, and 273 of the
criminal code. It is evident from statements issued in the press and from
the pronouncement made by the Procurator General during his appearance
on a television program June 1, 1977, that the reasons behind the
criminal charges were the efforts to amass, deliver, and spread infor-
mation within the country and, with the help of journalists abroad, to
publicize it on a mass scale.

One of the aims of the Workers' Defence Committee, repeatedly
stated in every bulletin, is to reveal to the public any repressive
and unlawful act carried out against any participant of the workers'
protest of June 25, 1976. The Workers' Defence Committee has also
reported on the persecution and repression suffered by those who took
part in aiding the workers. All the information it has given was true.
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It was released in the belief that it serves the public interest to

publicize events which official information agencies prefer to keep
hidden.

The imprisonment of members and associates of the Workers' Defence
Committee on the aforementioned charges constitutes a clear infringement
of the provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights as well as of the Helsinki Final Act. This kind of political
repression, taking place on the eve of the Belgrade Conference, harms
the good name of a nation in the international arena.

The Workers' Defence Committee

Jerzy Andrzejewski, Stanislaw Baraficzak, Bogdan Borusewicz, Ludwik Cohn,
Stefan Kaczorowski, Anna Kowalska, Edward LipiAski, Halina Mikotajska,
Emil Morgiewicz, Wojciech Onyszkiewicz, Antoni Pajdak, J6zef Rybicki,
Aniela Steinsbergewa, Adam Szczypiorski, J6zef Sreniowski, Fr. Jan Zieja,
Wactaw Zawadski, Wojciech Ziembifiski.

Warsaw, September 29, 1977

Resolution

The Workers' Defence Committee was created in 1977 in order to bring
legal, financial, and medical aid to victims of the repressions which
followed the June strikes and demonstrations. The Workers' Defence
Committee demanded that those who had been charged for their part in the
demonstrations be granted unconditional amnesty; that those who had been
sacked be reappointed to their rightful jobs in accordance with their
qualifications and that their job tenure be secured once more as well
as all their professional and social rights; that the full extent of
the repressions imposed as well as all the other circumstances surrounding
the workers' protest of June 25, 1976, be revealed; that all those guilty
of lawlessness, of using torture and so on, be exposed and punished; and
that a Special Parliamentary Committee be established to make an impartial
investigation into all the problems which are creating social unrest.
Once all these demands are met, the Workers' Defence Committee will have
no mere reason to exist.

All the participants in the events of June 25, 1976, who were
arrested have now been released. The majority of those who had been
sacked have been reappointed, and--with only a few exceptions--their
working conditions are considerably worse and the continuity of their
service not maintained. The demand for an official disclosure of the
extent to which repressions were imposed has not been met, and the
Polish Government has turned deaf ears to demands by public opinion
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for the creation of a Special Parliamentary Committee to make an un-
biased investigation into the circumstances surrounding the June events.

The main aim of the Workers' Defence Committee was to provide
legal, financial, and medical aid for the victims of the post-June re-
pressions. This campaign has, for the most part, been completed,
although there are a certain number of cases where help is still necessary.
At the same time, in the course of its activities, the Workers' Defence
Committee has received appeals from many people who, for political reasons
unconnected with the June events, have also been suffering repressions
and who are seeking aid in the fight for their rights. All sorts of
problems have arisen connected with the unlawful activities of the
Security Forces and the police, with the way in which justice is dispensed,
with the way prisons are managed, and so on. The Workers' Defence Committee
could not refuse to ally itself with such important social problems. It
found various ways of doing so, including the formation of a Bureau of In-
tervention and the announcement of the intention to create a Fund for
Social Self-Defence.

In this situation, we, the undersigned, consider it necessary to
expand the tasks and the field of activities of the Committee. We have
decided to reshape the Workers' Defence Committee into the Social Self-
Defence Committee. The Social Self-Defence Committee, "KOR", will insist
on the realisation of the Workers' Defence Committee's hitherto unrealised
demands, and it will give aid to those victims of the post-June repressions
who are still in need of such aid.

The Social Self-Defence Committee, "KOR", has the following aims:

1. To fight against repression based on political,
philosophical, religious, or racial reasons and
to give aid to those who are being victimised
for such reasons;

2. To fight against lawlessness and to help those
who have been wronged;

:3. To fight for an official guarantee that the rights
and freedoms of the citizen will not be violated;
and

. To support and protect all public initiatives
which aim at the realisation of human and
civil rights.

The year's activities of the Workers' Defence Committee have docu-
mented the tragic state of law and order in Poland. This relates above
all to the abuse of power by the organs of prosecution, by the prison
authorities as well as by the law courts and administrative councils.
We will continue our activities, as we are sure that active solidarity
of all citizens is the most effective weapon against the constraints
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imposed by the authorities. The main source of lawlessness as practised
by the authorities is the defencelessness of a society deprived of in-
stitutions which are independent of the government and which protect
individuals and groups in accordance with what is in their best interest.

23 Signatures

Warsaw, October 31, 1977

To Our Czech and Slovak Friends

We may sincerely address each other thus--in the knowledge that it
is not the ritual declarations of our governments that make us friends
but the common cause: the common striving towards reform in your country
and in ours, the insistent demands for a human form to our lives and
for a stop to those everyday practices on the part of the authorities
which contradict the legally codified principles of human and civil
liberties. In post-war years, we have often looked to each other to
share our hopes and anxieties. Now we are shocked to learn of the
prison sentences imposed on you, blatantly and provocatively violating
the resolutions made at Helsinki at the very moment when the implemen-
tation of these resolutions is being discussed in Belgrade by representa-
tives of the signatory states, including your own.

We know that, as the spokesmen for society's protest, you are in
painfully difficult circumstances. For the past nine years, you have
been continuously stifled by a force which has not even taken the trouble
to maintain a semblance of legality. You have been openly and brutally
persecuted at every point and in every manifestation of public life.
Despite the indignation that this has aroused the world over, your
situation remains unchanged. We perceive in these victimisations a
revenge for the Prague Spring and, above all, a fear lest that magni-
ficent surge which united your country might be repeated not only
there but also serve as an inspiration to other nations which share
your fate.

We trust that that fear is not without foundation. Whenever we
turn our thoughts to that spring, we recall, with grief and bitterness,
that the Polish army too took part in the invasion of your country. It
is our most earnest desire, however, that you should not hold that a-
gainst us and that you should believe that it happened through foreign
compulsion and against our will.

Our Dear Friends,

We admire your determination, your courage, your persistence in
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opposing wrong. We know that it is you who express the genuine will of
the Czech and Slovak people--even though the majority of them must, under
unremitting pressure, remain passive until such time as they will be'
able to express themselves as openly as they did in 1968.

In Charter '77, that historic manifesto of embattled democracy,
you spoke not just for yourselves, but for us as well. Proclaiming
our solidarity with your actions, we shall, despite the omissions and
lies of our press, give the Polish public true information about your
activities, strive towards strengthening the bond of friendship between
our nations and undermine the principle "divide and rule," which has
brought us so much harm in the past.

We do not know what difficulties we have yet to overcome. The
path we tread is stillby no means easy. Yet when it does take its toll,
let us take comfort with you in our awareness of the common cause and
our faith that our sacrifices are not in vain. The effects of our joint
effort are already visible; the achievements are irrevocable. The future--
and, we would wish to believe, the not so distant future at that--must
belong to you, to us, and to all people of good will--all, that is to
say, who desire truth, justice, and democracy.

Social Self-Defence Committee--KOR

On NovembeA 2, 1977, the Sociat Set4-Dedence
Committee--KOR--Aeceived doom Toma4z Stozyzem~ki
a packet o6 Poti.h cen40ouhip documents which
StAzyzieu6ki, a ceno& himweZd doom Auguwt 1975
to Match 1977, had taken out oJ Potand on a vi5it
to Sweden. Having been g4anted aytum in Sweden,
StAzyzew6ki deeided that the mo.6t e66ective Uwe
o6 the documents would be to .6end them to KOR
and to make them availabte to the We,6t. Fotowing
ate a 6ew exceApt6 64om a KOR c6tatement which
desc&ibez and anatyzei6 pottionz oa theme document6.

Warsaw, November 18, 1978

Statement

The documents which we have received are a random but representative se-
lection of the secret materials of the Central Office of Control for
the Press, Publications and Entertainment--covering the period from
February 1974 to February 1977....From a reading of the entire collection
a horrifying picture emerges. The texts in our possession can be divided
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into three basic categories.

The first category consists of guidelines and instructions for
censors, which not only describe with pedantic exactitude the nature
and scope of the information and in what manner their use by the mass
media is to be prevented but also the type of information which is to
be promoted and supported. These instructions and prohibitions concern
a vast range of subjects from matters of general national concern to
the most abstruse subjects. Especially worth noting are the restric-
tions concerning religious matters, nationalities, and socio-economic
matters. In these fields, access to information by the general public
is almost totally prevented. The guidelines, however, contain additional
prohibitions and so-called "notes", relating to specific surnames, facts,
figures, and events. In order to illustrate the scope and range of
censorship, it is enough to quote a dozen or so instructions, taken at
random from the "Book of Notes and Recommendations," of the COCPPE.

-"Information about direct danger to life and health by industry and
chemicals used in agriculture is to be eliminated."

-- "No information should be published concerning the pit disaster in
the "Katowice" mine, in which four miners lost their lives."

-- "All. publications containing general, integrated figures concerning
safety and hygiene at work as well as 'occupational' illnesses are
to be withheld."

-"Statistics on the level and increase of alcoholism on a national
basis are not to be published or broadcast by the mass media."

--"At School No. 80 in Gdansk, harmful substances were found to be
emitted by materials used to insulate the windows. Lessons were
interrupted as a consequence. It is forbidden to release any
information whatsoever on. this subject."

-"No information is to be published concerning the sale by Poland of
meat to the Soviet Union."

-"All information about the purchase by Poland of licenses from capitalist
countries is to be eliminated from the mass media."

--"All material concerning religious matters in the countries of the
socialist camp are to be eliminated."

-"Any information about the prohibition by the Episcopate of cooperation

between the priesthood and the Front of National Unity, official so-
cial organisations and PAX, is to be eliminated."

--"In published material concerning the 2nd Synod of Bishops, the 3rd
session of which took place in the Vatican in 1974, no speculations
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may be published concerning the speech of Cardinal Wyszyfiski nor any
evaluations which highlight the role of the Polish delegates to the
Synod and the major contribution made by them to the proceedings."

--"Obituary notices, inserts, and other notifications in the press,
radio, and TV and the like, announcing meetings in cemeteries, by
memorials, battlefields and the like, to mark the anniversary of
the Warsaw Rising or particular episodes of the Rising organised by

..former members of the Home Army (AK) and other right-wing organisations
taking part in the Warsaw Rising, are not to be released for publication."

--"No material concerning the sources and methods of financing the activities
-of the Volunteer Reserve of the Citizens' Militia ("ORMO") are to be re-
leased for publication."

-"No information is to be released for publication concerning the refusal
of state agencies to purchase cattle and pigs from farmers."

--"No information is to be released concerning the yearly consumption of
coffee on a national scale in order to prevent calculations being made
relating to the re-export of this commodity."

-"No statements may be published criticising present wages and social
policy."

-"In view of the fact that certain expatriate Polish circles are sensitive
about contacts with official representatives of our state, when publish-

ing the name of Comrade Wiesiaw Adamski, only his position as secretary-
general of the Polonia Society may be mentioned. In no case mention is
to be made of his rank as deputy minister or undersecretary of state.
The above directive is to be kept in strict secrecy."

-- "No material may be published polemicizing with articles published in
Trybuna Ludu and Nowe Drogi."

-- "No information may be published concerning the bribery case in
Sandomierz."

-- "No information is to be published about greetings received on his 60th
birthday by B. Piasecki from members of the Party leadership and the
government."

-- "No information may be released telating to the demolition of the
historic St. Clare's mills in Wroclaw."

-"Until confirmation of the speech of the President of Uganda, General
Amin, in which among other things he gave notice of his intention to
erect a statue to Adolf Hitler, no material on this subject is to be
released...."

The second type of document is the "Information on material not
passed," which is produced on a regular basis by the COCPPE at fortnightly
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intervals. T'ese are, as it were, a register of censors' interventions
and contain lengthy quotations of the texts (and even satirical
drawings) which have been rejected by the censorship. One is
struck by the fact that the preventive censorship in Poland controls
literally every type of public information and every means of its
purveyance: from the press, books, shows and films to invitations,
classified advertisements, certificates and commemorative plaques.
Objections may even be made to texts which are reproduced in
minimal numbers and not intended for the general public. An example

of this are the hymn texts duplicated by the Pauline Fathers for the
benefit of pilgrims to the Jasna Gdra monastery or the DKF bulletin
"PoLitechnika" in Wroclaw, which is duplicated in a total of 350
copies. The ambiguous position of such publications as "Polityka"
and "Zycie Gospodarcze," which according to official assurances are

not subject to preventive censorship, is also significant.
Instruction Note No. 2 of Feb. 6, 1976 explains the situation thus:
"Employees of COCPPE are obliged when controlling such publications
to confiscate without question any materials which go counter
to guidelines and instructions concerning national security.
When making an assessment of a polemical or controversial article,
they are however obliged to present their objections to the chief
editors of the relevant publications. In practice, editors as a
rule share our point of view and questionable articles are corrected
or expunged in accordance with our suggestions."

Here are examples of literally hundreds of interventions by
the censorship contained in the "Information on material not
passed" and in the "Information on Current Interventions" - between
1974 and 1976.

Socio-political matters. Among other things, the numerous
articles concerning the growth of the epidemic of alcoholisq which
the authorities do far too little to counter, were questioned, as were
the frequent alarming reports of pollution of the natural environment
by industry; reports of road accidents and accidents at places of
work; criticism of the bill on psychiatric medicine; criticism of
the so-called voluntary "social action"; information on the
carcinogenic properties of PVC; articles proposing the adoption of
Western models of work organization; information about antisemitic
excesses; articles critical of the civil service or the judiciary.
The censor intervened In a wide variety of texts: from Kisiel's
remarks on the Helsinki Conference, M. Kr6l's article on free will,
J. Maziarski's article on workers' democracy, W. G6rnicki's reminiscences
of the activity of the Eastern-bloc countries at the U.N., to J.

Ladosz's article on inappropriate methods of fighting anti-communist
ideologies (censorship of translations of Western thinkers), etc. . . . .

The third category of censorship materials sent to us consists of

so-called "Instruction Material", which is the result of the work of the
so-called "Double-check Agency". This body checks publications

already on sale to the public, and notes "omissions" on the part of
the censors and "unnecessary interventions" (these last, of course,
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as a rule cannot be reversed). The "omissions" are studied in

particular detail and serve as directives for the future. The same

purpose is served by the COCPPE bulletinwhich is a sort of regular

review of "general tendencies appearing in material not passed in all

branches of the mass media in the country."

Now for our conclusions: we have no hesitations in saying that

we have here one of the most important revelations of the entire

post-war period, of something which can only be compared with the now

distant revelations of Swiatto. While those exposed the criminal

activities of the security forces directed against the citizen and

his life, these latest documents reveal, as it were, a parallel sort

of activity directed against our nation; of a censorship imposed on

us by the political and party authorities of the Polish Peoples'

Republic, a planned annihilation of the culture of our nation,

the deliberate mutilation of the individual personality and the per-

sonality of society, through the methodical suppression of the

freedom of speech and information. . . .

Fotowu1ng i a Statement by Hatina Mikotajska,
a wett-known PoUih act'eAs and membeA o6 the
Sociak Set-Ve6ence Committee -- KOR -- to a
pLe,6 6 conde'ence in London, oagnahzed in
connection with the exhibition oj Poth "sam-
izdat", which took ptace at the PoWth SociLat
and Cuttutwt CentAe, King StLeet, HammeAmith,
London.

London, January 31, 1978

.Statement

I am deeply moved to be here, taking part in the opening of our

exhibition -- and I am certain that you need no assertions of my

sincerity, nor assurances that these are not trite or facetious

sentiments. Yesl I am moved. But yet I feel apprehensive as to

whether I am equal to this occasion. I did not expect to find

myself standing before you all, a representative of the Workers'

Defence Committee, and now, I have the responsibility of speaking on

behalf of a group of people, many of whom would be far better qua-

lifiedthan I, to give a reliable account of our activities. After

all, there are people amongst us with a thorough knowledge of law,

of economics, of contemporary history, of sociology, people one

can only describe as outstanding social activists, people prepared

for the ultimate sacrifice, people ready to give all of themselves.
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I am an actress, first and foremost, and my career is my chief

means of fulfillment. I beg you, therefore, to forgive me when I

speak about the Workers'Defence Committee from a very particular

and personal standpoint. In fact, the Workers Defence Committee

cannot, in the strict sense, have a spokesman to represent it for,

through its activities, it has bound together a variety of people

for a variety of reasons. We have, in our midst, believers and

non-believers, humanists and scientists, scholars, ecclesiastics,

intellectuals; we have active support from workers, students and

pensioners -- in short, we are a group of people separated by

broadly differing philosophical world outlooks, belonging to diverse

professions, having diverse interests, even our dates of birth

vary widely. And yet, certain matters unite us, regardless of all

these differences. Above all, we believe in protecting values

such as freedom, human dignity and justice. We want our society to

have the opportunity to form and profess its opinions freely,

to practice its beliefs freely, to have freedom of conscience.

We want, and we try, to fight against all manner of force and

injustice; against physical violence such as beatings and tortures;

against mental cruelty and demoralization of society, through

the use of practices such as blackmail, deprivation of work,

restricting material opportunities, narrowing the individual's
possibilities of realising his potential in accordance with

qualifications and talents. Lastly, we are trying to oppose a very

particular kind of wrong, inflicted when a community -- presented

with biased information or with lies which, veiled in half-truths,

are difficult to recognise or finally, by being given no information

at all -- is deprived of the chance to defend itself.

A falsely instructed society is morally threatened, it will,

ink the end, ad( against its own interests, unintentionally but also

unconsciously or with a false consciousness.

The members of the Workers'Defence Committee are also united

in the conviction that the following principles are just:

1. Frank and open activity -- based on civil rights as set down

by the Constitution, the U.N. Charter on Human Rights and

the Human and Civil Rights Convention, ratified by the

Polish Peoples' Republic and passed by the Helsinki
Conference.

2. Passive resistance -- so-called "unknown perpetrators"

beat our members and supporters; eggs were thrown at us

during the workers' trials; insults were hurled at us;

we were blackmailed, slandered by the press; we were kept

under surveillance; the police interrupted our meetings,
arrested our members and kept them for questioning; we
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were searched; our money was taken away and so were our
typewriters -- but we returned persistently to the
courtrooms, to our interrupted meetings; at critical moments
when we had to inform the public immediately about what
was taking place we wrote out carbon copies of our documents
by hand - in brief, violence was used against us but we used
violence against none.

We want to continue fighting for all those suffering repression
because of their beliefs. We wish to broaden our nation's knowledge
of the arts and to deepen its social consciousness so that the
Polish people will,be capable of making a conscious choice as to what
their world outlook is to be - a choice that will not be imposed upon
them by state monopoly of the sciences and arts. We want the beliefs
and convictions of the members of our society to flourish through
the observance of these fundamental values.

London, February 15, 1978

To the Presidium of the Conference
for Security and Cooperation in Europe,
Belgrade

Following yesterday's cable from the Social Self-Defence
Committee -- KOR -- Warsaw we wish to inform delegates that our
colleague, Adam Michnik, has been released from detention. However
we stress the.+ ontindous police harassment and intimidation of students
and lecturers participating in self-educational activities throughout
Poland.

We appeal to you to use your influence to assure the implementation
of the 1975 Helsinki agreement in Poland. The state authorities
of any country have no right to prevent citizens from seeking access
to independent sources of knowledge and information.

Social Self-Defence Committee -- KOR
On behalf of the Committee, its members

now in England:

Halina Mikolajska, Leszek Kotakowski,
Jan J6zef Lipski
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Warsaw, February 24, 1978

Statement

Actions designated to abort discussion meetings, seminars and
lectures organized for the purpose of self-education, were carried
out by the police in different Polish towns between February 10
and 24, 1978. Adam Michnik, a lecturer for the Society of Scholarly
Courses, was arrested five times and held for many hours in Krac6w,
PoznaAi and Warsaw. He was twice beaten and abused by functionaries
of the Citizens' Militia.

The writer Wiktor Woroszylski was arrested at the train station
in Krac6w upon arrival from Warsaw on February 11, to attend a
meeting with readers.

The following active members of the Warsaw and GdaAsk Student
Committees of Solidarity were arrested in Krak6w on February 18:
Urazula Dorosz:ewska, Roland Kruk, Stanislaw Smiegel and Cezary
Drzewalski.

Antoni MUicierewicz was arrested at the airport In GdaAsk when
he arrived for a discussion meeting on February 18.

Bogdan Borusewicz and Stanislaw Smiegel were arrested in a
private apartment in Sopot during a history seminar held on
February 22.

Bogdan Borusewicz was summarily sentenced to 14 days of
imprisonment for hooliganism by the Court for Misdemeanors.

Jolanta Bujwit, Janina Stasiaczek and the following members of
the Wroctaw Student Committee of Solidarity: Marek Adamkiewicz,
Jaroslaw Klimek and Marek Rospond, were arrested in Wroclaw on
February 23.

Andrzej Klimowicz, Janusz Krupski and Jacek Kurohi were arrested
in Lublin on February 23.

Andrzej 1ijowski, writer and member of the Society for Scholarly
Courses, actoi Maciej Rayzacher and Elbieta Krawczyk, a graduate
of the&Krakow Medical Academy, were arrested during the night of
February 23-24.

Ewa Sobul and Leopold Gierek of Radom and Ewa Milewicz, Jan
LytiAski and Janusz SzpotaAski of Warsaw, were arrested in Radom
on February 24.
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The following are still being held at this moment: Marek
Adamkiewicz, Bogdan Borusewicz, Jolanta Bujwit, Leopold Gierek,
Jaroslaw Klimek, Jacek Kuroii, Janusz Krupski, Jan LytiAski, Adam
Michnik, Ewa Milewicz, Marek Rospond, Ewa Sobul, Janina Stasiaczek,
Janusz Szpotafski and Stanislaw Smiegel.

Upon returning to apartments in which discussions or lectures
had been held, the police conducted two searches (in Wroclaw and
Sopot) and twice used tear gas (in Krac6w and Sopot). During the search
carried out in Wroctaw, Anna Bujit was forced to get out of bed
even though ill.

Bogdan Borusewicz's apartment in Sopot was destroyed during
the search by the Citizens' Militia. One member of the household
was given sick leave for eye damage from tear gas.

All members of an independent Discussion Club in o6di
were summoned to the local headquarters of the Citizens' Militia.

Numerous interrogations are taking place at Militia headquarters
in PoznaA and Wroclaw.

There have been no repressive measures on this scale since
the mass police actions of April-May 1977.

These facts are concrete evidence of increased brutal police
terror directed against self-education. This terror is leading
to a clash between society and the police -- morality is
unquestionably on the side of the former and against the latter.
Polish society has demonstrated a desire and ability to defend
itself over the past few years. Disturbing the social peace is not
anyone's interest today.

Social Self-Defence Committee - KOR
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Warsaw, October, 1977

Declaration of the Democratic Movement (Excerpts)

Today our country is living through a deep economic, political

and social crisis. The tragic events in PoznaA in 1956, on the

Baltic coast in 1970, in Radom, Ursus and Plock in 1976, indicate

that today's crisis is the product of the methods of rule imposed

on our society in the past and the resulting relations between

society and the authorities. The source of the current economic

disorganisation, decay of authority and demoralisation of society

lies in the fact that the citizens have been deprived of their rights

and the State of its sovereignty. Before us all today lies the

task of repairing the Republic (Rzeczpospolita). We consider that

indispensable changes are needed to secure:

- FREEDOM OF CONVICTIONS. This freedom does not exist where

a citizen's views, religion or party political affiliation prejudge,

in practice, his right to occupy posts in State institutions, offices,

social organisations and the country's economy. The right to occupy

these and all other posts should be based solely on qualifications,

individual ability and personal integrity.

- FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND INFORMATION. Without freedom of speech

there can be no development of culture, resulting in the stagnation

of social life. Censorship of information deforms social awareness.

When all publications are subjected to censorship prior to their

appearance, when publishers and the mass media are controlled by

the State, public opinion is prevented from emerging. Citizens are

unable to take up informed attitudes towards any decisions

made by the authorities, who, in turn, are ignorant of the

population's attitude to their policies. Preventive censorship

and the State monopoly of information have particularly dangerous

consequences for literature, art and science, preventing them from

performing their socially significant functions. For that reason

trade unions, artistic, religious and other associations should be

in a position to publish their own periodicals, independently of the

State. It is necessary to abolish all preventive censorship,

and responsibility for the violation of the press laws should only

be executed by way of court proceedings.
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- FREEDOM OF UNION ASSOCIATION AND ASSEMBLY. This freedom does
not exist where the party exercising the State's power subordinates to
itself, through administrative measures, all unions and associations.

THE FREEDOM TO WORK. This freedom does not exist where the
State authorities usurp the role of sole employer while trade unions
are subordinated to the ruling party. In these circumstances
attempts to defend the interests of employees create the possibility
of bloodshed and, in any case, could lead to serious disturbances.
Free choice of their own professional and trade representation,
independent of the State or party authorities, should be guaranteed
to all employees.

Only after the implementation of these freedoms can the aims
and methods of social cooperation be determined, through under-
standings reached by citizens and their trade, social, political
and other organisations, in the course of free discussions, both
directly and indirectly through the mediation of actual representatives,
elected in authentic elections. Equally, we are convinced that
self-governing local, regional, cultural and social organisations
which seek to achieve the aspirations of their members, independently
of State organisations, possess a particular significance for
enlisting the cooperation of the population.

II

The first step in this direction should be the implementation
of the International Covenants on Human Rights which have been ratified
by the Council of State. This requires fundamental changes in many
areas of our legislation, particularly in the electoral sphere, in
acts regulating matters concerned with rights of assembly, association,
the press and publishing, in Trade Union laws, in the Code of Work,
in the Criminal Code, in laws on the structure of the judiciary,
in passport and customs regulations. The hitherto prevailing
practices of the organs of administration will have to undergo
a thorough-going transformation, especially in the realms of the
defence of order and security, the administration of justice, the
prison service and the arbitration of industrial disputes.

III

Regardless of whether the State authorities exhibit a sense
of realism and fulfill the demands put forward in this document the
Democratic Movement of Polish Society must accept co-responsibility
for the future of Poland. This movement was created over the years
by people active in the defense of freedom of thought and speech, in
the defense of people imprisoned and persecuted for their activities
and their social, political or religious beliefs. Within the last
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two years this movement has widened dramatically. At the juncture
of the years 1975-76 thousands of people protested against the imposed
changes in the Constitution, defending civil freedoms. The defense
of workers who were imprisoned, beaten, tortured and dismissed from
their jobs on a mass scale for participating in the June, 1976
protests, became the fundamental form of struggle for human and civil
rights. The movement of aid and solidarity led to the formation of
the Workers' Defence Committee in September, 1976. This movement
struggled for a democratization in the life of our country, realising
certain concrete tasks, and, above all, bringing aid to people
suffering persecution. In May, June and July 1977, despite an
intensified campaign of repression, hundreds of students, workers,
farmers and intellectuals joined the Democratic Movement. The
solidarity hunger strikes indicated new forms of struggle for human
and civil rights. In Cracow, during the many-thousand-strong
demonstration, the Students Solidarity Committee came into existence.
It took upon itself the task of organizing self-governing activities
of the academic community. Similar committees are being formed in other
university towns. The activities of KOR, the collective actions of
the Ursus workers, letters from workers in Grudziadz, shipyard workers
in Gdansk, miners from the mine "Gliwice" and finally the successful
strike in Pabianice indicate that, despite repression, it is
precisely the joint activity of workers and intellectuals which is
leading to a democratic organisation of society. Recent times have
seen a development of independent publishing activity. Informational,
political and cultural periodicals are appearing . . .

110 Signatures
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Editor's Prefatory Note

The touZng matextat conaia, o06 exc~ept6 taken 6xom documents
ep'LeAenting the viem o6 vaadouA dizen qng gto4up in Romania. Atl

the matekiat xetating to the "Paul Goma movement" -- a we a6 the
document6 on p6ychiat~y, emig'ugion and the mine'm' Attike -- my
be obtained in Fuenchijtom "The Comminttee 60 the Veden6e o6 Human
RightA in Romania", 14 Rude de tlAmoxique, 75015 Pa'ia, Fancae. Many
o6 the Goma documents wete 6Z'Lt pubtiahed in Ftench by EdtionA-
Atbatkto,& Zn vot. 9/10 o6 theit CahteA. de l'Est (May-Auigu6t, 1917)
and as a zepa~ate vot&me, DVo4iex- FG _alTgptembet, 1977).

The 6utl text o6 the "Appeat dot ReQpect o6 Human Right6 60o
Evangeticat Betieuemz in Romania' may be 6ound on page 419 o6 Vowume II
oj the CSCE Commia4zon HeoaXng94, "Basket Thxee:. lmptementation 06 the
HetlAnkZ Accox.6,' Gove'zment Pxinting O66ice 9 1-710, Wa6hington, D.C.,
1977.

OtheA matexotti2 utting to neo-P'oteatantism ux6 made avaitabte
to the CommrWion by Radio FAee EUhwpe.

The documentA, including tho,6e pubtiAhed in The New Vaok TiemQ
on the Aituation o6 the Hungaxian ethnic mino ityi jn R-iiiaa We-e
t'anstated by -- and can be obtained in 6utt 6Awm -- The Conmittee
6o0 Human Rights Zn Romania, P.O. Box J, Giacie Station, New Yodz, N.V.
10028.

"Paut Goma and DiM ent in Romania"
by Dumittu Taepeneag, ed~to4, CahieZ de v'E6t

Fox once, diA6idents in the Ea4t da'ed to act in uni4on. Fox once,
Zn Romania, diLcontent ma. expx4.6ed in an open and mo4e o0 Wa organized
6a4hion. Gtoup6 o6 people began to gatheA a'ound Paut Goma: attist6 and
wo'Lke', economwzt6 and engineeAA -- att wanted to exp4e4. theJJ Auppott
6o& the ptinciptea o6 Chaxtex '77 and theih hope that the Hetl6nki accoidA
woutd be honored. Why this 6eemingty unexpected change?

The Romanian gove'nment made speciat e66oxtA to en~u)e that the
Hetlinki Con6etence conctude with the 4igning o6 the acco&d6 patiently
negotiated 604 thLee yeaxtz. They did not 6o'Lesee the gene'tL outcty the
agreement would cAeate. Fox homething ve'y u6impte happened. The acco&d4,
which wexe pubtiahed Zn all the 4ignataky 6tatea, became a univeouat point
o6 4edeAence.

The jamou, "'ThiWd &azket" contoined etementaty 4ightA which the gov-
eonment6 o6 the Ea4t equally pledged themwevev to %ehpect. Fox the 6-tzt
time, a common language wa4 e4tabt~ihed between the Romanian gove'nment and
iLt citizenh. 06 couu.e, civil &ighta oAe atso guaatnteed by the Romanian
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Con6titution, but each wutcte contain6 one 6matt ctau&e which ha.6 thu4
sat 6acititated judiciat and adminZit'utive aAbitwAainesA: the pautic-
utoah Aight guao'nteed actualty apptie6 onty to the extent it doe not
ha.'m "the building o6 60cioatim."

Nothing could be mote atbitooty than 46uch a 6okmuta, pawticutaAty in
a 'egime whe'e no &epa.ation o6 poweu exeit6. The Constitution atone,
weighed down even dwutheA by decAeeA which o6ten cont/adict each othet,
could not t'uty gua-antee the Aight6 o6 men. On the othex hand, the
Heteinkl accoAd aJe unm*takzabty cteeA.

Romanions dic6coveAed. a6 did otheA citizen6 oA Eastent cowittzie. with
astonishment and pea6wuhe that,. Am once, they could demand theU' Jrqht6
while 4emaining within the' legal bound6. A peuLon could claim that hisL
demand had nothing to do uith diZ6ent. HQe wa not challenging any legime.
He wau onty 6eAing witAh 4ome conviction to zight6 guawanteed by his
own gove'nment bedoke uioxtd opinion. A6 uuch, thiL wa-s not a challenge,
but 'athehA logical step and a %easonable J&eque6t: Hono4 youL commit-
ment6! In addition, 'the inteunationat chaiacteA o6 the acco'Ld6 has given
the otheA 4ignatoxy government a night to demand gtobat 'espect d6o an
entente which could develop into a tkue detente onty when theated a- a
whole. The poo thZr &a6ket cannot be 6oLgotten somewhete in a coneA.

(pp. 178-179, Cahieru de V'EzWt. vot. 9/10, May-Augu6t, 1977)
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Bucharest, January 26, 1977

To Pavel Kohout and His Comrades

I declare my full support of your actions. Your position is
also mine; the state of Czechoslovakia is more or less that of Romania.
We are living, we are surviving in the same Camp, in the same Biafra
(capital, Moscow)...While you are occupied by Russians, we Romanians
are occupied by other Romanians, which is, after all, more painful and
effective than a foreign occupation. We are all living under the heel
of the same boot.. .The same lack of basic rights, the same disdain
for people, the same shameless lie - everywhere: poverty, economic
chaos, demagogy, uncertainty, terror...

I am with you - Czechs, Slovaks, Hungarians, Poles, Germans.
Also with you, in spirit, are a number, a very large number, of Romanian
intellectuals, even if they have not placed their signatures next to mine.

(signed by Paul Goma)

* * * * *

February 8, 1977

Preface to an

Open Letter* to the Participants of the Belgrade Conference

As 1977 has been declared Human Rights Year, we, the signers of
this open letter addressed to the Belgrade Conference, attach great
significance to the necessity of convening a high-level international
gathering to defend the rights of man.

Whichever states have perpetrated the inhuman acts which
brought about such a conference, we protest against all forms of
oppression -- physical, moral, intellectual -- which destroy liberty
and human dignity through violence and lies in political prisons, forced
labor camps, psychiatric wards, old or new Gulags.. .rights guaranteed
by internal laws and international conventions, though ratified by
the governments of totalitarian states, are not respected. Such is
the case with certain articles of the Romanian Constitution...

Throughout the world people speak of dignity and liberty, but
how many people living in countries where dignity and liberty are
genuinely respected know that there are states where human beings
are forever bound to the country in which they were born? How many

*The full text of the letter appears on page 389, CSCE Commission Hearings,
"Basket Three: Implementation of the Helsinki Accords," Volume II,
Washington, D.C., 1977, Government Printing Office, 91-710.
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people know that there are countries where work and not the laboring

man is paramount? How many are aware of the fact that there are

states where citizenship is turned against the citizen and where the

principle of non-interference in internal affairs is used to deny the

international community's right to concern itself with the non-

observance of human rights and international freedoms?

We conclude by thanking the distinguished participants of the

Belgrade Conference which is convening to defend human liberty and

dignity.

(Signed by Adalbert Feher, Emilia
Gesswein, Paul Goma, Maria and
Sergiu Manoliu, Maria Navodaru,
Serban Stefanescu.)

What Paut Goma nevet dated hope dot% happened:
he set out atone to con6font the Romanian poLUticat
autho'itite and potice appau~tus od whose .6t'ength
and chuetty paindu2 peAQonat experience had made him
wett awate. Suddenty, he saw gathet a.ound him a
gwoup o6 men and women who not onty viewed the
Romanian 4£tuation in the same way... but atso had
the couzage to speak out...

... He Aeceived hom att oueT Romania, ette'As,
memoi4u, coptes o6 o66ciat papelA with which the
autho'ities dispensed theiAt pu4ekeentiat injustice
to citizenQ. (OveA 200 peop~e signed the tetteA to
the Betgkade paAatcipant6--ed.) They addteus Paut
Goma as anotheA head o-6 state - as the theue head o6

state... dot thuee months, the dawn o6 a iteat Aociatist

,evotution began in Romania with Paut Goma at it6 head.

(Vihgit Tanase, Vos6sieA Paut Goma,
pp. 98, 86-87)

Excerpts of Letters to Goma

Bucharest, March 5, 1977

I assure you, Mr. Writer, that I join in this noble struggle

because today there is no more noble cause in the world than to fight

with all our heart and soul for a full respect of these rights, so

desired by all our people...

(Signed: Marin Nicolaescu)
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(undated)

... What is the point of speaking of democracy, liberty, human rights?

They exist only on paper, in official statements. What really exists

are people who tell us what to say at meetings, who distort the truth,

who determine the length of our hair and our clothes... who keep our

passports locked away in closed safes and demand, for their return,

detailed reasons, moral and political guarantees, an abundance of

recommendations, declarations, receipts, meetings, bureaucratic forms

and months of demarches, as if the simple desire to see the Alps or

the Atlantic had the import of a major international crisis. Why, as

soon as we ask for a passport, are we considered political traitors?

Who has the right to decide for us, as if we were mentally retarded

and incapable of thinking for ourselves? We have studied for 16 to

20 years in socialist state schools, comrades of the Passport Office.

... We are well-educated. It is time that you trust us....

(signed: Victor Mavrodineanu)

Bucharest, March 3, 1977

... What I see as the major problem today is the general state of

Romanian literature... Symptomatic of the problem Is the banning of

your book just as it was about to be published... Symptomatic of the

problem more generally, is increasing censorship, which is fatal for

all literature... Whoever opens the pages of Romanian literary journals

can only be shocked at the weakness of the prose and verse, at the

artificial character, at the uselessness and inferiority of the criti-

cal discussions... What poetry, what prose worthy of that name could

possibly be created out of that unnatural mother which our daily

language has become?...

But I must also mention, with even greater pain, the internal

exile within Romania's borders of so many valuable writers who have

been discouraged from writing or, if they still write, have had their

books rejected by publishing houses.

All these unfortunate developments are occurring because today

in Romania more attention is paid to the administration of culture than

to the stimulation of spiritual creation.

(signed: Ion Negoitsescu)

*.* * * * * * * * *
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Bucharest, March 24, 1977

On Psychiatric Abuse

To the very esteemed writer, Paul Goma.

The present letter will serve as notice that I both associate
myself with the signatories of Charter '77 and with the letter of
support that you have addressed to them. If Paul Goma did not exist,
it would be necessary to invent him.

The reasons for which -- after long reflection -- I have joined
with you are the following:

1. I was arrested and interned in a psychiatric hospital
from June 4 until July 13, 1976. While I was there, my doctors were
ordered to report the following diagnosis: lacking any faculty of
judgment; responsible for anti-social behavior; mental deficiency.

2. For a long time I was unemployed and -- completely contrary
to the law -- was deprived of minimal financial resources.

3. I am the son of a poor peasant. I have no criminal record,
and presently there is no legal action being taken against me. My
civil and political rights were curtailed by order of the court,
Sector 1, Bucharest, (case number 710/1977) simply because I dared to
demand, in my own country, a bit more justice and respect for moral
laws and the rights of the individual. Six certified psychiatrists
have confirmed in writing that I am not afflicted by any neuro-psychiatric
illness. Nevertheless, I have been ordered to present myself at the
hospital (for treatment--ed.) on April 14, 1977....

If the human rights for which you fight with so much ardor and
self-sacrifice were respected, there would be no need for me to write.
But official acts prove that these rights are brutally trampled...
Knowing that you are asking pertinent questions concerning the internment
of sincere and completely sane patriots in mental hospitals, I would
like to meet you so that you can see a living example of one of these
cases....

(signed: Stefan Toia)
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The two documents excvrpted below do not appeaA
in the "DooseA Paul- Gomca," but we~e made availabLe
to .the CSCE Commi6Z6ion by him and cRn be obtained,
in 6u2L, though ;the Pawi6-ba.ed Committee dok the
DPeen~e o0 Human Rih-t6 in Romania.

Facts Concerning the Psychiatric Hospital Petru Groza.

(by someone who wishes to remain anonymous)

There are three hundred men and 100 women in this hospital.

Forty per cent are there for political reasons, five per cent for

petty crimes (hooliganism, gold trafficking, "frontierism" --

attempting to cross the border illegally -- incurable sicknesses);

55% are criminals...

The food is miserable, with very little of substance and mixed

with heavy doses of medication... The patients are poisoned with strong

doses of Plegomazine, are beaten with rubber clubs, and are chained in

metal handcuffs. Mail is censored; each letter is opened.

Those who try to escape (each window is tightly barred) are

returned, beaten, placed in solitary confinement, and subjected to

special "treatments." Those who "behave" have the right to physical

therapy in special hospital rooms. There is a high number of deaths.

In 1975, autopsies were performed on six people who died as a result

of treatments they underwent (cerebral hemorrhages, infarcts, pneumonia,

paralysis). Burials are makeshift, with no religious rites (no priests,

no cross)...

Political Cases...

IOAN TOROK, 49 Blajulu Street - Cluj , Technician in a textile plant,

Three children

He had the courage to criticize, in front of 2,000 people in the

"Textila-Cluj" factory, the so-called "democratic" elections of March 9,

1975, the "Stalinist" Bucharest regime, the poverty, low salaries and

the "red bourgeoisie." He also spoke of the harmful influence of the

USSR on Romanian politics. He was arrested and beaten by members of the

"Securitate" in the office of the factory's director. Afterwards, he

was interned at the Petru Groza hospital.

CALIN APOSTOLESCU, Turnu-Severin. Doctor of Mathematics

Condemned by the court in Timisoara to be interned in a psychiatric

hospital because he distributed anti-Communist tracts and sent anonymous

letters to responsible Communists of Turnu Severin, he was diagnosed

as a "lunatic" ...
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The two 6ottowing documents deat with otheL
human -iUghts and emigfation puobtem6 in Romania.
Accoiding to indo'mation 6upptied with the oxiginat
document6 by the PaUiz-bazed Committee Sot the
Dedenie o6 Human Rights, the seven co-zigneu4 o6
the diut c etteA -- a wowdeAL, dour hote2 po~ttey and
two otheus -- wexe att 6ited 6oom the.A BuchaAest
jobs and sentenced to a yea's 6o'ced tabo. at a
Con twuction site on the Mack Sea Canat, the
4ecentty teopened 6ite of the ptincipat Statin-eta
depo'tation camp. By theit own account, the 6ix6t
six o6 the nine co-Aigne.u o6 the second LetteA --
a22 oS them wo'ketm -- wehe di,%ed on August 2, 1977,
and condemned to a yea,1s 6o'tced tabot neaA
B'zita, in the "Insuta MaAe" Wsamp6, aQteA a
peAouncto)ty 30-minute t'iat dwring which they
we'e not atowed to dedend them elves. The othet
th-cee authou wese oateged2y beaten by police.

Bucharest, 26 May 1977

Appeal to Belgrade

In order to establish the liberties, rights and world peace
desired by all people: We, citizens of the Socialist Republic
of Romania, wishing to assure for ourselves as well as for generations
to come a happy existence suited to the ideals of free human beings,

(1) Demand that the States participating in the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe -- Belgrade, 1977, analyze
specifically the manner in which the Final Act has been applied in
Romania, especially Principle VII of the Final Act concerning the
obligation to respect human rights and fundamental liberties including
freedom of thought, conscience, religion; as well as the chapter from
the same Act which is concerned with human contacts.

(2) Demand an examination of Romania's application of article 55
of the Charter of the United Nations, dealing with the universal
respect for human rights and fundamental liberties for all, without
distinction as to race, sex, language or religion.
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(3) Demand that Romanian application of a fundamental human
right inscribed in the Human Rights Declaration, namely Article 13,
Paragraph two, be analyzed; this Article states that any person
has the right to leave his country, or any country, and return to
his own country.

(4) Demand respect for Article 38 of the Romanian Constitution,
which states that "each citizen of the Romanian Socialist Republic
has the duty to respect the Constitution and its laws" as well as
for other articles in the Constitution which concern the inalienable
rights of man, such as Article 17: "The State guarantees the equality
of rights of all of its citizens" and Article 3: "Freedom of
conscience is guaranteed to all citizens of the R.S.R."

(5) Demand that President Jimmy Carter and the American
Congress make all possible efforts to examine how Romania respects
the right to free emigration, a right which appears in the American
trade law as a condition for obtaining most-favored-nation treatment.

(6) Demand that the United Nations Commission on Human Rights
study how the Romanian Government interprets and respects the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which it
ratified by a decree of the Council of State on October 31, 1974....

We would add that the goal of this appeal is not to damage
the political atmosphere in Romania, nor to undermine the socialist
regime or weaken, in any sense, national unity or the sovereignty
of the Romanian State. We only ask that the Constitution of this
country as well as the international documents and accords which
have been signed by the Romanian Government be respected.

In the hope that our appeal will contribute to the effort
of the human race to establish true detente and peaceful co-existence,

(Signed -- with addresses -- by
Ion Marinescu, 30; losif Nita,
26; Radu Negrescu, 27; Raymond
Paunescu, 26; Nicolai Windish, 28;
and by Vasile Constantinescu, 33,
an engineer; and Dragos Neamtu, 21,
a technical designer.)
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(Isle of Brailae,after August 2, 1977)

To the President of the Republic

Given the critical period that we are now in, we should like
to underline, at the beginning, that we find it absolutely necessary
that you look upon our plea with understanding.

We are victims of an error, and we no longer expect any
understanding or indulgence on the part of the Security organizations,
which are answerable to you .... The practices pf terror which are
employed by these organs of the State certainly do not correspond
to the humanistic theoryof party policy ....

If here, in Romania, a request to emigrate is considered an
antisocial act which will damage the party's interests, then, the
Final Act of the CSCE -- an act which affirms the agreed views of
the signatory States on the "right" to do just that -- is only a
scrap of useless paper and is, in any case, of no concern to
Romanian citizens. The right to emigrate -- a fundamental right
on any list of human rights -- must be recognized for everyone,
including those like us, who ask to benefit from it.

The authorities' conduct towards us after we asked to emigrate
has been, and still is, scandalous and dishonorable. The authorities
have made illegal arrests, without warrants. Having been condemned by
virtue of law 25-1976 to one year of forced labor, we have not profited
from the application of all articles of this law; we have, moreover,
been deported to a forced labor colony on the Grande Isle of Braila
where the hygiene, food and drinking water are extremely unhealthy ....

How could such practices still exist today, side by side with
the spirit of democracy, humanity and progress when everyone is
fighting to preserve mankind and human rights? Do you, as one
who fights for the respect of rights, peace and progress in the world,
do you, the man whom we would see as having the most understanding
for us, do you find our situation normal? ... The Romanian
Constitution guarantees the freedom of speech. We have spoken,
and look at the result....

(Signed by Cristian Ionescu, Cornel
Urdarianu, Cornel Munteanu, Adrian
Mutica, Adrian Sinca, Constantin
Hulduban -- those condemned --
and by Cherman Calin-Mihai, Lilieu
Buretiu, and Cristian Onutu.)
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On Auguw6t 1-3, 1977, 35,000 mine/u began a
At'ike at the Lupeni mine in the Jiu Vattey.
Accotding to the PaWiz-baied Committee, the stkike,
"atunched on the bad"i o6 economic demand.6, 6loon took
on a bwade& ch'hatcteA, notab.y by &tC2ying the
mineL4 to the human tight:6 movement in Romania.
Deap ie the authokitie"' edoat6 to 46uppuezz att

new o6 the strike (the coat ba&in in the Jitu VaLLey
w"u dectoaed a ctozed awea), the mineAz succeeded
in pubticizing det4.ited in6o'matZon on theiA' actionz
and on the nepQtes6on which dottowed it. The
pxinci'pat QeementAh o that )epQ4e.6.60n wete di'6miZ6ing
mote than 4,000 4srikeur, di4ptacing people,
joltbdding tkavet, thitd-degtee queationing and
othet potice extortion6, and the aAtesting of
elected 4eptueAntativez o6 the mineAs."

The ,oZtowing exceApt6 ate d&om a tetteL went
to Radio F'tee Euwope by 22 mineL6 who participated
en the. t'ike and zeem to tink the~i ptote6t with
that o6 Paut Goma.

September 18, 1977

To Radio Free Europe

This letter is addressed to you on behalf of a large number

of mine workers. As we write these lines, we are increasingly

worried, and as a matter of fact we had already written to you

on August 9'and 23 and September 1 and 10. Today, September 18,

we have decided to write again.

After our strike on August 1, 2, and 3, they began dismissing

us in large numbers and sending us to other regions. This affects

the miners who had participated in the demonstration and in 
the strike

at Lupeni, where we presented our demands to Nicolae Ceausescu,

who promised to grant them. In the end nothing was given us.

Since we do not know whether you received our letter of

September 10, we will summarize what happened in the Jiu Valley

at the Lupeni mine, a mine with old workers' movement traditions.

On August 1, several of our comrades told us that a strike had
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broken out that same day at Lupeni. All the miners of the Jiu
Valley -- 90,000 in all -- rushed there from the mines:
Cazda, Uricani, Barbateni, Vulcan, Paroseni, Anicoasa, Livezeni,
DilJ, Petrila. Wednesday, August 3, 1977, the date of President
Ceausescu's arrival, was the third day of the strike and no less
than 35,000 miners had been assembled at Lupeni, where we had serious
confrontations with the Security force, the police, and party officials ....
They did not get anywhere against the miners in their work clothes
and helmets carrying their lamps, and pickaxes. Not only were
they unable to disperse the strikers, despite the use of fire
hoses from fire trucks, but the miners seized Ilie Verdets and
Gheorghe Pana (Party officials--Ed.) and locked them up, vowing,
"As long as President Ceausescu does not come, we will not release
them." Finally he arrived, but ... no one would have wanted to be
in his place: Ceausescu was booed, whistled at, called all sorts
of names, and as he left, the general who accompanied him was
obliged to hold him up....

As to measures, yes, some were taken: ... military units
were brought in ... miners were discharged ... more than 4,000
of us miners are out in the street .... At all the mines, those
who had been elected to negotiate with the Chief of State were
arrested by the police during the night and transported to other
provinces where they are watched by the Securitate...

We beg you from the bottom of our hearts to read this letter
over the radio. Do not be afraid that they learn there was a
strike in a socialist State! There will be others, and perhaps we
will have no other choice but to go to obtain justice for ourselves
with our pickaxes, our picks and the rest. Such are human rights
in the Socialist Republic of Romania! ... At Lupeni, we had
shouted: "Down with proletarian bourgeoisie!" because there
are five officials for every two workers -- such is justice in Romania.

We will rally with Paul Goma, with collective signatures of
miners for human rights ....

(Signed by Iosif Maris, Ion Vasiliu,
Gheorghe Bejnaru, I. Dumitrescu, Adalbert
Demeter, D. Miai, M. Jinga, S. Zirmionu,
Virgil Coca, V. Dobroniste, S. Postoloeli,
Virgil Mitran, Gheorghe Stefanescu, Ion
Paraschivescu, Lazar Bundruc, Aurel Rusu,
C. Jitaru, J. Danets, C. Acrinuc, J.
Sava, Titi Constantinescu, and B.
Francisc.)
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Radio Ftee Eutope, which has 4eceived many
communications on diveute subject6 Atom 6tisenexe
en Romania, made avaitabte the documents on treatment
of uetigiows betieveut -- eupecioaty neo-P.to tetant6 --

6tom which the 6ottowing thtee exttact6 aoe d'own.
The di'tt, oiginatty zigned bys ix Baptist activi-6U,
was painted in 6utt beginning on page 419 oj Votume 17
of the CSCE Commiazion Heaxings, "Baket Th.ee: Imptementation
o6 the HetLznki Acco&dA," Washington, D. C., 1917;
Goventment PAinting 066ice, 91-710.

February, 1977

Neo-Protestant Denominations and the Rights of Man in Romania

The greatness of the era in which we live lies in the awakening
of the whole of mankind to the need to affirm and uphold the dignity
of man and his fundamental rights and freedoms.... This struggle
has now become a vital factor in the international scene. Furthermore,
respect for human rights is not only a matter for the internal forces
of each country but has become a condition for normal relations
between states.

This totally new movement within the world found its formula
in the "Final Act" of the Helsinki Conference.. .The compilation and
adoption of these international agreements aroused unbounded joy and
bright hopes within the hearts of men throughout the whole world.
Many were expecting their situation to change radically once the
governments of their countries had ratified or signed these agreements,
hoping that through this they would be obliged to accord to their
own citizens rights and liberties of an exceptionally broad and
wonderful nature. Alas, however, the hopes of many have been deeply
and painfully shattered, for their lot has not improved but in certain
places has of late worsened...

We regret to say that in our country such laws as there are
which'contravene these international agreements have not been annulled.
Of late administrative measures have been adopted which flagrantly
contradict the spirit and letter of these international documents
and which transgress in a painfully visible way a whole series of
citizen rights and fundamental freedoms of man . . . .
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1. Decree No. 153/1970 and the Rights of Man: This decree was
initially conceived to combat acts of hooliganism and juvenile
delinquency . . . . Seven years later it represents one of the
saddest aspects of the social life in our country . . . . The fines
imposed on neo-Protestant believers, that is Baptists, Adventists,
"Christians after Gospel" (Brethren), Pentecostalists and the Lord's
Army who together total over half a million members, based on the
legal pretext of this decree constitutes today such a widespread
phenomenon in this country that it has assumed the character of a
social wound in the body of our country . . . . Innumerable tribunals
and judges have passed judgement on groups of believers and even
Baptist churches in the country, incorporating them under decree
No. 153/1970, Article 1, paragraph d, as a "group of persons who
through their behaviour express a parasitic and anarchic concept of
life...." The thing which hurts us most is that we who are manual
workers in the factories and on the land were declared hooligans,
parasites and anarchists because we met together to worship our God . . . .

2. The Pressure on Neo-Protestant Believers in their Jobs:
The Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Rumania unequivocally
declares that the citizens of this country cannot be'subjected to
any kind of discrimination in regard to their employment or enjoyment
of any other right .... In recent years in our countrythere was
launched a systematic campaign to hunt out sectarians (as members
of the neo-Protestant denominations are abusively called) and
either demote them from their positions or dismiss them altogether ....
More difficult to grasp is the fact that this campaign has taken on
greater proportions only after August 1975, thus immediately after
the Helsinki Conference. For example, in August 1975 a chemical
technician, Filip Dinca, of the Teleajen refinery in Ploiesti
(at that time a member of the committee of the Baptist Church in
Ploiesti) was called before the Director of the refinery. The
Director said: "What am I to do with you? I have been ordered to
demote you immediately because you are a sectarian."

The situation for Romanian believers is further complicated
by the appearance of law No. 1/1975 through which all those in
higher positions of responsibility were required to swear an oath
of allegiance to the regime. This has also intensified the
discrimination....

We ought to say that for tens of years during the time of
the socialist regime in Romania there has not been any large scale
discrimination in education on a religious basis. Indeed, there
have been here and there abuses by certain local authorities who have
oppressed children of evangelical believers. Also, children have been
expelled from institutions of higher education because they belonged
to an evangelical denomination, as happened in Cluj University in
1959, but these incidents were exceptions.
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In recent years, however, and in particular after Romania
had signed these international pacts by which they swore not to
discriminate on religious grounds, a general wave of oppression, threats,
persecution and expulsion from schools has come upon the children
of evangelical believers throughout the land ....

(Signed by Josif Ton, a Baptist pastor;
Dr. Silvin Cioata, of "Christians after
the Gospel;" Pavel Nicolescu, a laborer
and Baptist lay pastor; Aurel Popescu,
an engineer and Baptist lay preacher;
Constantin Caraiman, a retired
Pentecostal preacher; and Radu
Dumitrescu, a dismissed teacher and
Baptist.)

20 February, 1978

Letter to Radio Free Europe

In previous years,several Orthodox Christians have been
interned in psychiatric clinics. Among them were Orthodox priests
Dimitrie Zamisnicu and Ioan Boboc. The former died in Iasi on
15 March 1974. According to information I have, the latter is
still alive but insane.

In Bucharest I made the acquaintance of Mr. Gheorghe
Brasoveanu, an economist and a good Orthodox Christian, who signed
the Goma letter and who not only had the courage to criticize the
hierarchy of the Orthodox Romanian Church, but also held an anti-
atheistic lecture entitled "God and Life." He was interned four
times in psychiatric clinics ....

In 1977, I myself, was a signatory of the document
"Neo-Protestant cults and human rights in Romania" as a result
of which an inquiry was set up and I was threatened with internment
in a psychiatric clinic. At the same time, also in 1977, and by
the same inquiry, Miss Genoveva Sfatcu was also threatened in this
way. Miss Sfatcu is conductor of the children's choir of the Baptist
Church of Iasi. and also a signatory of the Neo-Protestant document....
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There are signs here of a new wave of persecutions. One of the
best students of the Baptist Theologic Seminary, Filip Dinca, was
expelled. The circulars of the Romanian Baptist Union forbade
Pastor Pavel Niculescu from preaching in any Baptist Church in the
country, and engineer, Aurel Popescu, can only preach in the Church
of Mihai Bravo, where he is Deacon ....

(according to Radio Free Europe,
this letter is from "neo-Protestant
sources")

1978, undated

Report to Radio Free Europe

In Romania the situation amongst Christians of many
denominations remains tense following the disclosure last year
of the document engineered by Baptist Pastor Josif Ton on police
persecution and violations of the Helsinki Accord. All of the
pastors responsible have been forbidden ever to preach again, although
they are in great demand by many congregations. While the open
fining of Christians seems to have slowed somewhat (at least while
the report was being read on RFE and at Belgrade), the Government
continues to exclude believers from educational institutes and jobs.

Two 21 year-old girls who are in their third year of the
industrial college in Iasi have been slandered by their teacher,
Sub. Lt. Anecaitei, as mentally ill, because they attend Christian
meetings. Rodica Simon said that she has not received her test
grades and fears expulsion from school. Romanian President Ceausescu
recently paid a visit to her school dormitory in the Tudor
Vladimirescu district of Iasi. It is said by students that the school
authorities placed telephones (not connected) in every room and also
a TV set on every floor before the President arrived. This was to make
a good impression on Mr. Ceausescu and it seems possible that the
legislative bodies in Bucharest must be as fooled by an outward
display of religious tolerance as Mr. Ceausescu was by the fake
telephones.

One positive note is that Lidia Ababei, a Christian of Iasi,
was released from Petru Groza psychiatric hospital as soon as her
name was broadcast on RFE. She still lives in extreme fear and must
go for "unwanted" medical treatment once a month. In Bucharest, Baptist
seminary student, Filip Dinca, was expelled two weeks ago from the
University because of his religious convictions. He refused to
close the service in prayer after a police collaborator preached a sermon .

(according to Radio Free Europe, this
report comes from a foreign traveller
in Romania.)
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F'wm the New Vo'rk Times, FebhuaAy 1, 1978:

"Ewopetz t£agest ethnic mino'ity conisits o4 the
2.5 mriJQon Hungawianz in Romania, phincipaUy in the
westeAn prounece od Ttansytvania, east o4 Hungaty.
Kcoty KLtaty, a Hungawian who i4 now vice p'eAident od
the Hunga'ian Nationatity Wotkeu Councit, the
Communiwt Pakty-conttotted organization uepeoenting
the ethnic Hungawianz, wah an attexnate. membeA o4 the
Romanian partyq' Potitbuto until he tedigned in 1972,
and a CentWat Committee membeA until 1975. In the
4iL.t tetteA, which was Amuggted out od Romania at
hiL behest,1 (and exceLpted by the New Yodk Time&),
... M L. KaW y comptdin4 about what he 6ay4s ake Gov-
e'nment podicie4 o6 4otced assimifttion od the Hun--
gatian4. The tetteA,...to Janos Vincze, a Centkat
Committee membeA, wau given to The Time6 by the
Committee 4ot Human Right6 in Romania, ba.ed in New
Yotkl City. It wa& than6t&ted 4'om the Hungawian by
one o4 its teadets, La~zto Hamo4."

Mk. Hamos at&ooAwnished the CSCE CommZ4dion
with an eatiZeA KitAaty tetteA, exceApted below,
and with excepts we a60o ueptoduce juom an inteA-
view MA. KiLaty gave to a coAueApondent o4 the
SwedrWh nemwpapeA, Vaqens NgheteA. in Febtuaty, 1978.

Marosvasarhely, September 10, 1978

Letter to Janos Vincze

My Dear Friend,

Anxiety and concern compel me to writeto you about the manner in
which the nationality question has been handled in our country of
late...The chasm between theory and practice is vast. While ore thing
is saidentirely different things are done.

We were promised new secondary vocational and technical schools
in which studies were to be conducted in the language of the national-
ities, but we have witnessed a decline in the number of these schools.
Children cannot study in their native tongue; compulsory instruction in
the Romanian language has been introduced even at the kindergarten level.
In 1976 a decision was made to eliminate Hungarian institutions of higher
education.
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It is no secret of course that the Hungarian State Theatre
of Marosvdsarhely has a Romanian director who does not speak Hungarian.
In the same way, it is nothing new that in cities where the majority
of the population is Hungarian -- such as Nagyvarad, MarosvisArhely,
SzovAta -- Riuianians who speak no Hungarian are being appointed as
mayors.

Use of the native tongue is severely restricted at meetings
of the party, the Young Communists League, the trade unions, and in
the various workers councils; indeed, use of the native tongue is
prohibited even at meetings of the Nationality Workers Council.

Signs identifying institutions, localities and so on in
the native tongue of the local inhabitants have almost completely
disappeared. In 1971 when I was party First Secretary in Kovaszna
County, we posted bilingual Romanian and Hungarian signs, but their
existence was short-lived. The signs were simply removed, and
by 1975, not a single locality was identified in Hungarian.

Nationalities cannot use their native tongues even in
state offices.

With regard to the question of personnel, the replacement
of Hungarian officials (where there still are any) with Romanians
is being carried out with incredible persistence ....

It is clear from only this much that a multitude of factual
realities violate the Constitution, the founding charter of the
party and the fundamental principles set down and provided for in
party documents. What is occurring in practice is not in harmony
with the principles in these documents -- indeed, it completely
contradicts them -- and has nothing in common with Marxist-Leninism,
fundamental human rights, humanism, or ethical behavior and human
dignity -- that is, all that which is trumpeted far and wide in the
most varied kinds of propaganda....

(Signed: Karoly Kiraly)

August, 1977

Letter to Comrade Fazekas

Many errors are committed in the practical handling of the
nationality question:

a. This year again, opportunities are being constantly
restricted for children of national minorities to study in their
native tongue; this breeds anxiety and deep dissatisfaction;
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b. The concept of restrictive quotas ("valachus numericus")

is utilized with respect to personnel problems; in fact,, employment
opportunities for nationalities are being restricted in certain

institutions;

c. Unpardonably extreme methods of intimidation are employed

against those who dare to ask for permission to speak in the interest

of having the nationality question handled legally and in accordance

with the Constitution ....

What is most distressing is the fact that local Party and.:. ;

State organs try to cover up, to gloss over the facts, as if they

were completely lacking-in sensitivity toward such thorny problems

as the nationality question or the national sentiments of the

coinhabiting nationalities ....

(Signed: Karoly Kiraly)

February, 1978

From the Dagens Nyheter Interview

I have written three letters to the party leadership, the third

of which was published in the West. I wrote the first one on

June the 2nd, 1977.

Earlier, in 1976, I had had a meeting with Ilie Verdet,

secretary of the Central Committee and a member of the highest

party organ, the Permanent Bureau. But somehow, nothing happened,"

not even after those countless discussions of the minority question

problems which have been conducted. The thing was killed by

persistent silence. I sent another letter in September (1977--Ed.)
and after one week I was summoned to Bucharest for a long conversation

with Ilie Verdet, among others. Then there was another meeting and a

third one October 4, when we agreed on certain measures to ameliorate

the situation of the minorities.

But this agreement was not kept. The problems were not solved.

Instead, measures were taken against me and my family.... Then,

my third letter was published in the West. For a week, nothing

happened, but then, extraordinary security actions were started in

Transylvania and a secret police force of one thousand men gathered

in my hometown, Tirgu Mures.... My friends were harassed, searched
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and shadowed. Flats were searched. During a walk with my brother,
some policemen followed us, with pistols in their pockets aimed
at us.

The' following day, I was told categorically that if I did
not leave Tirgu Mures, they could not guarantee my security and that
of my friends .... But nobody can take away my security except
the secret police themselves. The secret police of Romania are
very strong. There still are about 700 men belonging to it in
Tirgu Mures. During the spring of 1977, they conducted a series
of interrogations, police assaults and beatings, and searches
among people belonging to the Hungarian minority.

After the publication of my letter in the West, certain
improvements were made. TV and radio programs in Hungarian were
aired more frequently; signposts in two languages were set up;
certain authorities now allow the use of the client's own
language. However, these are not substantial changes. Therefore,
I will continue until all problems are solved.

Unrest among the minorities is an old problem in Romania.
Its cause is the enormous abyss between theory and practice in the
treatment of the minorities. Discontent was there. The letters
did not produce it, they only confirmed something which has existed
for' a long time .... But we Hungarians in Romania do not represent
a threat to the regime in Bucharest. We are loyal. We learn
the Romanian language, and we work hard. But we want to be
treated as the Romanians are treated, without discrimination. And
we want to be able to go to our own schools, speak our own
language and develop our own culture. That's all.
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On the Activity of the Helsinki Watch Groups in the USSR

by Valery Chalidze, editor, "Khronika Press"

This votume p'eaent6 onty a 6ew o6 the neaAty 200
document6 ptoduced by the Pubfic Gtoupz to "owmote
Ob~eAvance o6 the Hetzinki Agteement in the Soviet Union.
ThiL va&t body o6 6actuaw matehiaa compiled by the
Gtoups utedects the exttaouOdinaw-ity wide 4cope o6 theiA
activity. Gwoup membeu4 have monitoted and documented
a bxoad atmay o6.human xights violation6 in theiA countAy --

'anging 64om oa iciat obstac.eh to emig'wtion and injo'mation
exchange to viotationz oj civic, nationat and tetigious
Aights u46deued by 6uch gwoup6 ai Pentecoitatistz,
Jeuwzh teduseniks, politicat ptisoneAu and wokke)U.

The Gooups have at0o tetea.ed a numbeA oA summaty
"MemoLanda" which o66eA an oveyview o6 the human tights
puobtem in the Soviet Union and occasional discuzsions
o6 the philo4ophy unde'tying the HetLinki movement in
the Soviet Union. Unsoxtunatety, tees than a yeat
adter the do'tmation od the dite i Hletinki. Watch G'oup
in Mozcow, a new theme appea'ed in Gtoup document4 --

announcements oj the aVthet6 od Het&inki G'toup
membek4 them4se veQ.

The 6ixvt Helzinki Watch Gkoup wa4 otganized in
Moscow on May 12, 1976, by Yuwi Outov and ten othelt
wett-known activiots in the fong-itanding movement
Jo4 the deden6e od human Aights in the Soviet Union;
the Ukjtinian, Lithuanian, Akmenian and Geotgian
HetinUzi Watch Gtoups appeated 400n adteAwawd. The
Atatement announcing the cieation o6 the Moscow
Gkoup tepokted that the Gtoup woutd p'omote
obe'vance o6 the HeQinki FinaQ Act with the intention
to indom governments and pub ic opinion od 6autty
compliance in theiA count'y. The G'oup dectAed
its &eadtnez4 to accept w'itten complaint6 on
vioeations o6 6pecidic ptovizion6 6'Tom Soviet
citizenz,in addition to any otheA pektinent
indo'tmation they couwd ptovide.
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The Goup'A veLy 6iu t document6 etabti-hed
that the individuat& involved in th46 civic activity
we~e capabte and quati6ied to evatuate indoAmation,
in accondance with int evntionatoy-etabtib&hed human
'Light6 p'incZptea, piesented them by 6ettow citizen6.
The document -- devoid o6 emotionati m, exagge'uW on
o4 ptopaganda -- eteatty ittuAt'ate the G4oup'4
meticutouA adherence to veAi6ied 6act6. Thehe .6e/i-
ouW,impa",fue -- and theAedote deeply t'tgic -- document6
at2o give testimony to what goeA on behind the backs
od Soviet puopagandizt6 who ditigentty tty to convince
the woutd that the Soviet Union ztkictty implement6
the Het26inki AccoAd6.

The %eadeA un6amitioa with the activity od the
human Aight6 movement Zn the Soviet Union may be
.6upA(ked at the Gnoup'h abi2lty to evatuate in6owmation
on Zegat ca&eA and to compile sobet discu4ionz oa
o6diciat tegat pitctices, given the vi'tuat ab.6ence
od tawyeu among thei& jank4. We mu6t aecatt, howeveA,
that the Het~iinki Gkoup6 a4e compozed 6ot the mo6t paot
o6 6aithdut and expeAienced vet eAan o6 the movement
in deense od human 4ightW in the Soviet Union.

*Ten yeaut o6 avid conceAn 6o0 human Aight6 i44AUe
ehtabL£6hed a tnadition od diZpa~zionate objectivity
in evaouoting individual caue4, Soviet taw,and
inteZnationat human 'cight6 noAms in genetat.
It i6 pLecizety thi,& qua2ity o6 pooe4aionati.m
which ted pubfic opinion to t'wut Gnoup document6 --
a t'wit that had evoLved gtaduatty on the bao4i6 od
document4 dnom the eaAty Atages od the human kight6
movement.

Atthough I have dezc'ibed the activity od the
Soviet Helzinki Watch Gnoup4 a" an extenhion od a
t'adition establi~hed by the human Aight6 movement
ten yeau ago, it £6 neveathete~z iZnte'eting to note
one di4tinctive deatuAe od theia activity. In eanty
yeatA, human Aight6 activizt6 add'e44ed theiA gkievancez
and appeatL to Soviet goveAnmentat authokities in an
attempt to st'Le4 the ptincipte o6 oddiciat accountabiZity
6o0 human Aight6 violation6 and the Aight od citizen4
to aZ4 thei& complaints. Atthough mo6t od uo nevet had
much condidence Zn the good wilt o6 the od6icdiaU themetveh,
we neveathete,^ appeaLed to them on the bauiz o6 the
pozitiont. they hetd, on the bai£6 0d theit 4e4pon6ibLZity
bedo4e the taw.
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With time, we began to addkess oUh document6 and
appeatA to inte.nationot public opinion, Communist
pavties abkoad, inteonationat organization4 and even
Joteign govetnment6. In doing 60, we acted on the ba6iL
o6 what I consideA to be one o6 the mozt impoatant
potiticoa phitosophies today -- the keA6ponsibiity
of a government 6o4 itA human Aight6 viotation4 bedoue
the inteLnationat community od nationh -- a phito4ophy
which has been 6ixed into the 6ab'ic oJ inteAnationat
tetation6 by a netwo'k o6 intena-tionat human rights
ag'Leement6.

The Soviet Union has countered thih p'incipte o6
inteAnationaLt seponsibitity with the a44ettion that
anotheA goveAnment's intexest in human )ights issues
within Soviet boiLdeuv constitute. inteA1eAence in it6
inteanat ad6aoi'. ThiL thehi6 contuxdict6 not onty the

p6pi-it and £etteA o6 the Finat Act,but o6 otheA
ag'eement6 as wett. The Hetzinki Watch Gkoup6 tbmited
thei& activity to discussion6 o6 human &ights and
to in6oiming poaticipating CSCE 6tateA o0 violation6
o6 the Finat Act in the USSR -- without any intention
o6 p'ovoking actual 6o'Leign intetvention.

They baoed theiA activity simpIy on the
Finat Act's Recognition o6 human 4ight6 a4 an ibue
o6 intelnationat conceAn. With this in mind, they
wo'ked towoAd ptoviding paoticipating 4 tate6 those
documents which would 6ewve to p'omote an objective
evaouation o6 how each coantky, including the Soviet
Union, is ob46eAving these agreement6.

Beyond theiA basic activity o6 indo'ming
paoticipating state& o6 the Soviet Aeco'd o6 compliance,
many membeur o6 the GOoup have ittu.t'ated --
thoough theit zetZ 46achidice and dedication --

pkeoesety how the Soviet Union peAceive6 the concept
oJ noninteAte'ence in inteAnat a66aiuz. The aotests
and chuet sentenceA imposed on many G'Loup membeui
demon4trate how the USSR is 6utdi-ing its human
'Rights obligations -- theiA majok ed6o'tz thus 6a4

have been dijected towtad puniWhing those who tty
to ptesent the wottd with the t'uth.
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The vatuabte cont'ibution oj the Het6nki Watch G'oup6
in thei .6tady oj human kight6 hah 6e.ved a" the ba6iA

6o0 the peAuecution o6 6uch extkao'Ldinaty individuatL a4 YuAi
Oftov, Ateksand,% GinzbuAg, Mykota Rudenko, Zviad Gamzakhutdia,
Vikto'wm Petku6, Otekzei Tykhy, Mykota Matutwevych, Myostav
Ma'ynovyc.h, Pyotk Vimn, Levko Lukyanenko, Matva Landa, MeAab
Ko6tava, Shagen AMutyunian, Robett NazaAiAn, Amba4t6um Khlkgatian,
ViktoA RS'I6hiadze, Anatoty Shchaawky.

16 we 6ait to wave the~e peopLe, can we have any hope
that We~te'n &tate,6 wti be abte to make the Soviet Union tive

up to it6 obtigation-0 We can be ce'tain o6 one thing: the
Hetinlki Watch Ghoup6 witt continue theix invatuabte and -- a6
we can ,ee -- hazatdous activity.
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Moscow, November 21, 1977

TO THE BELGRADE CONFERENCE

We have been following developments at the Belgrade Conference
with intense interest. The discussion which the Conference has
begun of the humanitarian articles of the Helsinki Final Act
is of primary importance. But although the world press is handling
events at Belgrade with animation, the most contradictory evaluations
are emerging, apparently because of the extraordinary nature of the
original document -- the Helsinki Final Act.

The call for the inviolability of post-war borders and a
series of other provisions of the Act constitute considerable con-
cessions by the West to the Soviets. On the other hand, the
humanitarian provisions -- in particular Principle VII of the
first section -- present the West with definite opportunities
to work toward a greater openness and observance of human rights
in the socialist countries and represent the prerequisites for
a stable peace based on mutual understanding and trust. The
Final Act's affirmation of the universal significance of human
rights and fundamental freedoms as an essential factor of peace,
justice and security is of primary importance.

The potential of the humanitarian provisions of the
Act has, in our opinion, been further reinforced since the Helsinki
Conference.

One new factor relevant to this potential has been the
position of President Carter -- a decisive one which merits
whole-hearted support -- in proclaiming the issue of human rights
in the world as the moral foundation of U.S. policy. The second
factor is the development of human rights movements in the countries
of Eastern Europe, with new forms of this movement appearing in
Czechoslovakia, Poland and the USSR. The third factor is the
shifts in public opinion in the Western countries themselves.
We value highly the support of human rights by the parliaments,
trade unions and scientific and cultural organizations in Western
countries.

The great significance of the Belgrade meeting lies in the
unique opportunity it offers Western political leaders to utilize
the Final Act's humanitarian potential. It should already be
possible to determine whether or not they have succeeded in doing so.
In this document we state our opinions on issues we believe to be
germane to the Belgrade Conference.
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We especially underscore the fact that Principle VII of the
first section of the Final Act makes direct reference to the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International
Covenants on Human Rights. This reference gives the Belgrade
Conference not only the right but the-duty to examine violations
of the rights set forth in the Declaration and the Covenants,
even though certain of their provisions are not repeated in other
parts of the Act. We further emphasize that it would be tantamount
to denying the international character of the Final Act to negate
the Belgrade Conference's right to review human rights violations
in signatory states by invoking the pretext of "interference in
internal affairs of other countries."

Are we satisfied with the position of the Western countries
as it has been expressed up until now? Unfortunately, only with
definite reservations. The U.S. and certain small European
countries -- in particular the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden and others -- have acted with sufficient consistency. The
major European countries, however, have not as yet put forward any
consistent position; in consequence, they are hampering the work
of those countries which do insist on the full implementation of
the humanitarian articles of the Final Act.

We consider it important that the Belgrade discussion of human
rights issues not be limited simply to general formulations or
to human rights violations which have fallen more or less haphazardly
into the field of vision of Western delegations. These are
sometimes very important, sometimes secondary. A principled
evaluation of the situation as a whole is of vital importance --
using the entire mass of information available to the delegations,
in particular the 23 documents issued by the Group to Promote
Implementation of the Helsinki Agreement in the USSR. It is of
crucial importance to stipulate extensive measures to correct
inadequacies of a general nature as well as all concrete factual
violations.

The discussion should not take the form of mutual
recriminations and demagoguery, but the position of Western
delegations should be absolutely firm and decisive. The Soviet
Union may threaten to break off the Belgrade Conference under
the pretext of interference in internal affairs, a threat which
has already been used in a veiled form. We think the chances of
the Soviet Union actually doing so are slim, since its own interests
would be strongly affected. If the Conference were indeed to break
down, it would, of course, be a great misfortune -- a lengthy but
nonetheless temporary setback on the historically inevitable
path of detente. But we are wholeheartedly convinced that it would be
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an even greater misfortune -- a catastrophe with almost irreparable
consequences for the future of mankind -- to capitulate to and
vacillate in the face of this sort of blackmail or analogous
threats.

In our opinion, three groups of human rights problems should
be reviewed at the Belgrade Conference.

I. Those affecting and having vital importance for wide groups
of the population. These are:

1. Violations of religious freedoms, including the freedom
of churches from state control and the freedom of
religious education. The persecution of religious
groups which refuse to condone such violations
is well known. The most widespread forms of
such persecution are discrimination against
believers in education and employment, judicial
and psychiatric repressions of believers, and the
seizure of children from their religious
parents.

2. The violation of the right to choose one's country
of residence. This particular right is a decisive
one in the USSR in that its implementation frees
citizens from the bonds of arbitrary government
control and promotes mutual understanding
among peoples. We have extensive documentation
on its violation, but we will only note a few
aspects here:

Soviet agencies which deal with emigration act
in deliberate bad faith to limit the "Basket III"
provision on family reunification to that area
alone. The broader right to choose one's country
of residence -- stipulated in the U.N. Universal
Declaration of Human Rights; in the International
Covenants on Civil and Political Rights, also
ratified by the USSR; and in Principle VII
of the first section of the Final Act -- is
ignored, since applications to emigrate
from the USSR are processed only if the
applicant presents an invitation sent by
relatives. This practice is in total
contradiction with the above-mentioned
documents. Moreover, OVIR (the visa
agency) has taken on itself the right to
define kinship ties. In certain cases,
OVIR employees use the phrase "denied on
the basis of Helsinki" to signify that
kinship ties are insufficiently close
(in the opinion of OVIR).
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This practice creates insurmountable
difficulties for many who wish to emigrate.
Indeed, these individuals are not even counted
among the numbers of applicants for
emigration, since their cases are not
reflected in any documents. Groundless
visa denials even for those with
invitations ('vyzovs'), denials falsely
based on access to state secrets, continual
cases of non-delivery of invitations by the
mail (especially in the provinces),
repression of those wishing to emigrate --
these are all aspects of the same problem.

3. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and the International Human Rights
Covenants prohibit forced labor. The widespread
use of forced labor in places of detention
in the USSR is a violation of these
agreements and, accordingly, under
Principle VII, requires examination at the
Belgrade Conference. The system of forced
labor both for prisoners and for those liv'.
ing in conditions of provisional liberty
is practiced particularly widely in
distant regions of the North and the East
where hardship is compounded by the difficult
climatic conditions and the arbitrariness
of the authorities.

4. Violation of human rights in the area of
nationality problems. One example of this is
the right of the Crimean Tatar people to live
in the Crimea - a right which has been
cruelly and illegally flouted by the
authorities for over 30 years. Discrimination
against Jews in the areas of education and
employment is another widely known example.

II. Another group of violations of the Final Act relates
to those articles of Basket Three which are meant to
ease contacts among people and to widen the exchange
of information.

1. There is no improvement at all In the expansion
and facilitation of tourist and other foreign
travel as envisaged in the Final Act. In
particular there is not doubt that the Helsinki
spirit is flouted by the persistent attempts of
the authorities to limit foreign tourists in the
USSR and Soviets abroad in their contacts with
the local population. For example, by allowing
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foreign tourists to live only in hotels and not
with families, the authorities set artificially
narrow limits on the possible volume of tourism
and its usefulness as a source of knowledge of
the way of life and the aspirations of the
population.

2. The severe obstacles to contacts with relatives
who have emigrated to other countries constitute
a very serious violation of the Final Act.

3. The Final Act envisages the expansion and
facilitation of access to printed periodicals,
informational publications, movies and television
films, taped information, and a broader exchange
of radio information. The situation in this area
remains completely unsatisfactory.

III. A third group of problems is connected with political
repressions which represent an especially dangerous violation of
human rights -- a direct violation of Principle VII of the Final
Act. Political prisoners in the USSR are prisoners of conscience
who reject the use of force and yet are punished simply for
non-violent actions expressing their beliefs.

1. Recently, the special attention of world public
opinion has been drawn to the repressions
against 13 members of the Soviet Public Groups
to Promote Observance of the Helsinki Agreements:
in Moscow, in the Ukraine, in Georgia and
Lithuania -- against Orlov, Ginzburg, Shcharansky,
Landa, Serebrov, Tykhy, Rudenko, Marynovych,
Matusevych, Gamsakhurdia, Kostava, Pailodze,
Petkus, and Gajauskas. Landa, Serebrov, Rudenko
and Tykhy have already been put on trial and, we
are convinced, given completely unjust sentences.

Rudenko and Tykhy got particularly severe
sentences -- 12 and 15 years, respectively.
The others await trial in complete isolation
from the world, in pre-trial detention prisons.
These repressions against the members of the
Helsinki Groups is a direct challenge to those
Western countries which signed the Final Act --
it is an acid test of their determination to
defend these proclaimed principles. It is a
matter of honor for these countries to obtain
the release of all those arrested and sentenced.
It is crucial that none of these individuals
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be abandoned, that the authorities be blocked
in their obvious intent to split the dissidents
into separate groups which are determined according
to which receive greater or lesser outside
support. We must also stress that the repressions
against the members of the Helsinki Groups is
only a small part of the overall political
repression in the USSR. To a considerable degree,
the Helsinki Group was itself formed to defend
political prisoners. It is at least conceivable
that the repressions against the Helsinki Groups
were set in motion by the authorities as a
diversionary tactic, meant to put the West in a
difficult position. The idea could be to use the
revived problem (of well-known political
prisoners--ed.) to paralyze Western efforts in
other fields -- a well-worn trick from the
past. This danger must be averted.

2. Many political prisoners in the USSR and in the
countries of Eastern Europe as well as political
prisoners in psychiatric hospitals are widely
known to the international human rights
organizations, to Amnesty International, among
others. Probably, it would be advisable for the
Belgrade Conference to ask that authoritative
international organization for an official
report on political repressions in all the
countries which signed the Final Act. Such a
report should include a list of all political
prisoners and prisoners of special psychiatric
hospitals, with a description of their cases
and the conditions in their place of
confinement.

3. Another violation of Principle VII of the Final
Act occurs when those who defend human rights
and distribute information on human rights violations
are persecuted. Among those who are in exile or
in camps and prisons under extremely difficult
conditions which should not exist in our times
are such leading figures in the human rights
movement in the USSR as Sergei Kovalev, Semen
Gluzman, Anatoly Marchenko, Malva Landa, Andrei
Tverdokhlebov, and dozens of other people who
are no less deserving of the deepest admiration.
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4. Repression for religious activity violates the
Final Act. Among those who are thus imprisoned
are Georgi Vins, Vasili Romanyuk and many others.

5. Violations of the Final Act also occur in repressing
various expressions of criticism as well as the
non-violent defense of peoples' national interests.
Such violations are the most numerous along with
those involving religion, political prisoners and
prisoners in psychiatric hospitals.

6. Significant violations of human rights take place
against individuals who are punished for their
attempts to exercise their legal right to leave
the country. Among them are the participants
in the so-called "Leningrad Hijacking Case," who
were sentenced to long terms of imprisonment on
the unlawful charge of betraying their native
country -- Altman, Butman, the Zalmanson
brothers, Kuznetsov, Dymshits, Mendelevich,
Murzhenko, Fedorov, Khnokh. The same charge
has been imposed on many others, including
Fedorenko and Zosimov. Of those who desire
to leave the country, very many are held in
psychiatric hospitals.

7. Petr Ruban is imprisoned for having made a
souvenir gift for the American people (a wood
carving of the Statue of Liberty--ed.).

8. We call on the Belgrade Conference to speak out
separately in defense of these political prisoners
who are in particularly difficult circumstances.
Among them are Mykola Rudenko, an invalid of the
Second World War; Merab Kostava and Zviad
Gamsakhurdia, who are threatened with
psychiatric prison; and many political prisoners
who are extremely ill -- we will name Sergeenko,
Ginzburg, Shumuk and Shakhverdyan. Plakhotnyuk,
in a psychiatric hospital, is very ill --
he was sentenced for distributing "The
Ukrainian Herald."

We ask the Belgrade Conference to examine with the utmost
seriousness the questions -- the number of which we have limited
as much as we could -- raised in this appeal.

Members of the Group to Promote Observance of the
Helsinki Agreement in the USSR: Elena Bonner,
Petr Grigorenko, Naum Meiman, Tatiana Osipova,
Viktor Nikipelov, Vladimir Slepak
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(The following people are in complete agreement with the
text of this appeal: Andrei Sakharov, Tatiana Velikanova,
Aleksancr Lavut, Vladimir Borisov;

(Members of the Christian Committee to Defend the Rights
of Believers in the USSR: Father Gleb Yakunin, Archdeacon
Varsonofili Khaibulin, Viktor Kapitanchuk;

(Members of the Working Commission to Investigate the Abuse
of Psychiatry for Political Purposes: Vyacheslav Bakhmin,
Aleksandr Podrabinek; and

(Representatives of the Free Adventists: Rostislav Galetsky,
V. A. Shelkov.)

Moscow, November 10, 1976

On the Flagrant Violations of the Right of National
Minorities to Equality Before the Law

(Document Number 10)

I. Persecution of the Crimean Tatars for Attempts
to Settle in the Crimea (This document was prepared
by Aleksandr Lavut, a member of the Public Group,
and Tatyana Velikanova and Tatyana Khodorovich,
members of the Initiative Group for the
Pro;:ection of Human Rights in the USSR)

The attitude of Soviet authorities to the problem of the Crimean
Tatars is in glaring contradiction to the unequivocal commitments
undertaken in Helsinki:

"The participating states on whose territory national minorities
exist, will respect the right of persons belonging to such minorities
to equality ',efore the law, will afford them the full opportunity for
the actual eajoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms and
will, in this manner, protect their legitimate interests in this
sphere." (Principle VII, Section 1-a)

The actual policy on the Crimean Tatar peoples is oriented
toward their gradual assimilation and liquidation as a historical
national culture.
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The majority of the Crimean Tatars,. who were forcibly and
unjustly evicted from their land in 1944, live in Central Asia.
They were in fact removed from the list of Soviet nationalities.
They do not have one native language school, although there were
several hundred in the Autonomous Crimean Soviet Socialist Republic
before the deportation. They do not have one national magazine.
The institution conducting research on the Crimean Tatar language
and literature was liquidated in 1944. From 1944 to 1973 two
textbooks on the Crimean Tatar language were published (as opposed
to 58 in nine months of 1939). Out of seven newspapers published
before the war, only one (a non-daily) is left.

It is obvious that the authorities are counting on the
assimilation of the Crimean Tatars into the population of the
Central Asian republics. But inasmuch as the policy of assimilation
meets with the resistance of the Crimean Tatars, it is a
violation "of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for
which is an essential factor for the peace, justice and well-being. .

(Principle VII, Section I-a).

The Crimean Tatars have made peaceful and legal efforts
to preserve their nation and culture. For this, and only for this,
they are subjected to persecution by the authorities. The cruelest
persecution has been directed against those, who try to return to
their historical homeland -- the Crimean steppes -- to work on

collective farms in familiar surroundings. Authorities destroy
with bulldozers houses bought by Crimean Tatar peasants; family
providers are not given work. Even families with many children
are driven from their homes and left without a roof over their
heads: they are evicted and the most stubborn of "returnees" are
arrested and sentenced to exile or prison. This means that Crimean
Tatars, like several other national and religious minorities
and dissenters, are in a special position with respect to the
law. The regulations on registration in the Crimea do not prohibit
immigration on national grounds. That is, there is no formal ban
on Crimean Tatars, who were fully rehabilitated in 1967, settling
in the Crimea. In reality, however, the Tatars are placed outside
the law. In the Crimean steppes, where a continuous shortage of
workers is experienced, and where local authorities are forced to
invite settlers from Russia and the Ukraine, the Crimean Tatars
encounter extraordinary obstacles in notarizing the purchase of
homes, in registering residency, and in obtaining work.

In the nine years since the Rehabilitation Order was issued,
only 5,000 Crimean Tatars (less than 1% of the population) have
been able to legalize their residency in the Crimea. The majority
of these underwent an extensive period of every imaginable persecution
and discrimination. Presently nearly 2,000 Crimean Tatars, including
large families, live in the Crimea under the constant threat of
deportation and prosecution "for violation of passport regulations",
that is, for the lack of residence permits, which the authorities
illegally refuse them.
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II. Recent Instances of Persecution of Crimean Tatars,
Attempting to Settle in the Crimea

During the summer and fall of 1976, reports from the Crimea
repeatedly attest to illegal obstacles placed by authorities in
the way of Crimean Tatars returning from their former exile.
We will enumerate those instances known to us.

EVICTIONS

1. On the night of May 12, police and volunteers attempted
to evict the Shaver Chakalova family and their four children from
their home. During this attempt, members of the family and
neighbors coming to the aid of the evictees were severely beaten.
The eviction operation was broken off due to the neighbors'
intervention. In the fall, Chakalova was charged with violating
passport regulations.

Chakalova's trial will be on November 10. She is
threatened, at the least, with the forcible resettlement of her
whole family.

2. On May 13 the families of R. Yunusova and M. Setveliev
(with their sick child) were removed from their home in the village
of Gorlinko in the Belogorsky district of the Crimean Region and
into the steppes. The Setveliev's house was destroyed. According
to information from the end of October, the family lives in a
tent. In July, the Setvelievs tried to rebuild their house,
but it was again destroyed.

3. On June 18., the family of the war veteran and participant
in the siege of Sevastopol, V. Faizullaev, was driven from its
home into the steppes.

4. On June 18, the family of Lavrish Asanov was driven from
the village of Podgornoe and into the steppe. The action was
accompanied by looting and the beating of several family members.

5. On July 21, a squadron of policemen was brought into the
village of Voinka where they evicted the M. Akmollaev family.
Several Crimean Tartar neighbors were arrested for 15 days for trying
to help the evicted family.

6. On the night of August 9, the M. Abulev (of Bogatove)
and the E. Ametov (of Kurskoe) families were evicted. During the
eviction, the children were mistreated, things were broken, and
money was stolen.

7. On August 25, Ya. Kenzhametov and his wife and child
were thrown out of the village of Zolotoye Pole. Their house
was torn down by a tractor.
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8. R. Zenabapdinov was evicted from his home on May 4.

9. On P'ay 11, a house which had been bought by E. Ametov
in Melekhov was destroyed.

10. On May 13, volunteers evicted the S. Memet family which

consisted of 5 members. The family was forced to spend the night

on the street. Memet's little daughter was taken ill and had to

be hospitalized in the morning.

These attempts at evictions by force have often failed thanks

to the protests of not only Crimean Tartar, but also Russian and

Ukrainian neighbors.

ARRESTS AND TRIALS

According to the information which we have, 9 people were
prosecuted for "breaking passport regulations" in the summer of

1976. (This does not include people who were evicted.)

1. On June 9, Lemur Bekirov got two years at forced labor

under the direction of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. His wife,

Gulnara Bekirova, and their daughter Shefika Bekirova, got two

years on probation.

2. On May 13, Musa Mamut got two years at a general regimen

camp. His wife, Z. Abdullaeva got two years on probation. They

have three children. At Mamut's sentencing, it was openly stated

that he had been convicted because he had moved to the Crimea and

bought a house.

3. On June 9, Enver Reshitov, the father of a four-month-old

child, was sentenced to a six month term of imprisonment.

4. On September 1, Shevket Arnautov got two years In a

"strict regimen" camp.

5. On August 25, Abibulla Khalikhov got 2 years on probation.

6. On September 2, Ridvan Useinov got 2 years at forced labor

under the direction of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. In the

same incident, R. Shabanov and A. Yagi-(illegible) were sentenced

to 2 years of exile.
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7. On October 17, E. Ametov got 2 years in exile. Before his

conviction, Eiver Ametov was warned by the KGB for talking to a

foreign correspondent. Such a warning is in itself a flagrant

violation of the Helsinki agreements.

8. Murat Voenny, a Crimean Tatar activist, was sentenced

to 2 years of exile in October.

(Signed by the three authors

and Public Group members
Yuri Orlov, Lyudmila
Alekseeva, and Malva Landa.)

Moscow, January 14, 1977

On the Situation of the Meskhetians

(Document Number 18)

The Meskhetians are an ancient Georgian tribe which has lived

in Meskhetia (the southern part of Georgia bordering on Turkey)

for centuries.

At present, part of the Meskhetians consider themselves

Georgians, part consider themselves Turks, and the majority are

hard put to answer such a question.

In 1944, the Meskhetians were deported from Meskhetia to

Central Asia. This was an act analogous to the deportation of

the Crimean Tatars. After 1956, a large portion of the Meskhetians

were allowed to resettle in the Caucasus -- in Azerbaidzhan,

Dagestan and Kabardino-Balkaria. But they were not permitted to

return to Meskhetia, or even to any other part of Georgia.

Formally, the right of Soviet citizens to choose their place

of residence is not legally restricted on national or religious

grounds. Actually, there is a policy of national, as well as

religious apartheid, which is adopted in regard to the Meskhetians

as well as in regard to the Crimean Tatars, the Germans, part

of the Koreans, Western Ukrainians and Lithuanians, members of

many religious sects, former political prisoners, and others.
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By order of the Procurator General of the USSR, (No. 54,

November 9, 1972) Meskhetians and other national groups which

lived in this region are guaranteed the right to equality before

the law. However, this order (obviously on the instructions of

higher, that is, party organs) is not implemented, and It conforms

so little to the actual political situation, that it was confiscated

in the search of Yuri Orlov's apartment on January 1, 1977. (See

Public Group Document No. 16, the supplement, Protocol of the

Search of Yu. F. Orlov's apartment, point #132.)*

The Public Group has been given a whole list of documents

confirming that the Meskhetians are not satisfied with their

position as deportees and are actively seeking their return to their

historic homeland. The Meskhetian-Georgians and the Meskhetian-Turks

are following different paths to achieve this. The former are

collecting -- with the help of the Initiative Group for the

Defense of Human Rights -- the signatures of heads of families

on petitions and appeals to the authorities, in which they insist

on their ancient right to carry Georgian nationality. The Public

Group has received lists with the signatures of more than 1,100

family heads, representing nearly 7,500 people. These lists

were confiscated in the search of Yu. Orlov's apartment. (See the

above mentioned Protocol of the search, Point 134.)* Also

confiscated was the appeal by the Georgian-Meskhetians and members

of the Initiative Group requesting the Public Group's participation

in returning the Meskhetians, if not to Meskhetia, then at least

to Georgia. They are prepared to settle in any district, if

necessary, in small groups and in various villages. These are no more

than modest, loyal and legal demands.

The Turk-Meskhetians did not appeal to the Public Croup,

but presented it, in the way of information, with the resolutions

of its eleventh and twelfth congresses (the last of which took

place in the summer of 1976). These resolutions were also

confiscated :.n the search of Yu. Orlov's apartment. The Turk-

Meskhetians demand their return to Meskhetia, agreeing to extend

this repatriation over several years. The authorities, however,

completely ignore their requests and suggestions.

It is well known that as a result, the Turkish Meskhetians

have turned for support to the Turkish government, but to no avail.

Despairing, rnany of them now demand resettlement in Turkey.
Those who are more extreme even say that if the problem of

repatriation is not decided, they will begin to call for the

annexation of Meskhetia to Turkey. (Yuri Orlov explained to them

*Document 16. without the supplement, appears on page 6 of the

CSCE Commission publication, Reports of Helsinki-Accord Monitors

in the Soviet Union, Volume II, June 3, 1977. The supplement is

in the Commission files.
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that such a demand contradicts the Final Act of the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe which Turkey signed.)

We assert that in relation to the Georgian and Turkish
Meskhetians, the Soviet government is grossly violating its obligations
to national minorities as stated in the Final Act: "The participating
States on whose territory national minorities exist will respect
the right of persons belonging to such minorities to equality
before the law . . . .

(Signed by Public Group members
Lyudmila Alekseeva, Elena Bonner,
Aleksandr Ginzburg, Pyotr Grigorenko,
Aleksandr Korchak, Malva Lands,
Yuri Orlov, Vladimir Slepak, and
Anatoli Shcharansky.)

Moscow, February 2, 1978

Obstruction of Postal and Telephone Communications
(Document Number 25)

Back in May 1976, the Group to Promote Observance of the
Helsinki Accords in the USSR informed world public opinion of
the obstruction of international postal and telephone contacts
(Document No. 2)*. Because the situation in this sphere has
deteriorated since that time, we are forced to return to the
problem once again.

Authorities in the USSR continue to violate international
obligations and domestic law related to contacts between peoples
and the free flow of information. In this document (as in
Document No. 2), we will touch upon only a small range of
problems, specifically, those involving postal, telegraph and
telephone communications.

A significant number of messages sent to Soviet citizens
from abroad, or by Soviet citizenr to correspondents abroad via
the post, telephone and telegraph, fail to reach their destination.
Practice shows that letters -- the most informative manner
of communication -- are the first to "disappear," a fact which

*See CSCE Commission Hearings, Basket III: Implementation of the
Helsinki Accords, Volume IV, p. 61. Washington, D. C. Government
Printing Office, 92-302; 1977.
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leads us to believe that a certain number undergo inspection --
in flagrant violation of Article 56 of the Constitution of the
USSR.

This practice is employed most widely toward the correspondence
of dissenters: human rights activists, Jewish and German refuseniks,
representatives of "unofficial religious groups" and so on.

We can cite a host of examples. For instance, when the
Public Group to Promote Observance of the Helsinki Agreement in
the USSR dispatched copies of its documents (by registered
mail--Ed.) to embassies of participating states of the Helsinki
Conference, it did not receive a single delivery receipt. In
the USSR, correspondence mailed to and from foreign embassies
qualifies as foreign correspondence and passes through the
International Post Office in Moscow.

In Tbilisi, the Goldshtein brothers, Isai and Grigori, tried
to bring action against the postal service for refusing to
reimburse them -- in accordance with the International Postal
Convention -- for dozens of undelivered letters. Action was
denied; no explanations were given.

Since May, 1977, Evgeni Pashnin has petitioned unsuccessfully
to the Vorkul:sk Municipal Court for review of his case concerning
the recovery of 108 rubles for 3 undelivered and allegedly lost
letters to Israel and one to the U.S.

Nearly 5000 telegrams were dispatched from the U.S. alone
during the hunger strike by Vladimir Slepak's family in April and
May of 1975. The family received . . . one. More than 300 letters
sent to Nijole Sadunaite were returned to their senders in England.
Of the more than 1000 letters Amnesty International sent to
Galina Salovaya, and the hundreds to Kronid Lyubarsky, not one
was received.

Facts on undelivered invitations (vyzovs) from Israel
deserve special notice. Many await vyzovs a year and more in
spite of repeated mailings from relatives. Apart from undelivered
letters, telegraph offices have been known to refuse telegrams.

A Christian Pentecostalist believer from Nakhodka in Primorski
Krai informed us that he dispatched a telegram at the local
post office to President Carter on December 20, 1977, with the
following contents:

We wish you a Merry Christmas. Glory to God
in the Highest, peace on earth, good will to
men. We wish you good health and success
in your efforts in defense of Human Rights.
We ask you and the American people to raise
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your voices in prayer on Christmas Day for
those without freedom of religion.

The Church of Christian
Pentecostalists in the
city of Nakhodka.

On December 21, Perchatkin was summoned to the Post Office where

a man introducing himself as a postal employee returned his money,

stating that the telegram could not be accepted because it

discredited the Soviet regime.

Authorities began their practice of disconnecting phones

in Hay 1972, on the eve of President Nixon's first visit to the

USSR. At that time, 12 activists in the struggle for the right

of Jews to repatriation to Israel had their telephones disconnected.

In response to inquiries, the authorities responded with "evasive"

verbal explanations such as: "damaged cable", "defective power

lines" and so on. On August 31 of the same year, the Soviet of

Ministers of the USSR passed a resolution for an addendum to

Article 74 of the Communications Code of the USSR in an attempt

to give this practice a semblance of legality. The new paragraph

prohibited "the use of telephones for purposes at variance with

state interests and social order."

This resolution stands in glaring contradiction to Article 56

of the Constitution of the USSR, for how is it possible to

determine whether a telephone is being used "for purposes at

variance with state interests and social order" and still guarantee

the privacy of telephone conversations? Moreover, this alteration

of Article 74 of the Communications Code of the USSR is a direct

and official admission of the practice of telephone monitoring

in the Soviet Union.

Nor does the law specify which governmental agency holds the

right to decide the question of whether a telephone conversation

contravenes "state interests". Local Communications offices --

clearly incompetent to decide such questions -- disconnect the

telephones. After the addendum to Article 74 of the Communications

Code of the USSR, a literal "telephone hunt" began. One or two

conversations with someone abroad and a mention of a violation of

rights or of an illegal act by Soviet organs was enough to have a

telephone disconnected. Telephones would also be disconnected in

cases where someone from out of town discussed arbitrary acts

committed by local authorities, even if the call was made within

city limits. Recently, it has reached the point where telephones

are disconnected not "for conversations" but on the basis of

who owns the phone or who dials the number.
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Authorities do not even stop at disconnecting general-use
phones in communal apartments. Inquiries produce the stereotypical
verbal explanation (by telephone): "Your telephone has been
disconnected in accordance with Article 74 of the Communications
Code of the USSR."**

Written explanations of, or formal complaints against, such
actions are impossible. For example, Irina Zholkovskaya-Ginzburg
sent 10 letters to various agencies: the local telephone office,
the Municipal Telephone Office, the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet of the USSR. All her letters, judging from delivery notices,
reached their addresses, but she has not received a single response.
All attempts to be granted judicial permission to contest such
actions by the local telephone offices have been in vain -- the
courts will not accept such cases for review.

In instances where an individual active in human rights,
emigration or religious rights is summoned for a phone call to a
public telephone station, the notification is usually delivered
late -- after the appointed time of the call. If the notification
is delivered in time, as a rule the call is not put through.
The person placing the call is then informed that the party being
called has not shown up. If the call is put through, the muffling
signal is turned on after the first few "seditious" phrases. All
of the above serves to illustrate the extent to which Soviet
authorities obstruct the exchange of information with the West,
the extent of their efforts to preserve the crumbling remains of
the Iron Curtain by violating international agreements.

Soviet authorities also apply all their illegal, yet available,
means to obstruct the flow of information on human rights violations
in the provinces which is sent to the Public Groups to Promote Observance
of the Helsinki Agreement, the local chapter of Amnesty International
and to activists involved in the movement for Jewish repatriation
to Israel.

We appeal to the participants of the Belgrade Conference
to prevent this practice of strangling the free exchange of
information from triumphing in the Soviet Union -- no matter how
heatedly the Soviet delegation tries to argue that this is an
"internal affair" of the Soviet Union which does not permit
external interference.

**A list of 40 individuals in seven cities with disconnected
telephones is in a Supplement held in CSCE
Commission files.
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Supplements(held in CSCE Commission files):

1. A List of individuals with disconnected telephones;

2. Article 56 of the Constitution of the USSR; and

3. Resolution of the Soviet of Ministers of the USSR
of August 31, 1972.

(Signed by Public Group members
Elena Bonner, Sofia Kalistratova,
Naum Meiman, Viktor Nekipelov,
Tatiana Osipova, and Vladimir
Slepak.)

USSR-Ukraine

Kiev, December, 1977

On Discrimination Against Ukrainians
Who Wish to Emigrate from the U.S.S.R.

(Memorandum Number 18 of the Ukrainian Public Group)

The question of emigration from the U.S.S.R. has always been

a sensitive one for the leadership of the Soviet Communist Party.

It portrayed the Bolshevik Revolution to all the world as an event

toward which the working classes of all countries of the world

have striven since ancient times and which was finally realized

in what was once the Russian Empire.

According to such claims, the Bolshevik Revolution -- for the

first time in the history of mankind -- brought to life the brightest

ideas of the philosophers, economists and social reformers of

yesterday and destroyed an evil that went back to time immemorial --

the exploitation of man by man -- ended social antagonism,
ensured the highest possible rate of economic development, created

the conditions for the all-around development of the individual,

and so on and so forth. In a word, the revolution created on our

sinful Earth that which until then, had existed only in dreams.
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Inasmuch as the Bolsheviks saw themselves as the ideological
heirs of the Communist Manifesto, the Paris Commune and the First

International, they viewed their victory and their order as the

paradigm for all other countries of the world and -- in accordance
with the idea of proletarian internationalism -- yearned to bestow

this fortune upon others. To this end, immediately after the
revolution, they turned to a systematic, persistent and ever-
widening campaign of glorifying their actions aimed at restructuring
all aspects of social and family life and the Soviet order.

Communist parties, formed in dozens of developed countries,
helped to create in their countries the myth of the ideal nature
of Soviet society. And the fact that people did not emigrate

from the Soviet Union served to support the idea of the perfect

Soviet order.

Indeed, no one flees from paradise. People leave places

where things are bad. "Emigration," according to the dictionary of
foreign words, "is 1) a mass migration from one country to another,

caused by various reasons (economic, political, religious
and others); an unavoidable companion of an exploitative society,
(State Publishing House of Political Literature, Kiev, 1955).

Because the Soviet Union is not an exploitative society,

emigration is uncharacteristic of it. There is also no reason
for emigration for national reasons, because the national issue
has been decided in the most just manner once and for all. This

is how matters looked in the language of communist propaganda.
And so that living witnesses would not refute it, the borders
were sealed tight.

For half a century, the West listened to odes to the great
achievements of the free Soviet peoples and citizens, while within

the Soviet Union brave fugitives, caught in border traps and on

barbed wire fences, went silently into the GULAC "archipelago"
for 10-15 years.

The situation changed in the 70's. As a result of widening
international contacts, it became impossible to lock people

secretly away in prisons. In dictionaries there appeared a
definition of the word "emigration" as "the departure to another
country for permanent or temporary residence" (Political Dictionary,
Kiev, 1976), a definition which no longer contradicts the right,
declared in international law, of a citizen to leave his country
freely and return to it again.

The present leadership no longer labels as treason a person's
desire to emigrate and no longer puts people on trial for merely
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expressing such wishes, but it does employ many means to lessen
emigration and to destroy the inclination towards emigration.
In addition, we discern a different approach on the part of the
government to three different categories of citizens who are
potential emigrants -- Jews, Russian dissidents and non-Russian
freethinkers.

For Jews who have expressed the wish to go to their historic
homeland, the government creates many varied unpleasant
experiences and sometimes completely unbearable living conditions,
but in the end lets the stubborn ones go. It expels the "incorrigible"
Russian dissidents from the Soviet Union. And it puts non-Russian
dissidents behind bars.

The Soviet state signed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference. Both of these
celebrated documents declare the right of citizens to emigrate,
regardless of nationality, but the leadership of the U.S.S.R.
takes a plainly discriminatory approach to applications for
emigration, basing its decisions on national identities.

We are outraged that the government transforms the natural
yearnings of Jews for the homeland of their ancestors into an
ordeal of difficult, testing experiences. We are outraged that
it attempts to depict to Soviet citizens the banishment of Russian
dissenters from the Soviet Union as the expulsion of unworthy
persons. But we are most outraged by the discrimination on the
basis of national identity, manifest in the total denial of the
right of non-Russian freethinkers to emigrate from the Soviet Union.

Leaving aside the question of discrimination against us
Ukrainians in other areas of life, we point out that in terms of
emigration, this discrimination is revealed in that, so far, not
one Ukrainian freethinker has received permission to emigrate
for permanent residence abroad.* Even in those cases where an
individual has completed a sentence for an attempt to leave the
Soviet Union and following release, continues to seek to leave,
the government does not give him that possibility.

Here are a few examples:

Vitaly Vasylovych Kalynychenko tried to cross illegally
the Soviet-Finnish border. He was captured and sentenced to ten
years' deprivation of freedom. While imprisoned, he consistently
and officially declared his intention to leave the U.S.S.R. after completing
his term. Released in the spring of 1976, he immediately renewed

*Leonid Plyushch, a Ukrainian political prisoner, was exiled to
the West -- straight from confinement -- in January, 1976--Ed.
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his efforts -- he renounced his Soviet citizenship, wrote appeals,

conducted a hunger strike from October 17 to October 26 -- but so
far has not received permission to leave.

Yevhen Hrytsyak and the prominent Ukrainian writer, Oles

Berdnyk, have sought permission to leave for nearly four vears
now. Also demanding permission to leave -- so far, with no success --

are Nadia Svitlychna, Nina Strokatova, Ivan Kandyba, Levko Lukyanenko,
Volodymyr Zatvarsky, Hryhoriy Prokopovych, Pavlo Kampov, Mykhaylo
Lutsyk, Yosyp Terelya, Vasyl Ovsiyenko, Vadym Smohytel.

The unlawful refusal by the government to allow the opportunity
of going abroad has pushed many onto the road of illegal border
crossings; Ukrainians Apoloniy Bernichuk, Oleksa 1iurzhenko and
Vasyl Fedorenko are now doing time in prison for this. Yuriy
Dzyuba is now serving a four-year sentence of imprisonment for
seeking to leave the U.S.S.R. for religious reasons.

Because of gross violations of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights in the U.S.S.R.,and the creation of living conditions
for freethinkers so difficult as to make even minimal productive
activity impossible -- in community, national, literary, religious
or other public areas -- a number of Ukrainian political prisoners,
while incarcerated, declared their intention to emigrate following
the completion of their terms of imprisonment. Specifically,
they are Yuriy Romanovych Shukhevych, Ivan Oleksiyovych Svitlychny,
Vasyl Omelyanovych Romanyuk, Dmytro Basarab, Dmytro Verkhovlyak,
Oleksander Fedorovych Serhiyenko, Hryhoriy Herchak, Volodymy
Vasylyovych Vasylyk, Zinoviy Mykhaylovych Krasivsky, Ivan Shovkovy,
Andriy Markovych Turyk.

Consider: after the arrest of three members of the Moscow
Public Group -- Orlov, Ginzburg, Shcharansky -- and two of the

Ukrainian/Group -- Rudenko and Tykhy -- two more members of the

Group, Marynovych and Matusevych,*** were arrested in the Ukraine.
Then the authorities sentenced Ukrainians Rudenko and Tykhy to
12 and 15 years' imprisonment, respectively; sentenced Barladyanu
and arrested Terelya, but allowed Moscow Group members, V. Turchin
and T. Khodorovich, and K. Lyubarsky, a human rights activist,
to emigrate.** Furthermore, they arrested the Ukrainian
Snehirov, but suggested that Moscow resident, Podrabinek, leave
the U.S.S.R.

**(Turchin, Khodorovich and Lyubarski, while active dissenters,
were not Public Group members, but Lyudmila Alekseeva, Vitali
Rubin and Mikhail Bernshtam -- all Moscow Group members --

have been either allowed or compelled to emigrate.--Ed.)

***(On March 29, 1978 Mykola Matusevych and Myroslav Marynovych were each

condemned to seven years in labor camps and five years of internal exile
for "anti-Soviet agitation." --Ed.)
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Twelve and fifteen years of imprisonment and emigration are
obviously totally different punishments. This enormous difference
is a function of the peculiar differences between the human rights
movement in Russia on the one hand, and in Ukraine on the other.
In Russia it is directed against illegal restrictions of the
democratic rights of citizens, while in Ukraine, it has these goals
plus our own national problems. This plus makes the Ukrainian
movement in defense of rights so especially dangerous in the eyes
of powerful ruling bureaucrats with chauvinist Great-Russian
dispositions, because it threatens to destroy the old propagandistic
myth about all nationality problems having been perfectly resolved
(for all future time) and to renew this discussion by a new
generation of Ukrainians under new historical conditions.

Because the "sovereign" Ukr.S.S.R. has not established
diplomatic relations even with the major European countries and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Ukr.S.S.R. does not conduct
normal business abroad, the emigration of a few dozen Ukrainian
freethinkers would promote the familiarization of Western society
with Ukrainian problems. The government of the U.S.S.R. knows this,
and as we can see, does not wish to allow such familiarization.
But inasmuch as the highest criterion of good and justice for the
people of European civilization is not the well-being of the state
but that of each individual, we demand that in the resolution of a
conflict between the state and the individual, preference be given
to the good of the individual and not the state. We believe,
therefore, that no considerations of a propagandistic (prestige-
oriented) order can provide satisfactory justification for the
forced detention of an individual within a state.

Peace in Europe cannot be built on lies and the secret designs
of the rulers of individual countries. Peace cannot be built
on the oppression of peoples, for such a peace does not mean
happiness for the oppressed and disenfranchised and they will
strive to destroy it.

A strong and lasting peace is possible only with a just
approach to the individual, including respect for his right to
emigrate. The latter can serve as a means of resolving a conflict
between society and the individual, where the individual cannot
reconcile himself with the existing order and society does not
want to change to satisfy the individual's demands. Society
has the right to remain as it is, but the individual likewise
has the right to his own outlook on life and the right to broaden
this outlook. A situation in which an individual is forbidden
either to broaden his outlook or to leave the country is the height
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of injustice, for it completely deprives the person of his or her
individuality and sentences him or her to spiritual death.
Sadly, many Lkrainian freethinkers have found themselves in such

a predicament. This is what forced us to appeal to the Belgrade
Conference reviewing the implementation of the Helsinki Accords
with the request that it discuss the issue of discrimination
against Ukrainians with respect to the right to emigrate, in order

to promote its just resolution by the government of the U.S.S.R.

(Signed by Ukrainian Public Group
members Oles Berdnyk, Ivan Kandyba,
Vitaly Kalynychenko, Levko
Lukyanenko, Oksana Meshko, Vasyl
Striltsiv, and Nina Strokata.)

USSR-Lithuan-a

Vilnius, July 17, 1977

Statement to the Belgrade Conference
on the Present Situation in Lithuania

The present status quo in Lithuania is the result of an

ultimatum, submitted at 11:00 PM on June 14, 1940, in Moscow,

by Molotov, the Chairman of the Council of the People's Commisars
of the Soviet Union and Commisar of Foreign Affairs, to Urbsys,
Lithuanian MLnister of Foreign Affairs. The army of the Soviet
Union, on these grounds, crossed the frontier of Lithuania
already on the following day, June 15, at 2:00 PM, and occupied
the main Lithauanian cities . . . .

Molotov's deputy, Dekanozov, was dispatched to Lithuania

and tried to standardize the country's life in accordance with the

Soviet pattern. The results were terrible: not only were all the

political parties closed down, the private press liquidated,
social organizations oppressed but, beyond that, over forty

thousand people were imprisoned or deported to Siberia, sparing
nobody, neither infants nor old people.
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It is no wonder, then, that at the outbreak of the German-
Soviet war, the four largest Lithuanian political parties tried to
restore Lithuanian state sovereignty -- but the Nazis swiftly
paralyzed their efforts.

When in 1944 the Red Army once more entered Lithuania, as early
as November 11th a special bureau, attached to the Central
Committee of the Communist (Bolshevik) party was formed in
Moscow under the leadership of Suslov. In the following year alone,
more than four thousand employees were purged from various
agencies in Lithuania. By April 1947, 1350 more people were
discharged because, in April 1945, 6116 officials who could not
speak Lithuanian were sent to Lithuania. According to KGB Colonel
Mikhailov, who was stationed in Vilnius, fifty thousand Lithuanians
perished with weapons in their hands, three times more were
sent to prisons and camps where the casualties were as high as
in the forests -- and how many were deported to Siberia!

After Stalin's death, some of the deportees were allowed
to return, and some of the political prisoners were released
from camps. But, alas, to this very day, many are not allowed
to return to Lithuania, their fatherland, and are kept in
indefinite exile without trial. We publish at least some of
their names:

Stepas Bubulas, Kostas Bvknys, Antanas Deksnys, Alfonsas
Gaidys, Algirdas Gasiunas, Robertas Indrikas, Antanas Jankauskas,
Jonas Karaliusi Leonas Lebeda, Kostas Leksas, Juozas Mikailionis,
Aleksas Mosteika, Petras Paltarokas, Povilas Peciulaitis, Vytautas
Petrusaitis, Albinas Rasytinis, Vincas Saliokas, Vytautas
Slapsinskas, Jonas Sarkunas, Benius Trakimas, Vladas Vaitiekunas, et al.

The situation of the Lithuanian language is difficult.
Five times as many Russians are living in Lithuania today as before
World War II, especially in Vilnius and Klaipeda. Therefore,
in some offices it is impossible to make oneself understood in
Lithuanian, for instance, in the Vilnius railway station, in
some post offices, on the street with the policemen on duty, etc.
In Latvia, where on the eve of the war there were eighteen Latvian
schools, all have been closed.

Many lands, recognized as part of Lithuania by the peace
treaty between Lithuania and the Soviet Union signed on July 12,
1920,.today are under the Belorussian administration. Lithuanians
are autochthonous in those lands. They have no Lithuanian schools,
while in Apsas and Vydziai the churches have been closed; the
church of Pelesa, built by Lithuanians after World War I, has been
transformed into a warehouse, its towers have been razed, while
Rector Vienazindis was imprisoned in 1950. Consequently, Lithuanians
in Belorussia have no schools, no churches, and Lithuanian priests
are not allowed to take up residence there.
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The census data indicates that the number of Russians and of Poles

in Lithuania is about equal, but various advertisements, slogans

posters, booklets, etc. in Vilnius are only in two languages --
Lithuanian anc Russian. There is a Russian dramatic theatre in Vilnius,
Russian-language groups are understudied in Lithuanian establishments
of higher education, while the Polish language is allowed only in the

Vilnius Pedagcgical Institute.

The smaller national minorities are faring even worse. During

the war, the Jews suffered more than any other inhabitants in Lithua-

nia. Prior to World War Two, they had 122 primary schools, three
grammar schools, and 14 high schools. At present, the Jews do not

have a single school, or a press of their own, although, according

to the 1970 census data there were 16,000 of them in Vilnius alone
and 4,000 in Kaunas.

Twenty-fcur thousand declared themselves as Belorussians in

Vilnius, but they do not have their own school, and Belorussian re-

ligious services were also abolished in churches in the postwar years.
When private schools were forbidden after the war, the Karaites suf-

fered a special loss, because the Kenese (Karaite place of worship--Ed.)
of Trakai had a parochial school attached to it; the Tatars also suf-
fered a wrong with the closing of their mosques and schools.

The Lithuanians in Latvia are told, if they want to study in Lith-

uanian , they must go to Lithuania, but the Russians are not told that

their children should go to Russia to learn Russian. The Ministry of

Education has specified that the curriculum of the senior class in

Lithuanian high schools contain only four weekly hours of the Lithuanian

language and five hours of the Russian language. The same Ministry

manages to demand and obtain a fluency in Russian from all Lithuanian

graduates, but the same Ministry is helpless to make the same Russian
graduates learn at least a little Lithuanian.

The publishing houses have gone even further: in some Lithuanian
books, Russiar texts are now being printed without a Lithuanian
translation. Various administrative officials and the press have

begun talking about the bilingualism of Lithuanians -- the Lithuan-

ians are alleged to like Lenin's language. But what is to be done

if in Lithuania itself it is impossible to communicate in Lithuanian?

In schools, the history of Lithuania and the world are taught
in a special nanner -- it is not a history of states, or nations,

or kings, or 6ukes, but the history of economic relationships and
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of the so-called "class struggle," elucidated by the party line.
Therefore, not a single textbook of Lithuanian or world history,
or any publication on the subject published prior to 1940, is
allowed into the schools. Not only those, but all books published
prior to the above-mentioned events have been removed from all
school libraries, and most of them have been destroyed. An
exception has been made only for certain institutes of higher
learning and scientific institutions, where such publications
have been placed in the so-called special funds, which are accessible
only by special permission.

It is especially strange that even certain books by individuals
who occupied various important posts after the events of June 1940,and
published prior to those events, have also ended up in the special
fund, e.g., the book SSSR -- musu akimis (USSR Through Our Eyes)
by Justas Paleckis who for three decades was in name the country's
top administrative official. Even such classics of Lithuanian
literature as Algimantas by Vincas Pietaris, and others have
ended up among the forbidden books.

The history of Lithuanian literature has been arranged in such
a way that several writers who had retreated to the USSR during
the war years are being recognized as great Lithuanian classics,
while there is either silence about the mass of Lithuanian writers
who had fled to the West, or some are mentioned only after their
death, The writers who have teturned from the camps or from Siberia
also have a difficult time.

To this very day, KGB agents keep seizing prewar books or
periodicals, whenever they are engaged in a house search. Where
are they deposited? Only the KGB could answer this question.

The Soviet press explains the matter as follows: "It was
necessary to re-evaluate the cultural heritage of the Lithuanian
nation from the Marxist-Leninist point of view: by taking over
its democratic and socialist tendencies, to criticize the bourgeois-
nationalist conceptions, especially in the areas of history,
literature and other social sciences. It was also necessary
to broadly propagate scientific atheism, a helper in the struggle
against the religious views disseminated by the church." (Algirdas
Rakunas, Klasiu kova Lietuvoje 1940-1951 metais -- The Class
Struggle in Lithuania, 1940-1951, Vilnius, 1976, p. 178).

The propagation of so-called scientific atheism continues
today, and the means to propagate it have not improved. Let the
official press speak for itself:

The Soviet press explains the matter as follows: "It was
necessary to re-evaluate the cultural heritage of the Lithuanian
nation from the 14arxist-Leninist point of view: by taking over
its democratic and socialist tendencies, to criticize the bourgeois-
nationalist conceptions, especially in the areas of history,.
literature and other social sciences. It was also necessary
to broadly propagate scientific atheism, a helper in the struggle
against the religious views disseminated by the church." (Algirdas
Rakunas, Klasiu kova Lietuvoje 1940-1951 metais -- The Class
.Struggle in Lithuania, 1940-1951, Vilnius, 1976, p. 178).

The propagation of so-called scientific atheism continues
today, and the means to propagate it have not improved. Let the
official press speak for itself:
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"When we were healing the war-inflicted wounds, developing

education, culture, improving health care, there was an unusual

space shortage in our republic. Therefore, it was completely

natural for the local government organs to use the nationalized
spacious rectory buildings for these vitally important matters."
(Article by J. Anicas, in Uz socializmo sukurima Lietuvoje - For

the Creation of Socialism in Lithuania, Vilnius, 1969, p. 306.)

We would like to add that not only rectories, but also parish halls,

their libraries, and even the buildings housing church servants
were used for that purpose. Many libraries were destroyed in

this manner, e.g., the Marian library in Marijampole (now Kapsukas),
which contained over 50,000 books. One might add that the old
archives of the dioceses were seized by force for the same purposes.

The Soviet press continues as follows: "The use of selected

former cult buildings most for culture, education and health care,

in the process of improving social services for the population,
was a profoundly humane affair, and the substantial majority of

the working people gave its support to it" (Ibid., p. 306).

Let us express our doubts that the "substantial majority of the

working people" did approve, for instance, the transformation for

a decade of the St. Casimir Church in Vilnius, built in 1604, into

a warehouse for alcoholic beverages.

And is not the period of the "healing of the wounds" and of

"postwar humanism" lasting a bit too long? Perhaps it is time

to begin to return to the communities of religious believers

at least their surviving possessions? After all, three-quarters
of the churches in Vilnius, including the Cathedral-Basilica itself,

remain closed.

Much is written and spoken about caring for architectural

and artistic monuments. The Church of the Sisters of the Visitation
in Vilnius (built in 1729) also bears the inscription that it is
an architectural monument, but that did not prevent the destruction

of its interior in 1965 and its transformation into a prison.
That status also did not prevent the removal of the bells on

September 8, 1966, from the All Saints Church (built in 1620,

also in Vilnius) after it had been closed. A two story chapel

in Antakalnis, Vilnius, erected 300 years ago, was destroyed in

the same year, although it was in nobody's way -- even today the

site remains empty and the trees that used to surround the chapel

are still there. And only a couple of -years ago,the popularly

venerated Hill of Crosses near Siauliai was devastated again.
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This sad list could be continued endlessly. Let us also add

that all Catholic monasteries in Lithuania remain closed, while

of the former four theological seminaries only one is allowed

to continue. Even that seminary could take in only five new

seminarians three years ago, while the average mortality of priests

per annum is four times as high. The Jews and Tatars of Lithuania,

meanwhile, have been left without any clergy.

The Constitution of the USSR guarantees to atheists the right

to anti-religious propaganda, yet believers are only allowed to

worship, and not to engage in religious propaganda. How, then, is

the equality of all citizens to be understood? Because the freedom

to worship so far remains limited to the paper of the Constitution --

believers are not allowed to celebrate even their major holidays,
which is part of the concept of religious worship.

Religious believers continue to be fired from their jobs for

celebrating their holidays. When children stay away from school

on such holidays, their parents are summoned to appear and receive
a scolding. Television and radio are permeated with atheism,
and meanwhile both these organizations are maintained with the
money of the believers, too.

The believers of all religious denominations in Lithuania
are without their own press. And if that were not enough, not

only the laity but even the clergy are forbidden to teach prayers

to the children, although such teaching is their direct duty and

an inseparable component of the very concept of the cult.
Priests who dared to do that have been incarcerated, imprisoned
in camps, or otherwise punished. Here are several victims of

the last decade: the Revs. Antanas Aleksandravicius (Slavikai),
Prosperas Bubnys (Girkalnis), Albinas Deltuva (Veisejai), Antanas

Jakubauskas (Pociuneliai), Antanas Seskevicius (Dubingiai),

Juozas Zdebskis (Gudeliai and Prienai). Therefore, the equality

of believers and non-believers exists on paper only.

There is one more painful wound. Our entire older generation

in Lithuania remembers how, before the war, one could freely

purchase in Lithuania such Soviet Russian dailies as Izvestia or

Pravda, while at the Mokslas bookstore in Kaunas (under the

patronage of the Soviet embassy) and later in a similar bookstore

in Vilnius, one could purchase the writings of Marx, Engels,
Lenin and Stalin in Russian.

We do not even dare to dream that we shall live to see the

day when the central dailies of Paris, London and New York would

be freely sold here. But we do not forget for an instant that a
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considerable portion of our nation, especially its intellectuals,
have emigrated or retreated to the West. There they have created
a sizeable p-ess, a prolific literature; they have published a
huge Lithuanian Encyclopedia.

Yet all the efforts to have the above-mentioned press reach
us, too, have been in vain. Whenever a few samples of those
publications reach our libraries, they are kept there behind
nine locks, or again are available only with a special permit.
Meanwhile, Communist literature published in Lithuania reaches
the West without any obstruction. Our officials regard us as small
children and strictly determine what we are, and are not to read.

In our statement, we have touched upon only a portion of the
instances where the agreement signed on August 1, 1975, in Helsinki
has been violated. We could also submit materials on how the reunion
of families and a series of other questions are being evaded.
The purpose of this memorandum is to draw the attention of the
states-signatories of the Helsinki agreements to the fact that no
agreement in the world is valid if it is observed only by a single
party who has signed it.

(Signed by Lithuanian Public
Group members Rev. Karolis
Garuckas, Eithan Finkelshtein,
Ona Lukauskaite-Poskiene and
for Viktoras Petkus -- imprisoned
since April, 1977 -- and Tomas
Venclova -- allowed to leave for
the U.S. in January, 1977, and
subsequently stripped of his
Soviet citizenship.)

Vilnius, April 30, 1977

Statement of Eithan Finkelshtein,
Member of the Lithuanian Social Group

to Support the Observance of Helsinki Agreements

On April 27, 1977, I was summoned to the KGB department at
the Ministers' Council of the Lithuanian SSR, where Major Rimkus,
head of the interrogation section, in the presence of an official of
the central apparatus of the KGB at the USSR Ministers' Council,
accused me of collecting and transmitting to foreign intelligence
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centers and anti-Soviet propaganda organs slanderous fabrications
and information, blackening the Soviet social and state system.
He had in mind my activity in the Lithuanian Public Group to Promote
the Observance of the Helsinki Agreement, as well as the publication
of my articles and statements in the foreign press, and
broadcasts of them by the foreign radio, including Radio Liberty.

I was officially warned that if I don't immediately cease
such activity, I will be taken to court according to the appropriate
paragraphs of the Penal Code.

All this compels me to make the following statement:

My activity in the Lithuanian Helsinki Group consists mainly
of advising citizens on questions of emigration, as well as
explaining their rights and related possibilities in connection
with the Helsinki Agreements. Whenever the Helsinki Agreements
are violated in the case of some citizens, I try, together with the
other members of the group, to help them in their striving for
justice and attempt to convince the governmental authorities
to redress such violations.

My appeals and statements -- individual or collective -- deal
mainly with the demand to free prisoners of conscience, with protests
against the use of trials to persecute people because of their
political convictions or because of their desire to emigrate, and
with the defence of the right to emigration. In addition, I have
signed appeals and statements, protesting against the violations of
human rights and against acts of terrorism and radicalism in the
countries where they occur.

My articles published in the foreign press deal with the problems
of emigration to Israel, the situation and the specific problems.
of the Jews in the USSR, as well as with life in Lithuania today.
In my articles, I have expressed my own views only and did not
intend at all to distort reality or to slander the Soviet Union,
its people, or its political system.

My entire social activity is far from being inimical to the
USSR, its people, or individual citizens. I never had any contacts
of any kind with foreign intelligence agencies and have not
transmitted any information to them.

As for the warning I have received from the KGB, I consider
it an attempt to intimidate me and to force me to renounce my
social activity, linked with the struggle for human rights and with
the Helsinki Movement.

E. Finkelshtein
Physicist
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Tblisi, March, 1977

On the Persecution of V. RTSKHILADZE (Press release)

Historian V. RTSKHILADZE, Georgian human rights activist
and member of the Georgian Group to Promote Observance of the
Helsinki Agreement, was fired from his job on March 9, 1977,
in Tbilisi. V. Rtskhiladze was employed at the Ministry of
Culture of the Georgian SSR where he served as director of the
division dealing with the preservation of historical monuments of
Georgian culture. Working in this capacity, he continuously
exposed the criminal neglect of authorities in his field -- a
neglect which reduced the majority of the cultural monuments to a
deplorable state. In September 1976, V. Rtskhiladze, along with
the director of the David-Garedzha Museum, V. Batsatsashvili,
wrote to the Procurator General of the USSR, Rudenko, lodging a
complaint against the use of the grounds of the David-Garedzha
Monastery as a firing range for the artillerymen of the Transcaucasus
Military Region, who were barbarically destroying this unique
monument to Early Christian culture. The appeal contained a
demand that the artillerymen be punished on the basis of the
Criminal Code.

V. Rtskhiladze has also played a leading role in the struggle
of the Meskhis to be returned to their rightful homeland.
Among the materials confiscated at the search of the apartment
of Yuri Orlov on January 4, were included documents on the
Meskhis that Rtskhiladze himself had given to Orlov. Included
was Rtkhiladze's letter to the Chronicle and the signatures of
8,000 Meskhis demanding the restoration of their Georgian nationality
and the right to return to their homeland. These materials served
as the basis for the well-known Moscow Helsinki Group document,
"On the Situation of the Meskhetians."

At the beginning of January, edition No. 2 of the Georgian
Samizdat journal The Georgian Herald contained a lengthy article
(approximately 100 pages) by Rtskhiladze entitled "Crimes Inflicted
on the Georgian People (The Tragedy of the Meskhis)".

Barely 10 days had passed since the search of Yuri Orlov's
apartment before Rtskhiladze was subjected to harassments at
work. In particular, administrative director U. Bakradze began
to find fault with all sort of trivial matters, insulted Rtskhiladze
in coarse language and tried to provoke a counter attack.
Rtskhiladze was then reprimanded for "violation of discipline"
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which was later revoked by the Ministry directorate itself,
since the reprimand had clearly been groundless.

Nonetheless, the directorate (specifically, Deputy Minister
N. Gurabanidze, V. Kurava and V. Yakashvili) itself then fired
Rtskhiladze for "violation of discipline." This firing is a gross
violation even of Soviet labor legislation. The same day,
Rtskhiladze was summoned to the 14VD (by Investigator Aslanishvili)
where he was compelled to write an explanation as to why he
"verbally abused and threatened director Bakradze". Prior to the
firing, the KGB had sent some "hooligans" who attempted to
incite a brawl with Rtskhiladze. (The KGB has used a similar
ploy against another member of the Georgian Helsinki Group,
Z. Gamsakhurdia). Today it is possible that Rtskhiladze is under
threat of arrest for "parasitism."* Here we must add that
Rtskhiladze recently suffered a critical heart ailment -- angina
pectoris.

We appeal to worldwide public opinion with a request to defend
this active struggler for human rights in Georgia -- Viktor
Rtskhiladze. We also ask that voices be raised for the return
of the Meskhis to their rightful homeland.

(Signed by Georgian Public Group
members Beglar Bezhuashvili,
Zviad Gamsakhurdia, Grigori Goldshtein,
Isai Goldshtein, and Teymuraz
Dzhanelidze, as well as by members
of the Initiative Group to Defend
Human Rights in Georgia, Merab
Kostava, G. Magulariya,
and Nikoloz Samkharadze.)

*(Viktor Rtskhiladze was arrested April 23, 1977 at the same time
as Zviad Gamsakhurdia and Merab Kostava, but released under
orders not to leave Tbilisi. He was re-arrested January 25,
1978.)
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Yerevan, June, 1977

Announcement to the Belgrade Conference

Since we have no means of gathering or receiving any sort
of information on implementation of the other provisions of the
Final Act, members of Helsinki Watch Groups active within the
borders of the USSR have focused their attention on the Final
Act's humanitarian provisions. This does not mean, however,
that the Groups have ready access to data in this sphere. The
mass media in the Soviet Union do not perform the function their
name suggests; the meager quantity of information which succeeds
in filtering through to the press, radio and so on, appears in
completely distorted form. This is true both of extra-political
as well as political reporting.

With respect to the undertakings the Soviet government has
made in the area of humanitarian concerns, the Armenian Group to
Promote Observance of the Helsinki Agreement notes the following:

A. Civil rights violations in Armenia have not ceased since
the signing of the Final Act. We understand the concept of
"civil rights" to include national, political, religious, economic,
cultural and other freedoms. The free and unhampered activity of
Armenian citizens in any of the above-named areas is not
guaranteed. The very fact that members of the Armenian Group
to Promote have been persecuted speaks most eloquently for itself.

B. The signing of the Final Act found no reflection in the
treatment of political prisoners sentenced for their beliefs and
"activities" (the dissemination of their beliefs) to various
terms of punishment prior to the Helsinki Conference. Those
isolated incidents when Armenian political prisoners have been
released are simply a hypocritical demonstration of an "eased"
regime -- a regime which is in fact on the verge of inflicting
new outrages upon citizens seriously concerned with the fate of
their country. For instance, far ahead of the end of their
terms, two political prisoners -- Ashot Tsolakovich NAVASARDIAN
and Asat Levikovich ARSHAKIAN -- were released. They were not,
however, acquitted, but, following their policy of human
degradation, the authorities induced them to ask for clemency,
to produce additional testimony, to renounce their convictions
in written form and to pledgeto refrain from any sort of activity
in the future. Political prisoners continue to be detained in
inhuman conditions.
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C. Rad-Lo broadcasts continue to be jammed, the receipt of
publications still obstructed. The Soviet government destroys
publications even of Soviet authors who, for one reason or
another, have left the country, or who have expressed opinions
which do not reiterate the official viewpoint. Persons wishing
to leave the country are harassed.

D. The rights of the Armenian people as a national minority
are grossly violated. The Armenian natibn stands in danger of
losing its national identity through assimilation. The following
data attest to this:

The USSR -- being a union of nations enjoying equal rights --
is obligated to preserve the national dignity and national rights
of all peoples entering into its union. However, the government
of the USSR itself acts as the prime violator of these rights.
Adhering to a superpower policy with anti-nationalist aims, the
USSR not only does nothing to resolve the Armenian question -- based
on the just demands of a nation deprived of the major portion
of its historical homeland and a people sacrificed to the first
genocide of the twentieth century -- it uses all possible means
to block its resolution.

The dictatorship of the CPSU, which managed to wreck the
country's economy, proceeds in its suppression of national cultures
and the cynical violation of its citizens' rights. The Communist
Party, while monopolizing all the power in the Armenian republic,
neither reflects nor protects the interests of the Armenian people;
moreover, it functions as the primary instrument in violating
the national rights of Armenian citizens bold enough to express
criticism of the anti-nationality policies of the central and
republic governments, and subjects them to persecution and
long-term deprivation of freedom.

Ancient national customs and language are being distorted
and stand on the verge of destruction. A Russian replaces an
Armenian school on the average of once a year. Russian preschools
and elementary schools are maintained in better condition than
their Armenian counterparts; highly qualified specialists fill
their staffs and the government provides them with more
extensive funding.

Russian is the language of all correspondents in governmental,
cultural and economic bodies, as well as in scientific research
institutes. This is practiced in spite of Article 119 of the
Constitution of the Armenian SSR which establishes Armenian as
the republic's official language. All documentation -- ranging
from financial statements to scientific papers -- is in Russian.
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Russian is the language most often heard on radio broadcasts and
television programming. The single means of contact with world
culture is through the Russian language -- translations into
Armenian are discouraged and obstructed.

The republic's intelligentsia is deprived of all means of
self-assertion, in the true sense of the word, and it is deprived
of the possibility of real contact -- free of hypocrisy and
falsehood -- with the people. The intelligentsia and the
working people both are deprived even of a consultative role in
the resolution of national, political, economic, cultural, social
and moral issues.

The rights of citizens living in the Karabakh region --

once part of the Armenian republic -- continue to be violated.
Citizens of the Karabakh wish to rejoin the Armenian republic,
as 80% of its population is Armenian.

E. The new Draft Constitution offers us the possibility to
assume that no changes in this sphere can be expected; if anything,
further limitations on these rights might be imposed. This
assumption is based in particular on the contents of Article 39
which begins Chapter 7 called "The Basic Rights, Freedoms and
Duties of Citizens of the USSR." Article 39 states: "Exercise
by citizens of rights and freedoms must not harm the interests
of society and the state, and the rights of other citizens."
There is only one way this can be interpreted. All civil
rightsdelineated in the Draft Constitution are clouded by
amorphous stipulations: "In accordance with the aims of
strengthening the socialist system....", "In conformity with
the aims of Communist construction .... " (Art. 47, 50, 51).

Citizens of the USSR are acknowledged to possess the right
"to profess any religion and to carry on atheistic propaganda,"
but there is not stipulation for religious propaganda (Art. 52).

The indicated "freedoms" geared toward strengthening
the "might and prestige" of the Soviet government, Soviet
ideology and an atheistic world view,have never been limited by
the Soviet government, even when these have been founded on
false information. Moreover, in reality these "freedoms" have
been and continue to be not rights but obligations of Soviet
citizens, to which Article 62 attests: "The citizens of
the USSR shall be obliged to safeguard the interests of the
Soviet state, to contribute to the strengthening of its
might and prestige."
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The Armenian Group to Promote Observance of the Helsinki
Agreement was organized on April 1, 1977, and has been in operation
for only two months. Decades of pervasive suspicion, intimidation
and fear inherited from the past,hamper Group activity. Citizens
wishing to join or work with the Group in the data-gathering
process on human rights violations refrain from doing so for fear
of direct reprisals and from their sense that the struggle for basic
human rights and freedoms in the Soviet Union is hopeless and
cannot produce any positive results.

Nevertheless, Armenian Helsinki Group members have at their

disposal a number of reliable facts which demonstrate that the
Soviet Union has not been observing the international conventions
it has signed in the area of equal rights of peoples and their
inherent rights to determine their own fate, as well as in the
area of fundamental human rights and freedoms.

The following facts are presented in accordance with the
points made above:

A. (1) Persecution and loss of freedom for those whose

views are incompatible with the official ideology. This relates
especially to citizens and workers in the fields of education
and culture.

a) Sarkis ARUTYUNIAN, Yerevan State University, instructor
of philosophy (reinstated).

b) KamQ PETROSIAN, Yerevan Polytechnic Institute,
instructor of philosophy.

c) Aleksandr Rubenovich MALKHASIAN, physics teacher.
d) Edik NELKONIAN, physics teacher.
e) Eduard Bagratovich ARUTYUNIAN, Candidate of Economic

Sciences.

(2) Known cases of isolation in psychiatric hospitals

for political and religious convictions:

a) Eduard Bagratovich ARUTYUNIAN -- for entering the

Embassy of Great Britain;
b) Aleksandr Rubenovich MALKHASIAN -- for issuing critical

statements to higher governmental agencies;
c) Gerasim STEPANIAN -- for a religious gathering in

his apartment.
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(3) Immediately following the announcement of the formation
of the Armenian Helsinki Group, members of the Group and their
families fell victim to reprisals and threats. The newspaper
of the Central Committee of the Armenian SSR, Sovetakan Hyastan,
published a feuilleton aimed at manipulating public opinion,
entitled "The False Prophet" which used distorted facts and filthy
attacks on Group member Deacon Robert Khachikovich NAZARIAN.

Another Group member, Samuel OSIAN, student at the polytechnic
institute, was summoned for a talk with his dean who hinted
at the possibility that his thesis would not be accepted.
OSIAN's parents were summoned to KGB headquarters for an
"interview" where allusions were made to physical reprisals in
store for their son.

B. (1) The rights of political prisoners are being violated,
in particular the right to correspondence, medical assistance,
receipt of parcels, monthly purchases and visits with relatives.
Political prisoners are subjected to humiliation, including
discrimination on the basis of nationality. According to our
data, the following political prisoners are being held under
inhuman conditions:

a) Razmik Artavazdovich ZOGRABIAN; b. 1950, sentenced to
10 years;

b) Paruir Arshavirovich AIRIKIAN; b. 1949, sentenced to
10 years;

c) Razmik Grigorievich MARKOSIAN; b. 1950, sentenced to
6 years;

d) Bagrat Levonovich SHAKHVERDIAN; b. 1940, sentenced
to 7 years;

e) Sergei PARADZHANIAN -- we have no information on this
talented film director. (Also known as Paradzhanov, he was
reported to have been released from prison camp in late
1977--Ed.)

(2) On the other hand, pervasive corruption and bribery
have penetrated government agencies, including those dealing
with security and health, a situation which obstructs the
solution of serious crimes.

Daniel Ambartsumovich IRADIAN was killed in a pre-detention
cell; appropriate government agencies have not ordered an
investigation of the murder, and authorities are clearly
evading his parents' inquiries.
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C. (1) According to incomplete data, the following

library books were burned over the last two months:

Ye. Etkind, Poetry and Translation, L. 1965; Ye.

Etkind, A Discussion of Verse, L., 1971; Ye. Etkind,
Poet-Translators from Trediakovsky through Pushkin, L.,

1973; Ye. Etkind, Bertoldt Brecht; A. Galich, On Seven
Winds; A. Galich, K. Isayev, On the Raft; A. Belinkov,.

Yuri Tynyanov, M., 1965; S. Grachev, Assistance of the

USSR to the Peoples of Czechoslovakia in their Struggle

for Freedom and Independence, Gospolitizdat, 1953;

M. Demin, Facing the East; M. Demin, Parallels and Meridians;

V. Nekrabov, In the Trenches of Stalingrad (and all other

books by this author); Ye. Yevseyev, Zionism: Ideology
and Policy; Yu. Krotkov, John - Soldier of the World;

A. Solzhenitsyn, One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich
(a miraculously preserved copy).

We know that the director of the Main Administration for

the Maintenance of Government Secrets of the Council of Ministers

of the Armenian SSR issued orders (No. 1-.02) on February 8,

1977, for the confiscation and destruction of books by Armenian

writer and translator,Paruir MIKAELIAN, who had previously
renounced his Soviet citizenship (7 titles).

(2) The government violates the rights of citizens who

wish to leave the country for permanent residence.

a) Tatos ARTIN has been denied permission to emigrate
and has been without citizenship for 8 years;

b) Aleksandr Rubenovich MALKHASIAN renounced his

citizenship, yet his request to leave the country has stood

unresolved for five years;
c) Edik BEGLARIAN renounced his Soviet citizenship after

governmental agencies violated his civil rights; nevertheless,

the appropriate agencies have not examined his request to

emigrate.

D. (1) The political prisoners named in B. above were

also accused of nationalist activity which Soviet law equates

with anti-Soviet activity.

(2) The government bars citizens from commemorating
the National Day of Mourning, April 24, the date of the
Armenian Genocide in Turkey in 1915.
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a) Gatherings and memorial dinners dedicated to the memory
of the victims are prohibited;

b) Groups of more than 3-4 persons on the streets of
Yerevan are dispersed;

c) The preparation of bulletin board displays on this
theme is prohibited in official establishments and educational
institutions (Yerevan State University).

(3) It is illegal to write dissertations in the Armenian
language. ("Regulations on the granting of academic degrees
and titles", Bull. VAK No. 2, March 1976, Pub. "Vyshaya shkola",
1976).

The Armenian Group to Promote Observance of the Helsinki
Agreement stresses that this report contains only a selection
of verified facts on the violation of civil rights and fundamental
freedoms in the republic of Armenia. Additional data are
still being checked.

The Armenian Helsinki Group appeals to the good will of the
heads of participating states and to the peoples of the world
who hold dear the concept of the defense of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, and requests them to mobilize public
opinion in compelling the Soviet government to:

1. Strictly observe its international obligations toward
its citizens in the area of civil rights;

2. Officially recognize our Group along with the other
Groups to Promote Observance of the Helsinki Agreement and other
humanitarian civic organizations active within the Soviet Union.

The Armenian Group turns to the Belgrade Meeting with an
appeal to:

1. Examine the issues of centralization and effectiveness
of the Soviet Groups to Promote Observance of the Final Act;

2. Examine the question of granting the Soviet Helsinki Groups
official recognition and giving them the force of a legal body;

3. And, as a natural consequence, to organize future conferences
on human rights and basic freedoms at which the Soviet Helsinki Watch
Groups could present world public opinion with the true situation with
regard to human rights in the USSR.

(Signed by Armenian Public Group
members Eduard Arutyunian, Robert
Nazarian and Samuel Osian.)
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In addition to the 6oAmation o6 Pubtic G'oup4
in the UWaine, Lthuuania, Geoagia and A'menia, the
exLstence o6 the Mo6cow HetLinki Watch Atinutated
the c/eation od two othe/ monitoring bodie4&, 6oauhing
on &peciat Pd.ncipte VII conce/n6, in the Soviet
capitda, it6eZJ. ThLee Ru6sian Octhodox activistA
announced in DecembeA, 1976, the estabtishment od the
Chi4J1tian Committee 6do the Veden6e od Betieveut'
Right6 in the USSR, to &epoat on violotion4 o6

'LeLigious tibeAty a6dectZng ChLiatian and non-ChxA.tian
Soviet citizena. A month tateA, and di'ectty linked

to. the Moscow Het~iinki.Watch thoough Gtoup membea.

Genevat PyotA GAigokenko, the Wo'kzng Comm"i44ion do,%
the Investigation oa the Use od PNyckiatky do4

Potiticat Pwtpoe,6 wauo 6o'med with douw membeA6
and a tegat adviLet, So6ia Katizttatova.

On the dotQowing page6, two PsychiotAic Wooking

Commi6.ion documents and extiact6 6%om thue
ChAz~tian Committee ^ta-tement6 ate aepLoduced. Littte

oa theiA mateiaoZ hao been 6ystematicatty ttantaQted

60o publication in the West, but vaAiouw Wo'Lking
CommtL66on %epoxtA can be 6ound in the Munich Akkhiv
Samizdat, and a cottection oa 155 ChWtiian ComiiZffee

documenii 64om 1977 hah been tepxoduced by the
Wa~Wington StQeet Reseaitch CenteA, 3101 Wahhington

St'eet, San FNtncizco, Catidotnia, 94115. The

cottection o6 RuL6.6ian-toanguage o'iginals u=A edited
by H. S. Dakin od the Re~eaAch CenteA.

Moscow, June 1, 1977

APPEAL

We want to bring to the attention of world public opinion the

tragic case of the prisoner of conscience, Iosif Terelya.

Born in 1943 in the Transcarpathian Ukraine, at an early age

he reacted strongly against any instances of unequal treatment of

Ukrainians. The results: expulsion from school, the attention

of the militia and, finally in 1962, four years of prison camp on

charges of stealing weapons.
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For Terelya life in camp was unbearable, and he escaped. He
was caught and his sentence increased. He escaped again, and again
was taken back to camp. The ridicule and tortures to which he was
subjected are so monstrous as to be almost beyond belief. But
neither camp nor prison could break his spirit or his belief in God.
(Terelya is an Uniate Catholic.)

Then punitive medicine entered the scene. In 1972, Iosif Terelya
was accused again, this time under article 70 (anti-Soviet agitation--Ed.)
and transferred from Vladimir prison to the Serbsky Institute. There,
Terelya was declared not responsible for his actions and sett to Sychovka
psychiatric hospital where he spent four terrible years.

In 1976, a court revoked the order of forcible treatment. But
even in freedom, humiliation did not stop. His wife was deprived
of her residence permit and of her job; Terelya, unable to find a
job anywhere, was forced to wander. Driven to despair, in December
1976,he wrote to the Chairman of the KGB, Yu. V. Andropov, an
accusation that exposed the terrible facts and gave evidence of his
amazing stability and bravery in the face of senseless evil and
cruelty.

It was impossible to let such a letter go unanswered. And the
authorities responded. On April 28, 1977, Terelya was called into
the militia -- ostensibly about his residence permit. There it
was announced to him that the court decision rescinding forcible
psychiatric treatment had been reversed -- a year after it had been
delivered. (One must call attention to this new device in the arsenal
of methods of punitive medicine.)

And so, Iosif Terelya, having spent 14 of his 33 years in
prisons, camps and special psychiatric hospitals, is once again in
a psychiatric hospital. This time he is in the oblast psychiatric
hospital in the city of Beregovo, Zakarpathian (Transcarpathian)
oblast.

In response to her inquiry as to the reason for his
hospitalization, Terelya's wife was told that everything had been
done according to the law and that he needs forcible treatment.
The diagnosis -- "paranoid schizophrenic"; the treatment --
triftazin (trifluoperazine, known in the West as Stelazine--Ed.);
the sentence -- as always, unknown. The doctors frankly have let
Terelya's relatives know that it is not they who determine the
length of time in confinement.
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The Working Commission appeals to psychiatrists of the world,
and to world public opinion to come to the defense of losif TERELYA.

The address of his relatives is Zakarpatskaya oblast/g. Svalyava/
ul. Chapaeva #'8/TERELYA. (UKSSR - Ed.)

(Signed by Working Commission members
Vyacheslav Bakhmin, Irina Kaplun,
Aleksandr Podrabinek, and Feliks
Serebrov.)

Moscow, June 8, 1977

INFORMATION

Valery Safonovich TIMOKHIN, 30, is a Christian. He was arrested
on November 7, 1975 (during the November Revolution holidays) in the
city of Strunino. He was put into the Vladimir prison. The
incriminating evidence against him included 10 leaflets in defense
of Solzhenitsyn, a letter charging the Patriarch with being in
league with the authorities (it is not known whether he wrote or
circulated it) and a call for freedom of religion.

On December 12, 1975, a commission composed of 4 people,
including the psychiatrist Rogov in the Vladimir oblast psychiatric
hospital, declared him not responsible for his actions. In January,
1976, this diagnosis was confirmed by the Serbsky Institute. Thereupon,
Timokhin was transferred to Vladimir prison and then to the
Vladimir psychiatric hospital. Since May or June, 1976, he has been
in the Sychovka special psychiatric hospital (Smolensk oblast,
institution YaO 100/5, Section #7). Neuroleptic "treatment" is
being conducted.

Aleksandr TSELYKH, 34 years old. Engineer in geophysics. He
was arrested in 1972 in Krasnoyarsk. He is charged with writing
(or copying--Ed.) seditious manuscripts. A commission of psychiatric
doctors has declared him to be incompetent. He is held in the
Sychovka special psychiatric hospital.
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Viktor ivanovich BOROVSKOY, 22. Arrested in Kharkov on

May 12, 1977 as he was boarding a plane to go to Kiev. At the

beginning of May -- before his planned departure -- he telephoned

Raisa (Rudenko), the wife of the arrested member of the Ukrainian

Group to Promote Observance of the Helsinki Agreement, in Kiev.

He told her over the telephone that in Kiev he would go to the

Supreme Court of the Ukraine with a letter in defense of Rudenko

and a poster calling for the liberation of Rudenko. After this

telephone conversation with Raisa, Borovskoy was tailed constantly.

On the street, people in civilian clothes threatened him with reprisal.

Earlier, Borovskoy had been expelled from an institute because

he had attempted to ask a foreigner in Moscow about the possibilities

of going abroad. He was arrested. He was diagnosed as psychopathic

and was in a psychiatric hospital in the city of Slavyansk for 
two

months.

Borovskoy was arrested on May 12, 1977 and put in the

Kharkov psychiatric hospital by ordersof the head of the UVD

(Administration of Internal Affairs) of the city of Lozovaya, the

head of the City Health Department of the city of Lozovaya, and

Dr. En, a psychiatrist of the Lozovaya city psychiatric clinic --

sight unseen. They immediately began to give him injections of

haloperidol, but after the protest of Borovskoy's mother, this

was discontinued until the commission had met.

The brothers Sergei and Ivan PRUTOV have already spent six

years in special psychiatric hospitals. They were arrested in the

spring of 1971 in the city of Leningrad after the formation of a

human rights group. All six members of this group were examined

in the Serbsky Institute and were pronounced psychologically ill.

Sergei Prutov was sent first to the special psychiatric hospital

in Leningrad and then to the special psychiatric hospital in Smolensk

and finally to Alma-Ata. In 1974 the doctors recommended that he be

released, pronouncing him healthy. However, the experts in the

Serbsky Institute again declared him to be ill. And so Sergei Prutov

is again in the Alma-Ata special psychiatric hospital. In 1975 his

brother had an analogous history: the doctors of the Tashkent special

psychiatric hospital recommended that he be released. However, a court

decided to continue treatment. They are still both in hospital-prisons.

One is in Alma-Ata,0and the other in Tashkent.

(Signed by Vyacheslav Bakhmin, Irina

Kaplun, Aleksandr Podrabinek, and

Feliks Serebrov.)
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Moscow, December 30, 1976

To the Moscow Helsinki Watch, Professor Orlov

On November 21, 1976 the Pan-Orthodox Congress opened in
Chambesy, Switzerland. Delegates from the Russian and Georgian
Orthodox Churches in the Soviet Union were slated to attend.

While the Russian delegation managed to depart for the
Congress, Georgian Church delegates were informed that their
required exit visas had not been processed in time.

The pretext was obviously trumped-up. Clearly, certain

official organs felt it undesirable for information on the real
situation in the Georgian Church to be made public.

The obstacles placed in the way of the Georgian Church
delegation constitute not only flagrant interference in the affairs
of the Church, but a violation of Basket III -- "Cooperation in
Humanitarian and Other Fields" -- of the Helsinki Agreements.

(Signed by Christian Committee
members Fr. Gleb Yakunin, Archdeacon
Varsonofy Khaibulin, and Viktor
Kapitanchuk.)

Moscow, June 3, 1977

To Participants in the World Conference of Religious Leaders for
Lasting Peace, Disarmament and Equitable Relations Among Nations

Respected Conference Participants!

On May 21 we issued an appeal calling for your support in defense
of religious prisoners of conscience. We directed particular attention

to Jewish believer IOSIF BEGUN, whose trial was due to coincide with
your plenary sessions. His trial, however, was rescheduled for June 1,
and was hastily concluded that same day in the Prolyetarsky district
court in Moscow.
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The court sentenced Begun to two years of exile (in Siberia--Ed.).
What was his crime?

In 1971 losif Begun, an engineer, was denied permission to work
in his profession after he had applied to OVIR to emigrate to Israel.
Since that time, he has supported himself by giving private Hebrew
lessons.

It is common knowledge that Soviet law permits private lessons --

except religious instruction -- and that private tutoring, especially
in foreign languages, is quite popular.

Begun, in due course and according to standard regulations,
applied to the appropriate fiscal agencies to pay the state tax on
his earnings. The agencies, however, refused to acknowledge the
legitimacy of his employment.

And now the court has judged his teaching illegal.

Hebrew is more than the foundation of Jewish culture and the
religious language of Judaism. It is also the language of the Bible
and one of the three sacred languages of Christianity.

For a believer, Hebrew is a fundamental component of religious
life. We consider official prohibitions banning the teaching of
this language -- as applied in the case of Iosif Begun -- a
manifestation of religious discrimination.

Begun is till in prison. On March 28, he began a hunger
strike and we know nothing of the state of his health.

His case soon will be up for review before the Moscow
Municipal Court.

Once again we appeal to you to press for the repeal of
Iosif Begun's sentence.

(Signed as above.)

Moscow, December 29, 1977

Statement (Excerpts)

On December 16, 1977, the KGB summoned Fr. Gleb Yakunin and
Viktor Kapitanchuk, founders of the Christian Committee for the Defense
of Believers' Rights in the USSR, to inform them officially that
Christian Committee activities "damage state security interests" and
that its documents "discredit the Soviet state and society." They
were also told that continued activity by Christian Committee members
would subject them to criminal proceedings . . . .
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We categorically protest the characterization of Christian
Committee activity as slanderous and damaging to the security of
the Soviet state.

Despite the ever-expanding worldwide movement in defense of
human rights, there have been new arrests of Helsinki Group members
in our country over the past month. In the Ukraine: Levko Lykyanenko
and Pyotr Vins; in Armenia: Robert Nazarian and Shagen Arutyunian.
Under these circumstances, we see a real possibility that the
threat to end Christian Committee activity will be enforced.
Because of this possibility and of the desire expressed by many
believers to join the Christian Committee, its members have resolved
the following:

1. To recognize Russian Orthodox Church member Vadim
Shcheglov as a member of the Christian Committee;

2. In case of the arrest of the founders of the Christian
Committee, to empower Vadim Shcheglov to announce new
Christian members under conditions determined by
Committee resolution;

3. To state that the arrest of any member of the
Christian Committee does not affect his membership
in the Committee . . .

(Signed as above.)
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Bulgaria, East Germany and Hungary

Becau6e o'iginat document6 on Het inki-L-etated

sa4uez in Butgazia, Ea~t GeAmany and Hungaty a)e

4aoe in the Weat, kepota 6Jkom thoze thtee counttieQ6

have been combined in a A-Lngte Aection. it It

ctea4 d'Lom the mateiatZ6 them6etvet that the

human tight6 concevnu in the thhee nation6 aJke

AimiZta to those voiced by theih neighbour. MokQeova,

the paucity o6 documentotion doe4 not neceza'ity

ue~ect the actuat tevet o6 human kight6 activity.

In Ea6t Ge'many, 6ok example, it ha- been

estimated that ovet 200,000 citizenz have applied

6o4 emig'ation citing the Hetzinki Finat Act and

otheA document6. In Butgawia and HungaIy, on the

otheA hand, activity had been thought to be so tow

a4 to be neawty non-existent. The occaoionat

appearance in the West o6 mate'ia.& .6uch as thoze

included in thi4 volume 6uggest6 that such a^6umptioni.

'Lemain open to quaeton.
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The publecaton in the WeateAn pLeA4 o6 a
"Decta'ation 1978" matSk. the uAct time that evidence
hau 6utdaced of hwnan tight6 discontent in Lega~ia.
The zix point appeal pubLished in the Ap'it 3, 1978
edition o6 Die Pxe,64e o6 Vienna iA un6igned and Z&
add'e,6ed "to everyone" on behatj of a g'oup using
the othe'uoi'e unexplained name, "A&)." Citing
the Pie PkeQ6,6e mticte, the Butgiian pte^s .ha,
6uggtedithatI "Dectaution 1978" i6 a 6okgety,
pozibty concocted by Vie P'ease. Sofia ob.eweive,
howevet, have atte~tedT au- the c y.

Sofia, March' 2, 1978

Declaration 1978

We make the following demands:

(1) Discontinuation of human and civil rights violations,
non-interference in private affairs, a free press, freedom of the
arts, free elections and freedom of criticism, freedom of religion
and the abolition of censorship.

(2) Free exchange of information and of persons, the right
of emigration, opening of the borders for everyone, international
passports for all Bulgarian citizens, abolition of paragraphs 280
and 281 of the penal code (providing for imprisonment in cases
of failure to return to Bulgaria from abroad).

(3) Improvement of social insurance benefits, increase in
pensions, establishment of an "acceptable relationship" between
prices and wages, and, in this connection, a genuine increase
of the standard of living.

(4) Replacement of existing trade unions with unions which
will defend the genuine interests of the workers.

(5) Abolition of privileges in all spheres of public life.

(6) The publication of this declaration in all daily papers.

(excerpted from Die Presse,
April 3, 1978)
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The 6ottowing two tetteu doiom citizen,6 o Ea6t
Geimany have been excerpted 6'oom the White Pape, on
the Human Right6 Situation in Gecmani and o4 the Geuiman6
ZnaE&te'n Euqo e pubhed heCV i OlfJSU G'up in
Wie GeAman Bundestag (Bonn, OctobeA, 1977). Both
tetteth WeAe wkitten to high government o66iciat
out&ide East GeAmany -- the SiALt to the Webt
GeAman MinisteA dout Intta-Geuann Retation, and the
6econd to PeAsident Cawte). AA a kezutt o6 thei.
actions, the autho' o6 the pact tetteA wUs athe4ted
with hi6 wi6e in Augu6t, 1977, white the second
wSZte& was permitted to emig'mte a month eateA.
FuwtheA indo'mation on human kight6 condition4 in
East Gekmany, the Soviet Union and the countiieh
oA Ea6tetn Euwope can be sound undet the
apptopiaote headings in the White PapeA,

Dresden, June 10, 1977-

Letter to Herr Egon Franke

Mr. Minister,

We turn to you full of confidence and hope. Since December
1975 we have made 15 applications to be allowed to give up our GDR
citizenship and join my brother, Fritz Otte, in the Federal Republic
of Germany. In additionwe, my mother Frau Erna Otte and my
mother-in-law Frau Hilde Zschuttig, have each sent petitions to
Erich Honecker, Chairman of the Council of State. Our mothers'
petitions have to this day not been answered. On 17 November 1976,
our ninth application was rejected. Since then we have received no
other official refusals. The authorities react with silence.

My wife, Dr. Margit Otte, a general practitioner, I,
Dr. Gustave Octe, gynecologist and obstetrician, and our ten-year-old
son Jens, wish to go to live with my brother Fritz Otte, 5060
Bergisch-Gladbach, Hauptstr. 153.

We find ourselves in an insuperable ideological conflict with
the GDR. The deceptions to which we have been exposed for many years
have been defended by the authorities as something entirely legal,
and they are becoming increasingly unbearable. For months we were
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constantly shadowed by members of the State Security Service. The
fact that I come from a middle class family, and have three brothers
and sistersin the Federal Republic of Germany, has always been held
against me. Under these circumstances, it has been impossible for
me to rise in my profession. In August 1976, my wife was dismissed
(on libelous charges) from her post as senior factory doctor within
the health service works. At the same time, I was relieved of my
part-time post in the public health service, without any reason
being given. The ever-increasing mental strain and the attacks on
my family have induced me to give up my post as ward physician in the
St. Joseph-Stift hospital, Dresden, as an expression of my uncompromi-
sing opposition to the regime and of my solidarity with my wife. Only
three weeks after leaving this post, I was summoned to the Internal Affairs
Department and warned that if my wife and I maintained our attitude,
we would be liable to prosecution under section 249 of the GDR Penal
Code. We protested strongly against being put on a par in this
preposterous manner with criminals, society drop-outs, prostitutes
and persons who constitute a threat to the security of the GDR.

On April 19 and 27, 1977 we were separately questioned for
hours on end by the police and interrogating judges of the State
Security Service. And for the past six months,they have gone so far
as to make life hard for our boy at school. In order to escape the
injustice of the authorities here I have been working as a cemetery
worker since June 1, 1977 in the Alter Ahnenfriedhof, Dresden.

Mr. Minister, we hope that this brief description of our problem
will help you appreciate our situation. We request you to use all
means at your disposal to help us out of this unbearable and hopeless
situation. We urgently request you to include our problem when
human rights are discussed within the framework of German-German
negotiations and to raise the matter at the Belgrade follow-up meeting.
It is absolutely impossible for us to continue to live in the GDR.
We want to be able to exercise our profession again in peace.

Nearly all of our documents have been sent to your Ministry
by my brother. Your in-depth and realistic survey of German-German
negotiations in the debate on Intra-German relations in the Bundestag
before Whitsun gives us strength, courage and confidence.

Nineteen months under the strain of living behind the wall and
years of incessant conflict with the GDR are now beginning to leave
their mark. Please help us so that we as a family will not perish
in this unequal struggle with the authorities here.

(Signed: Gustav Otte)
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March, 1977

Letter to President Carter

The number of persons who have applied to be relieved
of GDR citizenship, invoking the Constitution, the United Nations
Charter, the Declaration of Human Rights, and not least the
Final Act of Helsinki, is estimated at over 200,000. The
Government of the GDR cannot cope with this flood of applications.
It therefore reacts with dismissals without notice, shameless
defamation, interrogation, and other reprisals. Only a tiny minor-
ity of the applications have been approved. The great majority
of applicants have been deprived of their livelihood and attempts
are made to 'starve' them -- in other words, to force them to work
as labourers for the communist regime by continually rejecting
their applications without reason, or simply not dealing with
them any more ....

... The GDR's policy of walling itself off from the Federal
Republic of Germany has been pushed to the extreme. The communist
rulers consider it a political crime for someone even to speak
of the unity of the German nation. Anyone in the GDR who has
the courage to express his own opinion (as 'guaranteed' in the
Constitution), anyone who invokes human rights or the Helsinki Final
Act, is dismissed without notice. Applications to be relieved
of GDR citizenship are refused without any reason being given,
or they are simply no longer processed; they disappear in the
bureaucratic apparatus of this State. In fact,even people who
merely apply to be reunited with their families are forcibly
deprived of their livelihood, irrespective of whether they are
scholars, artists, or taxi drivers. Slander, outlawing and 'starving'
of applicants, these are the methods used by the GDR government
for the past six months and more to stifle the demand by its
people for the exercise of human rights ....

(Signed: Dr. Hellmuth Nitsche)
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Acco'ding to the We~teAn pLe.66, a group o0
Hunga4ian inteLeectua&L aent the otoLouing me44age
oj Auppo.t to Czechot~ovalk diA6ident teadeA and
ChaAteA '77 4in, Pavet Kohout. The Hungaxian
AZgnato'iez A podtedty included ten phito0opheu,
two 6ociotogiAt&, too econom4th, 0ouW zcienti6t6,
ten Qiteu4, 6ou4 exitiC , a painteA and a muAician.

Budapest, January 9, 1977

Letter to Pavel Kohout

We declare our solidarity with the signers of Charter '77,
and we condemn the repressive measures used against them. We
are convinced that the defense of human and civil rights is a
.common concern of all Eastern Europe.

The 6ottowing exce.ptA o6 an inte'Lvew wtith
Hwngawian Achotao AgneA He2eAL (one o6 the 35 4ignatoitie4)
was tepoAted in the Feb'uvuy 9, 1978 edition o6 the
Itatian CommunLat daily, L'Unita. The aAtZcte
accompanying the intetvieY aQo contained comment6
by HungaAian Mini6teL o6 CultuxeIm4e Poz~gay,
concerning the deci~ion o6 Hete't and otheA Hungohian
intettectuat6 to tive and wo'k abowad. Poz&gay catted
the.' depattue a to6o and expte&zed the hope that
they uitt ketutn a6teA having had time to tedeect.

February 9, 1978

Interview with Agnes Heller (excerpts)

(Question) Is it a normal occurrence for the foremost representatives
of the "Budapest school," the best-known pupils of Gyorgy Lukacs, to
be working outside Hungary?
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(Answer) I am going because since 1973 I have been subjected to
a kind of ban on work in my profession. I and my friends were
dismissed from our jobs because our ideology differs from official
doctrine. An Academy of Sciences document states that we cannot
pursue scientific activities.

(Question) During that period were you also a university teacher?

(Answer) Personally, I have not taught at the university since 1948,
that is, since I was dismissed because I belonged to the Lukacs group
and to his "revisionism." Since then.I have been unable to return
because they said that my viewpoint was poison to the young.
Some 5 years later,I received a post as a scientific researcher
at the academy.

(Question) But did you not get any offers to work after your
dismissal from the academy?

(Answer) Yes, but not for scientific jobs. In fact, one was
relatively scientific: preparing a literary lexicon. But I am not
an expert in that field. They offered Vaida a transfer to working
with a group,and Markus a job at the Institute of Chemistry.
Naturally,we refused. During the past 5 years,I am the only one
of our group who has been able to continue serious research and
study work after receiving aid from abroad: the Heine Foundation
gave me a grant and the money was shared among the three families,
but it was not enough. So,to make a living,Vaida, Markus and my
husband had to busy themselves with translations. I also
received royalties on the books published in Italy and other
countries during that period.

(Question) So you were able to write a number of books and also
have them published in the West, after the decision to dismiss
you from the Academy of Sciences. How did the Hungarian authorities
react to this?

(Answer) When my book "The Theory of Needs in Marx" was published
in Italy by Feltrinelli, my husband was held by the police for 3
days. And more or less at the same time, following that episode,
a compromise was established between the government and our group.
The authorities would not interfere in publications abroad,as long
as we wrote nothing about the Hungarian state, Hungary's allies --
in other words, nothing which questioned the socialism of Eastern
bloc countries. And this was a real compromise because we had a
great deal to say on those topics.
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(Question) Is your departure nothing more than a.retreat from a
struggle which has just begun?

(Answer) Yes, I too asked myself this question. However, it seems
to me that in Eastern Europe the struggle is long -- 3 years is
nothing -- and furthermore, I respect the decision of those who want
to remain. But the battle for a better Eastern Europe has various
forms. Theoreticians are emigres, whether inside the country
or outside. I am a philosopher and my work represents a kind of
pluralism which is unacceptable in terms of official Hungarian
culture. Furthermore, for us it is not a matter of emigrating in
the usual sense: after 3 years we want to return, even if we then
experience a kind of internal emigration.

(Question) Are you, therefore, leaving without hope? After all,
there has been a compromise in recent years and, bearing in mind that
you are not departing by splittinglwith the Hungarian authorities,
is there not a chance for you to start a new dialogue?

(Answer) I do not rule out the possibility of compromises, but
they must be real, that is, they must provide precise guarantees.
I am not criticizing the leaders in this country; what I am
criticizing is the system itself. I do not want to deny that the
Hungarian authorities intend to respect the norms of the Helsinki
Final Act. I wish to respect the authorities' good sense. In
my opinionthey have gone almost as far as they can within a system
structured in the way this one is. As far as I am concerned,
there is only one Europe, so that if in the West it is said --
as the Italian communists, with whom I agree, say -- that political
pluralism and pluralistic democracy are an integral part of
socialism, then this can also be true in Eastern Europe. The
change must therefore be in this direction.

(Question) Ultimately, however, the situation could be this: Once
you are in Australia you do not resolve the problem of joining the
political and theoretical debate in Hungary and at the same time
Hungary loses something which could enrich it.

(Answer) In my homeland my influence is based mainly on books
published in Western countries. For instance, I presented one of
my books -- the one on the theory of needs in Marx -- 6 months ago
and publication was refused 2 weeks ago. Naturally, I am leaving
Hungary physically, but I am not leaving its problems and those of
the Eastern Bloc countries behind. Indeed, I will be able to
discuss these problems more than before.


